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The attached. document captioned "What Could Have 
Been Done If" contains the comments of, NY 694-S* as to. why 
the Victor Reisel news article of 5-14-64 in the "New York 
Journal-~American" prevented NY 694-5* from obtaining 
additional valuable intelligence data while on Solo Mission 15 
in the ‘Soviet Union and Cuba. ~ 
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None. File for record purposes. 
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é WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN vote ° 

The Cuban Military delegation for May lst was staying at 

the Hotel Platnikov headed by Commandant JOSE KUSSE, Chief of 

the Ideological Department of Cuban Army. KUSSE was accompanied by 

two naval attaches and one lower ranking Army attache (commandant 

in Cuban Army is equal to major in rank but is highest rank in 

Cuban Army. EIDEL and RAUL CASTRO are commandants). The Soviet 

Army military official attached to KUSSE as his host was Major 

General CHEVCHENKO? (ph). As near as I could find out CHEVCHENKO 

is military general connected to the CC CPSU. He too lived at 

the Platnikov during that period, | 

At the private dinner which I attended on ‘5/1 where I was 

introduced to KHRUSHCHEV and the Presidum, I was introduced formally 

to Major General ChEVCHENKO. He spoke English rather well but said 

he would be able to speak better with more study and lessons. I 

was introduced to him by the administrator in charge of the CC. 

CHEVCHENKO SBE next to me at my right and IGOR MIHAILOV sat to my 

left. To CHEVCHENKO'S right sat Commandant of the Cuban Army 

JOSE KUSSE. It was at this dinner I was introduced to Marshal 

Budenney, Korin (ph) and to the four astronauts. 

In the days that followed I attended a number of important 

social affairs, my wife and myself, with CHEVCHENKO at which there 

appeared leading artists of the Republic to entertain. During these 

affairs the Major General and his aide, a colonel, were very 

attentive to us and jokingly we accused them of exploiting us for 

the purpose of taking English lessons. CHEVCHENKO’ said his duty as ; 

a commandant was to pay attention to “y ΡΣ, from such ἃ great 
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country as ours but more than that he liked the manner in which my 

wife spoke such a perfect English and therefore would we be kind enough 

to be his guests after KUSSE had left, at least for two or three days. 

I was told by his colonel that he is a brilliant man and considered 

CHEVCHENKO a great military man. We accepted because he was very good 

company. At one of the affairs which was a command performance at the 

Bolshod Theatre, CHEVCHENKO'S commanding general, a Colonel General 

(4 stars) attended this affair which indicated that this is a rank of 

importance given to the Cuban delegation. I don't know his name, it 

was mentioned but I could not get it and didn't want to make an issue 

of having it repeated. This man was of army phase of military rank. 

Naturally, for reasons I gave you previously, we could not 

fulfill the invitation of being the guests of CHEVCHENKO. 

I tried to be subtle with my inquiries of my host in Cuba, 

MELENDEZ (Chief of Protocol) and the man in cHarge of him personally, 

MENDEZ. I asked if there are still Russians remaining in Cuba and their 

answer would always be that there were Many, a lot. In talking with 

BEATRICE JOHNSON and asked her more bluntly because according to the 

papers in the States most of the Russians have left Cuba, she laughed 

and said "I don't know what you mean by most but there certainly are 

many of them here now." She said they are just loaded. I put it to 

her another way and asked her XEXXNEXKHRRRAKEXXNBMXAXABANA RARAARRANA 

would the Russians leave and leave the Cubans with a lot of important 

stuff. She said one would have to have holes in their head to leave 

the Cubans with anything of importance, maybe small things yes, but 

big things no. I asked her how would you know. She said you just 

have to live hereto know you can't put anything good into their 
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hands. They are wild men, meaning the Cubans. The Russians are not 

in military uniforms from what she said but you can always tell xeon 

who they are because they stay within themselves and always go to 

the beaches in the early hours and you can tell the difference by 

going ἴο the beach on a "cold" day or in the early hours as they 

like to bathe in cold water. BEATRICE JOHNSON is connected with 

many people there. One evening quite by accident she told the 

following story: Her daughter who is very social and knows many 

people happens tob e friendly with a Russian girl of the same age 

and the daughter told BEATRICE that this girl's father, who is a 

4 star Red Army general, came home one day very angry and said that 

he had $8H@ from the Cuban military headquarters that day and they 

had a long argument and he had fought with them the entire day and 

stalked out of the headquarters raving madd for he saw classified 

military material just laying all over the place and raised the 

question why they had left such important material around and 

that they should never do it. The answer he got was "we trust 

everybody around here." He was not satisfied with such an answer 

and kept arguing with people but it was impossible and he left. 

I am trying to point out here that I'm calling attention to 

CHEVCHENKO and that his boss was a 4 star general. There are 

Russians in abundance, it is no secret but the interesting thing 

is I was able to hear of the four star general and I want to bring 

in what I could have followed through on but wash't able to. If I 

could have remained in Cuba I could have gotten the name of the young 

lady or at least gotten the name of the old man. 
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military staff during the May Day holidays. Here was an invitation 

which the Central Committee had approved - my seeing and talking with 

him. This general and I had met on several important occasions 

together. 

I could have spent more time talking with Nikolai on the 

Mexican Party situation at which time the Mexican delegation was 

present and the situation there. 

I could have spent some time with Arnold Kalinin who fronted 

for me for the Central Committee at the Cuban Embassy in helping me 

get my visa. Kalinin is head of department in CC in charge of Cuba. 

We became very friendly but more so because of this and the fact 

that he is a very close friend of Timofeev and it would have given 

me a good opportunity on the insight of what the situation is in Cuba. | 

I am sure my meetings with these people would have been most 

interesting since it was they who came to me rather than I to them 

because of the reception in the Soviet Union and the meeting with 

Khrushchev and the many times I walked in and out of the CC in the 

presence of Ponomarov and Korianov. 

This to me is a very tragic loss, a very tragic loss. I do 

not know when such an opportunity will arise again, if ever, since the 

potential of such a situation as I was in eakrm cannot and never will 

be evaluated. It was beyond limits. The extra 10 days or two weeks 

would have done that were I in a position to have remained. 
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dispute and has the confidence of many important people. | 
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6/12/64 

To me the most heartbreaking thing that happened about this 

trip, other than the shock when I was told about the Victor Reisel 

article of 5/14/64 in the "Journal-American," was in thinking of 

what I could have done and would have done had this situation not 

arisen, and because I wanted to get out of Cuba as soon as possible 

and back to Moscow and back home as soon as possible, and that I 

was invited by Fidel Castro to tour Cuba and to see the country for 

myself. Secondly, there was a standing invitation to pay my respects 

to President Dorticus who, I am sure, would have been quite interesting 

since I was referred to him by the Central Committee as one of the 

best Communists in Cuba (Dorticus is the &fair haired boy" of the Soviet 

Union Central Committee. He was one of the rare few people who. joined 

the CP after the Cuban Revolution and turned out to be the /S eens ts 

and most intelligent leader and for whom Fidel has high regard.) 

Also, I could have δά, if time allowed, a meeting with 

Rodriguez which, I am sure, would have been very interesting and most 

revealing of the situation within Cuba. I felt that I had lost much 

but this I could not help. 

In the Soviet Union, were I not forced to leave in a hurry, 

Sergo Mikoyan insisted I speak with his father one evening at their 

home about, Sergo said, his trip to Japan. Mikoyan had returned from 

an official trip to Japan. 

I could have spent more time with Timor Timofeev who works on ! 

a secret mission as a ghost writer for Khrushchev on the ideological / 

I could have spent a number of days Woes "ἡ POD General” 

‘Chevehenko (ph - Ukrainian poet?) he τ τ Ὁ. Zh Ke: Cuban 
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ReBulet 7/8/64 inquiring whether NY 694-S*, while 
recently in Moscow, discussed the matter containing 
information reportedly obtained from one oncerning 
an agent of the Central Intelligence Agency (Ὁ who had 
infiltrated the Communist Party of Japan, and who recently had πὸ 
returned to Japan to resume his activities in.behalf of the CIA. ( 

NY 694-S* advises: that he did not discuss this matter (| | 
with the Soviets, but that while in Prague, he referred the 
matter to MILOSLAV JANDIK, member of the International Department [ 
of the CP οἔ. Czechoslovakia. JANDIK told NY 694-S* that he 
was fully familiar with the matter.and did not consider it 
| important, 
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πο πο ΟΌΤΡΟΝ ENVELOPE 
1 -. Mr. Shaw 

SAC, New York (100-134637) August 4, 1964 

7  DBirector, FBE (160-428091) PERSONAL ATTENTION 

i Gap) 
INTERNAL, SECURITY = C 

| There is attached for New York and Chicago one 
copy cach of a letter from the Legat, Ottawa, dated July 21, | 
2964, captioned "Comiunist Party, USA, Reser ΗΝ 
Relations (Mail " " , 
letter fron the dated 
duly 17, 1964, se : 

a LO jietter discloses that sources of that agency 
have learned that communications from the Communist Party (CP) 
of Canada to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), are boing 
handled throu 41 drop, "P.O, 129, Church Street Station, ©'0 
Hew York 8," Sources have indicated that mail 
vrolating to Party organization and administration is forwarded 
to that mail drop in the name of George. Hanning, and all. 
Party material is fo through Herbert Anderson (not 
further identificd), has requested that it be provided 
details on the background of these mail drops and any infor= - 
mation which would be of benofit to its continuing investigation 
of this matter, 

Bufiles contain no identifiable infornation concerning 
George Manning. T[owever, it is noted that Now York airtel 
captioned “CPUSA, International Relations, I8-C" dated July 3, 
41962, discloses that on June 27 and 28, 1962, NY 694-S* 
conferred in New York City with Norman. Freed, Canadian CP _ 
representative to the "Vorld Marxist Review." On that occasion, 
Freed and NY 694-S* composed an open code for uso in 
transmission of messages fron one to the othor while Freed 
was jn Prague, Czechoslovakia. it was agreed that Freed 
would mail messages. to Payllis Clarke, 36 Wells, Toronto, 
Canada. Freed indicated that when Clarke received istters 
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Letter to New York 
RE: 5010 
100~428092 

from hin, Sho Would renove. them from their envelopes and 
readdress them to “Herbert Anderson, Box 209, Church Street 
Station, New York, City," which is a post office box mainteined 

. It is also noted that. Néw York airte) dited | 
March 33, 1963, captioned "NY 694~S*" enclosed a letter from 
a Canadian CP official which was received by N¥ 694-93} 
through Post Office Box 209, Church Street Station, and 
requested the FBI Laboratory to furnish an opinion as ta 
whether the énvelopa of that. letter had been chanfered, 

| *‘Buldt to New York dated March 28, 1963, in the 
4Solo caption pointed out that the Laboratory's report had 
disclosed that the top fiep of the.envelope was opened after 
it was originally sealed and that this occurred after the 
postal marking was inpréssed..on. the back of the enyelope.. 
The Bureau instructed New York t6 gubuit its recommendation. 
as to whether Past Office Box 209; Church Street Station, 

should be discontinued. . | . 

_. .... . New York airtol Apxil ἃ, 1963, i the "Sole" caption 
advised that ἃ new mail drop, "Hichaol Pelham, Grand Central 

Station, Post Office Box 514; NYC 17, N.Y., USA;" had beon 
opened fox NY 694484 to receive mali fron hie Canadian CP 
sources, It was dadicdted that Post Office Box.514, Grand 
Centrai Station, was opened specifically to. replace Post . 

‘Office Box 209 at the Church Street Post Office in the nahe of 
a + " 

"Herbert Anderson" and that Post Office Box 209 would be 
. 

discontinued, 

| New York airtel April 2, 1963, in the “Sole 
caption emnlosed « lettex which N¥ 694-8* had received fron 

Willian Kashtan, Canadian-CP functionary, through the 
Michael Pelhan wail drop at Grand Central Station, and 
yequested. the FBI Laboratory to determine if the envelepe _ 
of that letter had beén chamfered: Laboratory report dated 

April 9, 1963, disclosed that nd evidence was ound which 
‘would indicate that the envelope was tampéred with. 

Chichgo airtel of May 8, 1963, in the "Solo _ 
@dption discloses. that in Iate March, 1983, William Kashtan 
had requested CG 5824+S* to provide an address to which he 

a 
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Lotter to Now York 

260-428092 ὃ 

could in the futurd sond CG 592468" dtens fron. the Canndian =~ 
CP press. Based on this request of Kashtan, CG 5924~5* 

-- nSted that fox the purpose of sonding buch publication, 
Kashtan could utilize the address. of "J, Shoulders, c/o 

' Modern Bool Store, 56 East Chicago Avenmio, Chicago 11, 
_~ diltinois." On April 27, 1068, CG 5824-5% advisod that 

| during a contact with Otto Wangerin, tho operator of the 
Modern Book Storo, Wangorin turned ‘over to bin two unoponcd 

- letters bearing Toronto, Canada, postmarks addressad to - 
"J. Shouldors" at the Modern Book Store and boaring tho 
roturn address of 36 Wells Streot, Toronto, Cannda. Ih 

; opening the letters, CG 5824-39 noted that ono was dated ᾿ oo, 
. April 2, 1963, and was from Normon Freed to N¥ 694-5*%, The. - 7 

“ othox was dated Apri1.8, 1933; and was from Tom Jald to: _ 
Danny Rubin, In discussing the lnte recéipt of thase itens, 
CG 5324-9* advised that he-had.on April 25, 1963; boon at the 
Modern Book Storo and neither of those Jotters had at that _ 
tino beon delivered to. the addross of the adorn Bool: Stora. -. 
Οὔ 5624«5*% was of thd-opinion that the ictters had been cont 
to the Hodern Book Store by Phyllis Clarke of the Canadian - 
CP Hational Office in Toronto who abparently had transmitted 
these itens to CG 5324~5% on instructions of Kashtan. Ag 
to the reason for dolay in. tho receipt of eithox of thesa 
items, CG 5824—S%* bnd no explanition, - ἫΝ . " 

τ κα, - 
' New York is xrequosted to advise 25 a mail drop in " 

. ‘the. name of George Manning, Post Office Box.129, Church Streot 
-- Station, New York City, is currently being wtilizod by . 

NY 694-5% τὸ receivd mail from the Canadian CP or whothor this 
box has evex boen used for that purpose. New York ‘should. Ὁ. 
aise adviso when thé magi drop in the name of Herbert Anderson, 

* Post, Offico Box 209, Church Streot Station, was discontinued _ 
“and whothoxy NY 694«S* has xecoivdd any rdeont mail addrossed ~~. 
in the name of Herbert Anderson. ΕΝ 

᾿ New York and Chicigo axe requosted to promptiy . 
submit thoir xyecormmondations and observations relativa to tho 
ΠΌΛΟΣ in which inquiry in this matter can boast bo ~ 
handled without, Joopardizing the security of NY 69468%, In ᾿ 
this connection, consideration should be givon to αὐἀνσθην - 

that. we are instituting discreot coverage of Post. OFfice | 
Lox 129, Church Streot Station, New York, and will advise that - 
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ROUTE ΠῚ ENVELOPE 
i - ‘Mr, Shaw 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub 8) August.6, 1964 

“- 
Κα Director, FBI (100~428091) 

Gore) 
NAL SECURITY -- C 

i There is enclosed an article captioned. "Reds 
ngveal Pressure for Dogna Revision" which appeared in the 
August 3, 1964, issue of the "Washington Post." The 

. afticle pertains to 2 foureday conference of 2,000 historians 
a held in Hoscov, Russia, in Deconber, 1962, to deal with the 

΄ Matter of. de-Stalinization. 

pl i. Et is noted that CG 5824-8* was in the Soviet 
nion on Solo Mission 11 during the period 10-16-62 to 

42-19-62. On the cecasion of your next regular contact 
with CG 5824~-8*, informant should be requésted to comment 
on the significance of the enclosed newspaper article... 

Enclosure. 

Tolson - 

. Ca Shere, 

= NOS 5 pw 

— " 
rotter Ὁ ᾿ 
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FD-36 (Rev. 10.29.53} 

0 _. ΣΌΝ 
ἘΟΌΤΕΙ͂Ν ΕΝ ΣΟΡΗ͂ 

Date: 8/4/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED 
. (Priority) | 

ee a ee a ee a ee ee τ... ...... 

- ἴο: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
» 

Ἧ FROM: 8546, NEW YORK (100-134637) λγ' 

On 8/4/64, ΝΥ 694-S* received the following ciphered- 
partially coded radio message-from the Soviets: 

"On August 7, 1964, you will be given through 
second channel an important message to Hall. It will be in 
container on undeveloped film,”- 

The “second channel" referrdd to above is: ISIDORE 
NEEDLEMAN, to whom apparently-the Soviets will deliver a 
documentary message, It is to be noted that, for the. first time 
the Soviets plan to transmit a message in @,container, | 

Ϊ | 

ies, (RM) | | | . 
1 - CHICAGO- (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) τ 
L - NY 134-91 (Inv)(41) - 

- -" ᾿ “ 

wh 
L - NY 100-134637 (41)- ~ 

ACB: mid 

) ReC-33 Joo -¥2re09/- Yjab 
ad | 
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UNITED. STATES ὃ --ὐ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN P ENVELOPE, 
:  "s DERECTOR, FBI .(100-428092) _ pare: 8/4/64 

ΠῚ ἘΡΟΜ ru a " ᾿ τ : τος - ος 
PRO AH wt" sac, _ NEW YORK -(100-134637A) an oe 

2° ~18-C τ . ἦν 7 ᾿ 

~ Relylet, 7/2/64. 

othe records of the NYO refléct the following trans- 
actions, Tegarding ‘SOLO funds during the month. of July, 1964: 

Ε eo "“᾿ _ τὶ Gxredits ; | 

. Of Hand: 7/1/64 a ΝΞ ρἈ,390.,595.00 

a . Debits ~ | 

7/1/64 τὸ LENA SCHERER for CPUSA 
_ National Office payroll & | 2 

_. 488 Worker" x - $12,000.00 . - 

7/1/64 . To gus. ‘HALL, for CPUSA | ΝΞ ᾿ t 
τς ς National Office Expenses 10;000:,00 .. ᾿ 

' 7/14/64 τὸ GUS HALL for Expenses | 
᾿ ee for CPUSA. ‘National | Board ΝΕ ΝΣ 

meéting in NYC, 7/11/64 a 8000.00. 

“7423, 6h, TO LENA SCHERER for CPUSA 
National. Office Expénses . Lame ΠΡ ΓΝ ΓΟ ΣΕ 

- Η͂ - hs (RM) ΝΕ gi. a 
T = Chicago. (134-468) (S0L0) (Ri) | —F AUG 6 1964". 
L- NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - eet ρος 
1 + NY-100-128861 | (CPUSA, FUNDS, -RESERVE is) 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637A (41) ws fs Ses fy a A. 

- ᾿ς ἢ -ς 

‘ Μ - 
a3 - 

t 



NY 100-136637Ὰ΄ 

7/29/64 τὸ GUS HALL for CPUSA ΘθΘἘο ᾿ 
National Office Expenses ~ $ 4,000.00 

$50,000;00  ~ §$ 50,000.00 

Balancé . ες , $340,595.00 
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OPTIONAL, FORM NO. 13 ato 105-08 . & 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

ἀν το stars codex ROUTE IN ΓΝ 
Memorandum YuuUPE 

At 4 | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: August 4, 1964 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) yal 

SUBJECT: - Qoro) Ray 

Is -c . 

THE ABOVE INFORMATION 1S. BEING FURNISHED. TO YOU ΟΝ 
BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND YOU ARE CAUTIONED 

EN IN P. 
ut T Ν᾿ OUT THE “BU 

- On july 24, 1964. CG 6824.. S* advised SA WALTER A, 
BOYLE that on July 18, 1964, he had made thé following dis~ 
‘bursements of Solo funds which were in the custody of NY 694-53: 

‘On Saturday, July 18, 1964, NY 694-S* furnished: to 
CG 5824-S* the amount of $3, 500 from. Solo funds in his possession, 
in turn, CG 5824-S* furnished to DAN RUBIN $2,500 to pay expenses | 
of the meeting of the National Committee,. Communist Party, USA; 4 
which was held in New York City on July 18-19, 1964, and then 77 
furnished $1,000 to GUS HALL at HALL's request. Nee 

.. On July 20,. 1964, CG. 5824-S*. also furnished to HELEN 
WINTER $200 from his own pocket for expénses she would be 
, incurring in the course of pursuing the investigation of the 
WILLIAM: ALBERTSON case, This money CG 5824-S* expected to 

| reimburse himself from the Solo funds maintained by him in 
Chicago uyon his return to that city. 

ta 209. tage 09/08 
EX T10 ΟΦ. AUG 6 1964 

x po Aud’ 
(>. Bureau (RM) va 
1- New York (106-134637) (RM) 
1- Chicago 

“bil 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont ————— 
Gspet 

M orrandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE a 
pate: August 4, 1964 gun ΖΞ 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

. F. Downing Holtnes 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable a 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On 8/4/64, a transmission was heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on regular: schedule and frequency at which time a 
message, NR 154 GR 36, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

ON AUGUST (number) 7 YOU WILL BE GIVEN THROUGH SECOND 
CHANNEL IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO BIRCH (Gus Hall). IT WILL 
BE IN CONTAINER ON UNDEVELOPED FILM. fi 

Needleman, an attorney who operates for the Communist Party and 
who has been established as a second channel for the passage of 

documents. 

The SECOND CHANNEL probably refers to Isadore Gibby η 

The plain text was furnished to Supervisor Warren Marchessault, 
New York Office at 10:40 A.M. this date, 

ACTION: 

2 For information. 

Enclosure g 

Ὁ REC § κ΄ γ 1~ Mr. B ns | ᾿ 4 7 ( 
1 - Mr. Conrad: Ὁ Loi - 2509p — t 0” 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. Gs Shay), sem 
1 - Mr. Downing s γι ¥ 

1 - Mr. Newpher Has ἘΞ 4 μ6 6 1964 
1 - Mr, Paddock a? cee. a 
WP:drv Saree 



NR 154 GR 36 

26831 
18070 
14112 
93620 

78876 
84437 | 
57334. 
81871 

08177 
96215 
82408 
54150 

96076 
51484 
79831 
31682 

93100 
80982 
64292 
01192 

32374 
98512 
86361 
11719 

ENCLOSURB 

oa ¥-609/-Y0F 

8/4/64 

14528 68075 15191 O7611 
91850 10145 03666 26098 
10214 51025. 86145 32191 



FD-36 (Rev, 10-29-63) 

OpourEe IN ENVELOPE 
FBI 

Date: 8/6/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

=o ee ee eee ee ee eee ee ΒΓ Via__AIRTED REGISTERED | 
- ᾿ (Priority) i 

Wo ne eee Lowe 

eee TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

IS-c Kenn 

On 8/5/64, there was received at a mail drop in NYC, 
a letter dated July 30, 1964, from LESLIE MORRIS, National 
Secretary of the Canadian CP, to be-transmitted to GUS HALL. 

,rhe letter indicated that MORRIS had just returned from France 
where he attended the funeral of MAURICE THOREZ., MORRIS stated 
that while in France the news of the nomination of Senator | 
GOLDWATER came through and France and Britain, as well as the ~ 
rest of Europe, "are shocked, as indeed they should be,” 
MORRIS indicated-that he is preparing a -report in two weeks 
for his people on the significance of the nomination Mr Canada 
andthe U.S, and would appreciate any information 1 HALL 
him. 

Mi(3¢- | “ΤΡ ἐν (tu) 
L - NY 134-91 (inv) (41) - 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41)-« - 

oh 

JDOPmfd (#41) 
(7). AQ. 

rh 
“δ rN  ρὺ- ΞΖ λρβοφη- Al/ 0 

Big qo AUG Je 1964 | ? 

Approved: 
6; Uy, 

GD AUG 13
 bagel 2 ‘gént in Charge 

Sent _2 SM Per 



SE os cone ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Memorandum 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 8/5/64 

ς΄. NW FRG : iE SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

SUBJECT: ὺ ζ3ο 

το bTD 

ReBuairtel 6/2 orizing the NYO to 
disclose the identity of to NY rn that 
the Latter might proceed To attémpt to work nto the Commun- 
ist Party reserve fund operation and the Solo operation. 

By reason of LENA SCHERER's being adamant in 
her charge that[_______Jhas been friendly with LEON 
JOSEPHSON, who is "persona non grata” to the CPUSA, and 
further by reason of the informant's opinion that]  ττ τ] ὈΤΡ 
is not well known to CP functionaries, who'by no stretch ὁ o 
of the imagination" would be willing to accept the aforesaid ἠ ἃ 
informant as a membér of a secret party poueration NY 694-S 
declined to make any attempt to utilize in a CP 
apparatus. ες 

With regard toL____] it is to be noted that at 
recent conference in Chicago, attended by Bureau personnel, — 
NY - CG 5824S, the Chicago informant stated, referring {ἰ 
to "Tf he was a friend of JOSEPHSON, this is like beinpg 
a friend of the devil, So he is no good". 

ΤΠ 

FES tog 42509 /— ἐγ 
$ 7 
δ 1 AUG B i964 

γι 
(ῷ - Bureau (RM) " 

1. - Chicago. (134-46-Sub_B)(R 70 

1 ~ New York 
1 - New York 

ACB: bam 

bk: { ἫΝ ΟἿ δι gay τῷ Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

—s . ‘ 
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Ω͂ LASSLPICATION ἈΒΤΗΒΕΙΤ ΤΥ DERIVED FROM: 

FRI AUTOMBTIC DECLASEIFICATIOg@ UIT: 1 ᾿ Ϊ E DATE G1-10-2012 'φ) ROUTE if ἢ Ὁ Bp lee, ὃ, : ΟΡ 

The Attorney General * August ‘31, 1964 | 
! - 

wo Νὰ 1. liv. Evans ' 
iS Ce 2 - tr, Sullivan 

“COMMUNES? Pagiry,. USA i = ΜῈ, Baumgardner _ 
ONAL _BEEATIONS: haw “INTRENATY δ' 

INTERNAL .SECURITY .ὁὉ 

We have learned from ‘2 ‘source which has furnished 
reliabié information in the past. thet. the Central. Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, recently advised the 
Communist Party, USA, that. 24 plans to cail an. international 
conference of all-fraternal parties in approxinately the 
middle of 1965. In this connection, the Sovicts requested 
that the Communist. Barty, USA, send ἃ representative to 
Hoscow, Russla, on December δ, 1964, to take part in the 
formation of an Editorial ‘Commission: hich will prepare 
davafts.of the basic documents to, be submitted for discussion 
at, the forthcoming international conference, 

aE ee no ate κα 

atl id ete ee 

Because of the sensitive nature of our Source), 
| this communication is boing classified Zep" —: 

‘8 _\ This information is being furnished to other interesfed,., 
τι δ] officials of the Government. 88 

+ - “| Ὡς 

ἵ 8] 100-428091, lo 
x pees me -- 

1 = The Hepaty Attorney General. hz > 

& = 
NOTE: * 2 

V4 Classified ioe Sweet" because unauthorized / 
disclosuré of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694-S*. See ὦ : 

New York airtel 8/7/64 captioned "Solo, I8-C." Dissemination , 

being made to the Honorable Valter ἢ. Jonkins, Special. 
Assistant. to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the τὰ 
Secretary of State; the Honorable John A... McCone, Director: ° ot 

Tolson -----οἴ the Central Intelligence Agency; thotAttogney.¢ Genera 
Moh nt and, Deputy AttorneyGeroralzn μι δή 
Callehoa τ Σ᾿ Hg THs PoP Reena Contad wes: shee Sif ᾿ , «a Ae 

DeLoach ____ bat 4 
Ἐνσηβ τυτανον,....... LAT - 
Gate a: 4 ve th 
Flosen me 

Sullivan 

oa © 

Tavel jowngrading an 

ποῖ... declassification 
Tele. ἢ. 

t tee FE Was 
Hoes (ESD i ROOM TELETYPE UNITL_ 



tard 

TO 

ΑΜ 

5 AUG 14 ‘oh 

UN ITED STA’ TES GOV Ty vermont - ; 

Memorandur UTE IN ENVELOPE orale 

Se 

SUBJECT: Gao 1 - Mr. Shaw 
ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST oe fb 

Caltehon ne 

peLoach = ; 

Gale . 

Mr. W. C.. Sullivan viet DATE: August 10,. 1964 ae : 
Tavel _— 9 

1 - Mr, Belmont Tele, Room =e 
Hrs Ἐς Js Panngariveae 1 - Mr, Sullivan Holmes 

1 = Mr, Baumgardner 

My memorandum of 7/7/64 set forth in detail receipts 
of funds from the Soviet Union and..Red China by the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), and the disbursements of these funds during 
June, 1964, The following schedule shows the present status of. 
these funds togetlier with receipts and disbursements during 
July, 1964, 

SUMMARY 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 7/31/64 cose $1,979,991 
Total received from Red China 2/60. to 7/31/64 ὁδόοδοό᾽. 50,000 
Grand total received 9/58 to 9/31/64 φοφὐοῤεοΨοφο όῤῥηὺφν 5, 029, 991 

Total disburserients to 7/31/64 ὁ δὸ ὁ διὸ ὁ ὁ ὁιφὁ δὸ δὲο ὁ δὸ ι(᾽ᾳ,ὐ 1. 597, 396 
Balance of Fund 7/31/64 | OOOO φὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ διὸ φσὁ διόδϑ,ὁοῦ»ὺ 433, 565 

*$340, 595 naintained by NY 694-5 in |. : 
‘New York City; $92,000 maintained by 
CG 5824~S* in Chicago, " 

DETAILS: : 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 5 6/30/64, bac eel, 979,991 
Total received from θὰ China 2/60. to 6/30/64: ες νὸς ον. 50, 000 
Grand total received 9/58 το. 6/30/64 cisssicicsccsesad 2,029, 99L 
Total disbursements to 6/30/64 - Saesececeesassicosesees 1,547,396 

Balance of Fund. 6/30/64 eRUVELEVOLERETIES TTT SS eee 482,595 

Receipts during July, 1964 ὁ δοόΨῥοδον ὁ δ ὁ δὸ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ δὸ δ φὸ ὁ ὁ ὁ ““-" 

Disbursements during July, 1964: 

7/1/64 ~ To Lena Scherer, CPUSA Reserve Fund official , $ 12,000 
for CPUSA national office and, ' ‘The Worker,‘ -Y; Hf. 3 

REC- 65 00> Z2FOGy- 
7/1/64: ~ To CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hal for - 

expenses of CPUSA’ national ως - 

100-428091 EX‘ ,-" wan RE lp go AUG 12 198% 
WGS: rlm uw ye, 
(5) , ᾿ Ὁ 



Memorandum to F. J. Baumgardner 
. RE: SOLO. 

100-428091 

-τὶ + - - 

171 4764 ~ To Gus Hall to cover expenses for sisesse $ 8,000 
CPUSA National Board meeting of 

et 1111764 

Ἂ 7/23/64 - το Lena Scherer for expenses Of esisessis - 16,000 
. CPUSA national office, - 

mo 1/29/64 2"To; Gus Hal for expenses of CPUSA eisooes 4,000 

᾿ “tink disbursenénts: =. Duly, 1964 scscicisocececsisi 50,000, 

Tot, Balatice Of Fund. 7/31/64 .s.sscesesssoeesceies $ 432,595 
‘ACTION:. | 

; None. This memorandum is submitted for your 
information, An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will 
be brought to your attention -each month. Details of the 
accounting of these funds are not to ‘be disseminated. 

-2- 



Ϊ. FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION ὈΠΙΤΡῈ 

i SETE Gi-LoO-2O0Lz2 

. © _— ROUTE INOINVELOPE 

ae 

BY LIAISON 

.! a /L = iy, Belmont 
1 = Kr; Sullivan. 

Honorable John A, wecone 1. iy, Baumgardner 
μὰ 1 ~ Liaison Ε Ao Director 

| Central ‘Intelligence Agency 
‘Washington ,. Ds Cy 

Dear: bir. HeCono:. 

“ We have Icarnéd from ἃ ‘source which has. 
furtiiened reliabie informition in the pist that the. 
Central Committee; Communist Party of thé Sovidt Union; 
recently. ddvised the Conmmist Party; USA, that it plans 
to call dn international conference of all fraternal. 
parties. in Approximately thd middle of 1965; In this 
connection, the Sovicts requested that the Commnist 
Party, USA; Sond ἃ representative to Héscov; Russid; 
on December 15; 1964, ta take part in the formation of 
an Editoriad Comuissiion which 111 prepare: drafts of the: 
basic documents to bé submitted for discussion δὲ the 
forthcoming internitional conférence; 

J}. oy 

183: 

».} 

NOON ONIGYIY-0,934 he Hd 80 | 

᾿ Beesuse of thé sonsitive nature of our source, 
this conmimication is being classified 'Sep-Séeret εἶ" 
This infdérmaition is being furnished to. other interésted 
officinis of the Governnent « 

yi : Sincerely: yours, 

χόθ.428691 ΝΣ a 
Tolson = sbge. fp 
Beltoont Rep ae im 

ΝΞ ty Coued SEE. NOTR/ PAGE “ire ae YN (Pos seci Ne (00 - Fae 
Evans ’ ΡΟ ubomntary > 

Trotter —_____. 

Tele. Room —— ΤΩΝ ΠΡ να 

-Holmes ABA 4 ‘ 
rotees OA TELETYPE unit L_] 



- Honorable John A,. UcCone 

. οὖ τ Ctassi#ied igop Beteet'!. because unauthorized . 
. disclosure’ of this information could result in exceptionally | 
grave damage to the Habion, Source is NY 694-S*, See’ 
New York airtel 8/7/64, captioned "Solo, IS-C." . Dissemination 
being: mide: to; the. Honorable Walter ¥. Jenkins, Special τ 
Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the’ 
‘Secretary of State; the Honorabié John. A. fieCona, Dixdétor 
“of the Central. Intelligence Agency;, the” Attorney General, 
‘and ἃ Deputy Attorney Goneret. 

x 



Ἢ πο το τον os 

—s i“ ἜΞΟΝΗΝ cow ncent 9) Νὰ 

MemorandRQvt Th fy HN vaiLOPR 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) DATE: 8/5/64 

SAC, CHICAGO’ (154-46. Sub F) 

Is ~C 

Re Bureau letter dated ‘5/4/60 and» ‘Chicago létter 
dated 1/2/64 + 

Referenced Bureau letter of May 4, 1960, instructed 
Chicago: to set forth detaiis of receipts and disbursements. of 
funds in posséssion. of CG 5824-S* and report such information 
to the Bureau by the fifth of the nonth following the -month 
being reported: 

- Balance of funds in possession 
; of CG 5824 -5 85 of 6/30/64 - 

“Solo funds 

Maintained. in cash in safe deposit: , | f 
‘pox, Mid Ainerica National ‘Bank, . ΝΕ 
Chicago, TLTENOIS ...oecnoece sgn steseseseeei aS 92 ,000.'00 

CP, USA: reserve. funds _ 

Maintained in cash in: safe deposit . oO 
box; Michigan Avenue National Bank; ΝΕ 
Chicago, TILINOISsieceveegeeeeteeeescat ese den 14, 291. 32 

Total $106, 291, 32 

Additions REC. 65 itis ae ΟῚ 
Solo, and_CP USA reserve funds. 

owes που emma 

None, EX-108 ἴοι AUG 12 1964 

oe. ex ORE (ἀμ) vee comets 
2 - New. York (100-134637):(RM) ; - 

1 = 100-128861 (CP, USA Reserve Funds) — ΒΝ 
1 - Chicago ἊΝ 

ΕἾΒ: Ό11 
(5) 

— BY : . ΝΕ 

6D AUG 14 1964 2 



- 

CG 134-46 Sub Ε΄. 

Disburscnents - 

Solo ἀπά, ΟΡ, USA reserve funds 

7 - = 

.None ; ° ΗΝ 
ann ae “ 

Total funds in possession.of — . 
OG 5824-S* as of 7/31/64 | | en 

+ 

0 eee e - 
Solo funds tt οὐ τῷ τὶ 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit. 
-box, Mid America National Bank, 
Chicags, Τλλλποῖθις κτνν εν το κο αλεεενεκλοζενε 92, 000. 00 

CP, ‘USA reserve funds _ 

ΕΝ Maintadited- in cash in safe deposit — = . τὸ 
Ι _ -box,.- Michigan Avenue National Bank, 7 

Chicago, ΣΝ 14,2923 32 

- Total = $106, 291,32 

᾿ As - noted above, there were no transactions involving 
- funds..directly. , controlled by CG 5824-S*; however, the source 
did- note the following concerning overall ce, USA reserve funds: 

0 On July 11, 1964, “JACK KLING, a Teading funetionary | Ε 
. "of the CP of T1linois and a depository "for CP, USA reserve - 
. , funds, withdrew from monies. within his control "$4 000. in order 
. to have these monies available to CG 5824-S* if the need Should ~ 
arise, On July 13, 1964, CG, -5824-S* secured from KLING, $500 
.of these reserve funds and on the same. date; KLING placed the 

+ remaining $3,500 back-with other CP,.USA reserve funds’ he holds, 
‘The. disposition. of the ‘$500 received by. ca §824-S* on: July. 135 
1964, was as’ follows: 

- 1/13/64 - To attorney DO] 
es . Chicago, for legal fees and assistance BS τος 

τ provided in connection with the obtain- -ος 
: ing of a handwriting expert for examina- _k 
_° ¢iom of documents in the WILLIAM - ἢ hb 

᾿ ALBERTSON. ΟΣ 
90. 00 “τ 

' 
- . ᾿ ᾿ 

- 2... " 



> Ὁ ἜΝ vy ; 

. ΕἸ " ᾿ a « “fs ᾿ - 

εἶ CG 134-46 Sub.F - 0 - ο - σι τ 
pee τ τ " ΕΝ ΞΕ ᾿ τι πο πὸ ἊΝ ᾿ 

τ τὸ πὶ 1/13/64 - i To. Chicago handwriting expert: Be τ τ 
᾿ς ss Ls for analysis: and: written report regarding . " ᾿ 
ΝΞ ᾿ handwriting Comparison of ἀοσυπδηῦθ. ᾿ . _ 

: -. © velating to. the WILLIAM ALBERTSON matter ....i8150. 00 - 

FD, -7713/64: - For expens'es in connection - ith. oe 
- trip of ARNOLD JOHNSON to Chicago made-on . "Ὁ : = 

oo Fs. ἢν - GUS HALL's: instructions: for the handling: ΠΣ 
Poo handwriting analySis in the WILLIAM”  . - τ οὖς 
io Ξ - σ “ " _ ALBERTSON MACE satengesqenetereeeserenss rh pin 88200" 

sy 14/64 = To CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, thé Leading -. ~~ 
Se functionary, CP of Illinois, for expenses. a 
a a in connection. with.. farii: property- held.-for. πῆς ΕΝ 
Pg the Party by” LIGHTFOOT which is ‘located 

in, τ sr pavceseredeeientarerssnneeie dees 40,00 

τ το πο Approkimatély 7/18/64 - τὸ HELEN wont” .. “7 Πις 
. - ω; -. ΟΥ Detroit, for: expenses in connéction with — _ ae, 
i ee "work ‘conduct ed’ on behalf of the Party in _ 

kh 

ΕΒ : ᾿ ᾿ New York ΟΝ 200. 00 

ΕΝ | "Approximately 7/18/64 = : For items: secured’ τι ᾿ - . 
.Ν ΕΣ On. behalf .of ELIZABETH-GURLEY FLYNN - - a 
eo “related to her projected travel abroad. + «aes. 20s ρ΄ 

ee a Se a Total ὁ. - 8815: 00% 

This. ‘total includes. oF mse ‘out of pocket by οὐ 5824- S* . ΕΝ 
. and not reimbursed from Party funds as. of. Joly Bt, “1964.2 - 

- " ᾿ - 3 = “ ~ 



OPTONal ἔδεμ HO, 10 3910="96 | MAY 1842 FOITION 

G34 GEN, tO, NO, 22 O 
© Ck Toison SL. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT “ “2. — Belewat 7 .Mohr 

Casper —_ 

Memorandum poytg IN ENVELOPE => 
Gale TO : Mr. W. C. Sulliv : DATE: 8/7/64 gen 

Ml Ake 

ul~ Mr, Belmont Tae Rone 
FROM: Mr. F. J, Baumgardner 1 = ir, Sullivan Holaes ———— - ἊΝ 1. -ἰ- Mr, Baumgardner Gendy — 

. (Q | ν 1... Mr.. Branigan SUBJECT: 1 = Mr. Shaw fe 
AZ INTERNAL SECURITY -~ COMMUNIST ; 

i 

This is to advise you of the receipt of $300,000 
by the Communist Party, USA, (CPUSA) on 8/5/64 as a subsidy 
from the CP of the Soviet Union. - 

On 8/5/64, Vladimir A,. Chuchukin, an official of 
the Soviet Mission to the United Nations, delivered to NY 694-55 
a black attache case containing the sum of $300,000, of 
which $200,000 was in $50 bills and $100,000 in $20 bills. 
Valentine Zaitzev, also an official of the Soviet Mission 
to the United Nations, was observed by NY 694-S* to surveil 
informant after informant had received the money from 
Chuchukin and was en route to his office. NY 694-53 was 
of the opinion: that the. Soviets were particularly anxious 
to be sure that the informant ‘was not accosted by anyone 
while en route to his office. 

\ 
The grand total of all funds received by the 

CPUSA from the. Soviets since 1958 is now $2,279,991, of 
which amount $630,000 was delivered by the Soviets to the 
CPUSA in 1964, 

ACTION: 

For information. The clandestine receipts of funds 
from the Soviets is not disseminated in view of the fact 
that it would jeopardize NY 694-S* and our entire Solo 
operation, 

100~428091 νὰ of > 

ee τ 
ἼΩΝ 

ἐ Oh Rey. 00-42 F097 4}}} 

= EX-108 [0 AUG 12 Τρ. 
“nena 

Oey | ku 
G9 AUG 14 1964 

π" 3 



μὰ 

Tolson 

Mahe SEE NOTE PAGE ΤΠῸ 
Casper 
Callohen 
Conred --- 

Sullivan ΄΄ὦ 

Rosen ς΄ςὦ bd . . "δ en ays 

Ἔσνο! nen “νι “- 
Trotter 7a ΚΝ κ . 
Tele. Room’ tie τω 
Hole 

. CSAC 14 Alc TELETYPE unit L_] Gand 

ROUTE IN ONVALONE 

LASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERTYED FROM: 

51 AUTOMATIC DECLASE IFICATION GITEe 

RATE Gir lo-2oLe 

August 11, 1964 
BY LIAISON 

' Y et = ir. Belmont 
" | ΕΝ Ἵ. 1 ~ Hr... Sullivan 
Honorable Dean Rusk | YA! 1 + Mr, Baumgardner 
The Seerctary of State [ 1 ~. Liaison 
Washington; Ὁ. ὅς 1 = ir, Shaw 

Dear Mr. Rusk: slo +). 

Ha have earned from a source which has 
furnished rélieble information in the past that the _ 
Centzxal Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
recently advised the Communist Party, USA, that it plans 
to call an international conference ‘of all fraternal Pk 
‘parties.in approximately the middle.of 1965. Inthis 2 S 
connection, the Soviets requested that the Communist τ Ὁ 
Party; USA; send a representative to Moscow, Russia; om 
on December 15, 1964; to take part in tho formation COE 
‘of ‘en. Editorial Commission which will prepare: drafts, | = 
of the basic documents to be submitted Zor discussion 
at the forthcoming international. conference. 

_ Bécalise of the sensitive nature of our 
source; this. communication is being classified “Peg” 
Seerct:"" This information is being furnished to. 

interested officials of the Governments . 

᾿ 

HOON "8, Hd 80 | | 

other 

Sincerely yours; 

ΤΩ 
| 100-~428091 

(Sarees Sneemmacot - 

“P * Syp AUG 12 1964 



τς Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. HeCone,. Director 

Honorabie Dean ‘Rusk, - 

ROE. | ΝΞ τ τ 

 @lassified ai opt Beeret:* j because unauthorized . 
disclosure of this information could. result in. exceptionally 
grave damagé to the Nation. Source-is NY 694-S*, See 
Now York airtel 8/7/64, captioned "Sglo, IS-C." Dissemination 
being made to the Honorable Walter W. Jenking, Spécial. 
Assistant to the Prodident; the HonorShle Dean Rusk, the = - 

Of the Central, Intelligence. Agency; the Attorney General 
and Deputy Attorney Gonerat, - 



as FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) 

ITE INF SENVEDOPE 
Date: 8/11/64 

"Ὁ 

ee ee ee ἀπὲ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ἱ 
yie7__ATROEL REGISTERED | ΝΕ 

. » ᾿ . “ (Priority) " ς τ eT πα 
Το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) OS 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) : (Dy, Pt 

suazect:( Soro bo £5" 
ος 185-Ὸ 

On 8/11/64, ΝΥ 694-S* received the following ciphered- 
partially coded radio message from the Soviets; 

"To GUS HALL MK (- 

"Please advise us when and how wide do you plan to meet 
45 anniversary of your Communist Party. Do you think it is 
advisable in present conditions to send you openly greetings 
from Central Committee of Communist Party of Soviet Union? ΤῈ 
possible please reply through second. channel on August 14." op 

The "Second Channel" referred to above is ISIDORE 
NEEDLEMAN who in the past has-received messages from the Soviets 
in the second channel for NY 694-S* from KONSTANTIN P, SEMENOV, 
Secretary of the Amtorg Trading Corporation, 

EMS cx 
1 - CHICAGO~(134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - 
L ~ ΝΥ 100-134637 (41)-- - 

~ an] 

oss cay EERE dow. ψαρίγ. 
o) ) - ᾿ 

pee Se 

7 ‘ving ὦ eas 32 
EX-108 , (ὃ 

AY 
awe GY ΝΞ 

pproved: ΞΜ 
K 

τὶ hist δ Aa. Agent in Charge 
aS 



SS -τ τ ταν ----- 

z f 
FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)" X% 

., 

— a ee πα 
Ε- 4 

“ 
* 

Date: 8/10/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

vi AIRTEL REGISTERED 
ἴα = (Priority) 
Hoe Loe 

Ὶ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) ᾿ χ, 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) hr 

SUBJECT: CP 
IS-C 

On 8/7/64, there was received at the MICHAEL PELHAM 
mail drop in New York City a note from LESLIE MORRIS, General. 
Secretary of the Canadian CP, to GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
CPUSA, dated 8/3/64, enclosing a letter to LESLIE MORRIS ὁ 
from BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA representative. in. Cuba, dated 
7/17/64 ' 

The envelope containing the aforementioned 
communications was postmarked August 4, 1964, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada, " ἰϑλνο]} 
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The note from LESLIE MORRIS to GUS HALL. is as follows: 

"August 3, 64 

“Dear HERB:. 

“Another note from B, which I am. sure you:will be 
Glad to see. She is a fine sal, in a most difficult job; 1 
mentioned the other day I am reporting to our folks.-on 
Goldwater and: the Ultras, and the significatice for. this 
country, and asked for any help. Since then I have collected 
the materials you have issued since I was away, so please 
don't put yoursél£ out, I can manage, I think. You Havé. 
enough ‘to do, goodness knows. 

MAIL best, 
Le 

Nps, 

"I hada long talk with, my old friend JOHNNY G of the CPGB, and. 
his récent visits and talks. I shall try to summarize them 

' for you one of thesé days. Just ΤΟΝ Iam laid up for a little 
while. Did. you read his. (Johnny! 8) article in the most recént- 
Guly, 64) Marxism Today? - A fine job of work. 

L" 

- The “tiaterials" referred: to by MORRIS. ‘was the data - 
he had requested in his, letter of 7/30/64 set forth in SOLO airtel 
dated. 8/ 6/64. The “JOHNNY G" referred to is JOHN GOLLUM, ‘of . 
the GP of Great Britain, 

The letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON το LESLIE MORRIS 
is as follows: 

“20. 
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: “July 17, 1964 

"Dear LESLIE: . 

"Thank you for your little note, It is good to have 
someone acknowledge something. Here oné is on a one way street, 
There Simply. are no answers to: questions. 

"Would Like you to convey something to GUS, which: Ι 
cannot write any other way. The. New York Times piece in. which 
the big. boy madé some about-face statements, was a complete and 
total surprise to everybody here, and I mean everybody. There 
is no text; all there is, is the version of the reporter, about some. 
far reaching propositions, which were not discussed here, The. 
_press ‘here did not publish the entrie text, juch. some’ very | 
brief extracts, Our proposal for a. document addressed. to the 
American people is, it seems to me, in question now. I cannot 
find 6ut if the things said in the. article is meant to sérve the 
purpose, An still trying to find out and may one day. _ 

"The. information about ALBERTSON. in New York has caused 
“‘Bome questions ‘heré which I. am-not able to. answer, The gitl I 
found here is rather panicky, - he was her associate and. her 
advisor in all matters which brdght her heré in the first place, 
So you can imaginé ‘her concern, ἡ 

"The ‘court victories are gredt news, but the Goldwater 
thing iis .a miserable symbol of the decay of the system. What 
will happen now? Will the Democrats rise to the needs of. the 
hour. Am anxious to know about, the write-in. It can surely 
play ἃ. tretiendous role in this situation, ) 

"Will something be undertakén to extend the travel 
right victory to. include Cuba? Otherwise the blockade ‘has been 
intensified. For example I have not had anything in the Worker 
for the past month, altho I write every week. I, don't know, 
may_ the stuff is bad It is more, . Likely that it did not get thru. 

"Well the 26th is upon us and the excitemént is rising. 
There are tremendous preparations being made for a smash up 
celebration in Sandiago de Cuba, Is anyone coming from your. 
country? 

ΝΞ np" 
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In response to the question asked by: JOWNSON, "18 anyone coming from your country (Canada)?, oan had inked 
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LNA BLL 
ReNYairtel to Bureau, 8/4/64, reflecting that on 8/4/64, 

NY 694-S* received the following ciphered-partially coded ὍΝ 
from the-Soviets: Κ 

"On August 7, 1964, you will be given, throu 
second channel, an important message to Hall. It will be in 
container on undeveloped film." 

VLADIMIR CHUCHUKIN on 8/5/64, NY 694-S* advised the latter 
that .the message-to be delivered on 8/7/64, mentioned above, 
should be delivered to the second channel (ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN) 
on the morning of 8/6/64, ΝΣ 

ReNYairtel, 8/6/64, reflecting that. in a contact | 

Raise On 8/6/64, NY 694-S* advised that he was telephonically | 
ἀονιϑοα by ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN that on that date KONSTANTIN P. 

ἼΣ OV, Secretary of the Amtorg Trading corporation ζ105.-.31468}. 
Saaery vered to h package for transmittal to NY 694-S*, 

(RW Ost, | 
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The. informant stated he then went to NEEDLEMAN's office and 
obtained from the latter a package containing a Winston flip- 
top box cigarette container, which had within it a metal case 
containing microfilm, (This container was described in NY 
airtel in captioned case dated 7/8/64, under the subheading ‘ 
Kent, Cigarette Container.) The container was delivered by 
‘eres messenger to the-FBI Laboratory for examination on 
8/6/64. ΝΣ - 

Within the container was microfilm containing a 
document which has been developed’ by the NYO, It should be 
noted that in photographing this décument, the Soviets photo- 
graphed. it. poorly, cut off margins and omitted several Lines 
when overlapping pages. The document was photographed by the 
Soviets twice anda copy of each is being enclosed for the 
Bureau and Chicago, In’ addition to the photographs, because 
of the poor job performed by the Soviets in photographing this 
document, a. typewritten copy, attempting to. clarify the document, 
has been prepared by the NYO and one copy of this typewritten 
reproduction is also being enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago, 

The document, addressed "Dear Comrades", is dated 
July 30, 1964, and advises of the ealling for an- international - 
conférence of Commnist Parties approximately in the middle. 
of 1965. It also requests that ‘the Communist Parties of 26 
‘countries (set forth in typed copy enclosed) sand. representatives 
to Moscow on December 15; 1964, to form an Editorial Commission 
to begin work -in: preparation for the international conference, 
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Dear Comrades, 

The Central Committee of the CPSU has sent to all fraternal parties a 
letter of 15 June 1964 adbressed to the Central Committee of the Commu— 
nist Party of China. This letter sets forth the positions on the basic 
problems related to the existing discords in the international communist 
movement and makes concrete proposals as to the measures directed at con- 
solidating its unity. 

By now an absolute majority of the fraternal parties spoke in favour 
of collective measures to overcome the difficulties in our ranks. They 
favour a new international Conference of the representatives of Communist 
and worker's. parties, many of then insisting on the. convocation of such a 
conference without much delay. 

The Central Committee of the CPSU considers this position of the _ 
fraternal parties as a new evidence of their big concern for the destinies 
of the communist movement and recognition of high responsibility placed 
by the existing situation on communists. 

Marxists-Leninists. cannot shut their eyes to the fact that the diffe- 
rences of opinion that have started in our ranks four years ago not only 
did not loose their acuteness but are becoming more and more serious. 
Ideological differences, developed into an open conflict which, if appro- 
priate measures are not taken, may bring to a split in the international 
communist movement, All this is affecting negatively the activities of 
the Communist parties, especially in capitalist countries, brings 
harm to the world communist movenient,. undermines the unity of the world 
socialist system, and can weaken the magnetic force of the ideas of 
socialism. 

Facts tell us that our class enemy is trying to take advantage of this 
discord in communist ranks. Imperialist reactionaries, in particular in 
the USA, become active, seek to strengthen their positions, launch an 
offensive against the worker's, national-liberation and democratic move- 
ments, tries. to impair the unity of the socialist countries, increases 
the danger of war. 

Not a single veal marxist-Leninist party. can remain impartial in the . 
face of such development of events. There is nobody who could solve the 
problems of the communist movement except us, communists. 

Not a single party can separately solve the problems affecting the 
interests and destinies of the whole movement. What we need is joint, 
collective efforts of all fraternal parties, all marxists-leninists. These 
are the very conclusions reached by the fraternal parites. insistently 
speaking for the convocation of a new international ‘conference - a tested 
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method of getting over the differences of opinion and working out joint 
positions. As known, at the 1957 Conference the fraternal parties have 
unanimously adopted a decision stating: "To entrust the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union with the function of convening a conference of commu- 
nist and worker's parties on consultation with fraternal parties". 

By now, all necessary consultations have been carried out, the ques- 
tion of convening an international conference of communist parties thoro- 
ughly and. comprehensively discussed and positions of all communist parties 
verified. 

The matter depends now on the practical solution of this decision. 

Taking into account the expressed will of the absolute majority of 
fraternal parties. the Central Committee of the CPSU considers that the 
time is ripe for starting a preparatory work for convening the inter- 
national conference.. 

We think that already this year a meeting of an editorial commission 
should be convened. 

Having in mind that in the course of preliminary exchange of views 
it has been revealed that the question of composition of the editorial 
commission could become a new obstacle'.on the way of its convocation, — 
see the only reasonable solution in convening a meeting of the Commission 
in the same composition it has worked in the course of preparation of the 
1960 Conference, that is including the representatives. of communist and 
orken’s parties of the following 26 countries: Australia, Albania, Argen- 
ina, Bulgaria, Brazil, United Kingdom, Hungary, Vietnam, GDR, West Ger- 
ny, India, Indonesia, Italy, Peoples Republic of China, Korea, Cuba, 

ongolia, Poland, Rumania, USA, Syria, USSR, Finland, France, Czecho- 
lovakia, Japan, 

' The Central Committee of the CPSU invites the representatives of the 
bove mentioned fraternal parties to arrive in Moscow by 15 December 

in order to begin practical work for the preparation of the .... 
e+eeendo doubt, matters to the wishes of all that the Communists 
started working from the very beginning with all members present, However 
as we think, the Commission should start the work even in case if any of 
the 26 communist parties fails to send its representatives by the stated 
date. The Editorial Commission, as it has been during the past conference, 

\natt prepare drafts of basic documents to be submitted for discussion at 
the international conference. 

The Commission could discuss and submit its own proposals’ concerning 
the whole range of questions connected with the convocation of the ihter- 
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national conference. The EditopPial Commission will have to send its pro- 
posals: and recommendations on all these questions to all fraternal 
parties. 

% 

The Central Committee of the CPSU expresses its confidence that in.. 
of the complicated situation in the communist movement there are all re.. 
to believe that the Editorial Commission will be able to. cope successfully 
with tasks it faces. 

After thé Commission completes all necessary preparatory work the 
international conference should be convened within the: time limits deter- 
mined by. the Commission, ᾿ 

The Central. Committee of the CPSU stated its opinion of the....... 
prospects of the Conference in its letter of 15 June 1964.. 

We would like to stress once more that the: question Of thee.soces 
is closely connected for us with the problem of presérving ANd. oes 
the unity of the world communist movement; 

The purpose of the conférence is not to condemn anybody....seesoes 
coming existing differences. The Central Committee of theeseccecic 
that any fraternal party: could express ‘its point of view before the 
conference in a frank and businésslike manner so that it could be... 
account during the working-out of the general. line and joint decisions 

could: listen to the opinions of other parties. 

The steting ground of the new. Conference sill apparently be for..... 
‘the decisions of the previous. conferences, namely, the Declaration of.. 
and the Statement of 1960. which. state the general line of the inter... 
communist movement. Along with reafferming ‘the principles of ‘the 
Declaration ‘and the Statement the new Conference could sum up the past... 
their experience ,. examine the whole complex. of PPODLEMS soa socasescesivese 
international communism and enrich and. develop. the ideas of (the 
Declaration) and the Statement, give a. creative review to new problems 
and...s.in accordance with thér changes, ‘in. the international situation... 
collectively new economical and political ‘developments and ΣΝ 
came into existence during the past, four years after the last inter 
(national) Conference, to: coordinate. the conclusions and positions , to 
enrich .....define general political line. accordingly~such is in our . 
opinion the...important ‘task in the light of the new requirements. ' 

Like other fraternal parties CPSU fully realizes that the... 
A conference in the atmosphere of Sharp. diveP.eseeses 
complicated task. It may: happen thats seccvceencceess 
supporters of unity Lt woulds ccccocnedecnevcsessvsese 
to come at once to a.... 
convinced that all this would not mean "thessecessees 
impending of a futher’ search of pathes. to unity. In this case it...... 
possible to reach f formally an understanding that the. participants...... 
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conference would undertake an obligation to take into the sever eeesece 
opinion of all fraternal parties, to cooperate fruitfully in these.... 
where the positions and interests. would be in. common, to refrain in the 
future from any actions which would aggravate the difficulties and would 
please the class foes. 

We hope that all fraternal parties will give due consideration to these 
proposals, will use “the time before the convocation of the Conference to 
analize profoundly the situation in the international communist movement 
and Will make a constructive contribution to the discussion and search 
for means of overcoming the difficulties. 

We are deeply convinced that there are no(t) any insurmountable obstacles 
to convening an international conference right after draft documents... 
been prepared by the Editorial Commission - that is approximately in the 
middle of 1965. The repesentatives. of all 61 parties which took part in 
the Conference of 1960. could participate in it. 

Refusal on the part of one or another party to participate LNeccecece 
tive work can't. serve as a basis for a new delay in the realization.... 
urgent measures aimed at the elaboration of means and methods for streng- 
thening international unity of the Marxist-Leninists all over thesssseer 

international communism, in the interests of strengthening solidarity... 
all progressive, revolutionary forces of our times, that they are 
supported by the overwhelming majority. of the Marxist-Leninist parties, 
the Central Committee. of the CPSU believes that contemplated measures 
will be taken in due time and will be successful. In order to be able 
to keep all parties. informed about the preparatory work we ask you to 
let us known the membership of your delegation to the Editorial 
Commission. — 

With communist regards, es ᾿ 

The Central Committee of the CPSU 

July 30, 1964. 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitt 
to him by radio. 5 

On 8/11/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on regular schedules and frequencies at which time 
a message, NR 270 GR 70, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall). PLEASE ADVISE US WHEN AND HOW WIDE 
DO'YOU PLAN TO MEET 45 ANNIVERSARY OF YOUR LANE (CP). 
DO.YOU THINK IT IS ADVISABLE IN PRESENT CONDITIONS TO SEND 
YOU-OPENLY GREETINGS FROM COACH (CPSU) REFEREE (Central 
Corfimittee):?? IF POSSIBLE PLEASE REPLY THROUGH SECOND RY 
CHANNEL ON AUGUST 14. 

The SECOND CHANNEL probably refers:to Isadore Gibby 
Needleman, an attorney who operates for the Communist Party. 

The New York Office was telephonically advised of the text 
at.10:20 A.M, this date. 

ACTION: ‘REC. ἮΝ - Ζ are HY af | 

oy For information, 

Enclosure ro AUG 18 1964 
. EY . 

1 ~ Μὰ" ‘Belmont E’-108 oe ee : 

I - Mr. Conrad 

2h bacMr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mre W. G. Shaw) 
I - - Downing - eS 

1- Mr. Newpher ᾿ 
ἐΤ τ τ, Paddock ‘ 
PWP: ev. Ln 
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NR 270 GR Τὸ 

89205 
08336 
01584 
49401 
18479 
96427. 
39128 

70555 
97512 
74952 
75782 
39013 
92595 
24470 

95962 
50735 
48084 
00943 
48436 
23862 
65102 

57145 
96334 
97384 
19635 
46805 
42131 
70803 

31903 
90792 
81097 
63217 
69829 
95237 
90981 

ENCLOSURE 
7267 - 2&7) 

77359 
74049 
$3705 
038.26 
80373 
46557 
043774 

-" 5 

* 

a * Pa 

8/11/64 

55277 
03789. 
75104 
38285 
49808 
07539: 
64591 

19111. 
92745 
91675 
68257 
‘57143 
22082 
61326 

- 

35200 
41941 - 
17078 
11796. 
22950 
47851 
17890 

34529 | 
39979 
18830 
‘50479 
09033 
57972 
81468 

ol] 
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το τς ες ὈΙΒΕΟΤΟΒ, FBI (100-428091) ; DATE: . 8/11/64 

7 ‘sac, NEW YORK (100-134637) CO ΞΟ ΝΕ γῇ ̓ 4 Κ΄ earl ΝΣ 
SUBJECT: -. - | ΝΞ 

TSG ὁ ΝΞ | 

Rebulet, ΟΕ 

Neither the NYO nor NY 694-S* is utilizing a ‘mail 
drop in the name of GEORGE MANNING, Fost office Box 129, a 
Church: Street Station, NYC. | εἶν τον Ce 

Phe records of the υ. δι Postal Inspector, General Post | 
Office, NYC, failed to indicate that.there is any individual — 
‘by the name of GEORGE MANNING currently or previously utilizing 

. @ Post Office box in the Church Street Station Post Office, NYC. 
These records disclosed that Post Office Box 129, Church 

Ce seen IH TNS, es --------- , — Node, since July 3, 1963. 

. ! “Telephone Directory lists aq] “2 
Γ Ἴκε Newark, N.J. The indices of the 

n be Zar | 
y I TC 

NYO and Newark ontained no a 
identified wit Ve 

; ss MANNERS , As the. Bureau 1 aware, ‘@ mail drop GEORGE ΜΑΣ 
Post Office Box 1293, Church Street Station, NY 8, 18᾽ 
Currently tig U ‘weilized by NY 694-S% to “‘Feceive “mil from the | 

At 

Canadian CP. 
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᾿ Regarding the HERBERT ANDERSON. mail drop. Bost | 

Office. Box 209, Church Street Station, NY, ΝΥ, it should be 
‘noted ‘that: this. mail drop was discontinued in April, 1963, - 
to the extent that the Canadian CP: was advised by NY'694-S* = 

. not to. send mail to-this box but rather to the. ‘MICHAEL PELHAM | 
box which is Post Office Box 514, Grand Central Station, NY 17,. 

ΝΥ. ‘The HERBEBE ANDERSON box was. not entirely discontinued | ee 

‘because, according to NY 694-S*, this box was also the drop for 

‘material from NORMAN. FREED and - the World Marxist Review in | 
Czechoslovakia, and the informant felt that to discontinue. the a 
ANDERSON box completely” would result in 818. ποῦ. ἀϑρείνάε, such ΠΣ 

materiel. i ἌΝ 

ΕΣ τι. is. to be. ‘noted that the. Canadian cP has been 1 sending a 
mail regularly via the MICHAEL PELHAM box and the GEORGE MANNERS 

pox and has not: utilized the ANDERSON box, It is also to δε: 

noted that in July; 1964, NORMAN FREED, in Czechoslovakia,, = 
gent to NY 694-S*, via: the HERBERT ANDERSON: box, a ‘document ΝΞ. 

_ referring to the- “World Forum, of Solidarity of Youth: and Students, | 
Etc." NY 694-S* had brought back from abroad a copy. of this =: 
document which was furnished previously” ‘to. ‘the Bureau. — : 

ΝΞ “It is interesting ‘to. note. that when (NY. 694-S* was ᾿ 

" “advised of the receipt of the: above-meritioned document at the — 

’ ANDERSON ‘box,. he was. disappointed stating that he had been. 

_ ‘expecting FREED to send- him material of a more. important fiature - 

which he had hoped to receive some time ago. Since the 

‘referred to a largemvelope containing material: of. a “highly ᾿ Ε 

classified nature" having: been sent to the GEORGE MANNING ΕΣ 

Post. Office Box 129,-the question arises whether NORMAN FREED ἊΝ 

might μάνα βοῆς material. to the Canadian CP for transmittal - 

to the CPUSA, as he has done on. occasion in the past, and 

whether - the Canadian CP, which utilizes the GEORGE MANNERS a 

- pox in addition to the MICHAEL PELHAM box,could have misdirected 

ΕΣ the material to ‘the non-existent GEORGE MANNING box.” . 

ἮΝ οι It ‘is ‘the observation. of the NYO that i Ὁ 

_ μων τὸ in this matter can best be handled by advising ¢ ΝΣ 

ee χκο 
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1, That there is no existing Post Office box- - 
maintained at the Church ‘Street Station under the name GEORGE 

. MANNING, nor is there any indication that a- GEORGE ‘MANNING ΕΞ 
“is receiving mail. δὲ any Post Office box in tlie Church Street 
Station. of the Post Office in NYG,. 

ee ὡς That apparently the HERBERT ANDERSON Fost Offiée - 
an 

apparently fictitious. 
Ga 

Ip 7D 
It. is suggested ‘also: that the Bureau advise sah 4 

that Fr: the latter has. access to-the material being maile 
the HERBERT ANDERSON: box that it advise the Bureau of ‘the con-- 

“ tents of this material if such is possible, 
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FROM IC. Ἐς Downing . ‘folees aan 

suBJECTA. SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly “ne, 
‘informant NY 694-S* who has been recéiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

TO 

On 8/13/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland on regular’ schedules and frequencies at which time two. messages, 
NR 454 GR 58 and NR.455 GR 35, were sent? 

.. 

we ‘The plain text is set forth below. The cipher. téxt is attached. 

NR 454 GR 58 

(Number) I. MEDICAL GHECK UP SHOWED THAT GRASS (Elizabeth. 

Gurley Flynn) (repeat) GRASS HAS DIABETES, SHE IS IN HOSPITAL NOW 
AND WILL STAY THERE FOR ABOUT TWO WEEKS. (Number) 2 2. ITIS x 

PROPOSED TO POSTPONE UNCLE ELLIOT (repeat). ELLIOT UNTIL. 
SEPTEMBER (number).25. WHAT IS YOUR: OPINION? 

NR 495° GR 35 

PLEASE EXPEDITE YOUR ANSWER ON QUESTIONS GIVEN. TO MAPLE 
(James Jackson) (repéat) MAPLE ON JULY (number) 27. FOR YOUR 

᾽ν - ANSWER YOU MAY USE SECOND CHANNEL. 
log 

spervieef New York Office, was) °'° 
; telephonically advised of the above at 11:32 A.M. this date, 

UNCLE ELLIOT is a personal meeting place in the vicinity of the $ 
Avenue J J pation of the BMT Subway in Brooklyn. 

| «οὐ foo- Jaap Hep 

ee Beg, ποασπτ ὕω Enclosure 19 AUG LY 1964 - 
i Mr; ‘Beliiioiit 1- Mr. Newpher ; 

ANP 1 - Με, 1- Mr. Paddock = —»—= — ‘ 
65 pUe- ivan “we tion: on J. A. em Mr. W. G. Shaw) wy, 

“y Me ‘Downing : & (3) | 
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_ 8/13/64 

= 

NR 454 GR 58 

| 52994 24817 27797 24581 49406 86071 86826 27052 58458 70417 
-19716 81437 98504 85795 59710 70360 82561 21642 70468 73314 
—§2351 97504 41528 39008 33983 O0671 63138 37466 97140 48197 
55845 38307 22644; 51389 18045 81253 37279 78386 20863' 55119 

. 98718, ‘30319: +43995 82078. 34374 δ53856. 53446 66731 37798 37385° 
" . 83449 68230 31901 -43494 31015 50694 72333. 12718 

A le 

NR 455 GR 35. 

$4193 37424 41901 39150 87907, 35143 73783 02931 38417 01782 
29755 53819 08228 33984 66665 00616 59736 09003 93209 12145 
41247 60622 28273 48749 84400 30818 74612 48489 63147 69442 
62481 35495 . 60832 55611 64332. . 

aryl 
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Bees ec mo} RO UTE IN ENO ue LOPE 
| Memorandum ᾿ " 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: August 12, 1964. 

SAC’; CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

(Gro 

is - ὁ 

Re Bureau letter dated: 8/4/64 edncefningL _] 
inquiry relative to Communist Party, USA (EPUSA) drop boxes 
in New York City. ΝΕ 

: In view Of the fact. that Chicago ‘had no information 
Felative to, the status of either post Office box discussed in- 
referenced letter. and that ‘Chicago could make no. récommendatiois: 
‘without such information; Chicago ‘was in telephonic contact with. 
the- ‘New York Office and was advised that Post: Office Box: 209 

in the name: of HERBERT ANDERSON is. a current operating box 
- Maintained ‘by the New: York Office for ΝΥ 694-S*, Further, that 
there is 2 post, office box in the nane of GEORGE: MANNERS. 

ει Cinstead of MANNING):, Post, Office Box 1293. “Gastead of 129}. 
Church: ‘Street Station, New York City. 

It is the feeling-of the Chicagd Office that the: - a 
impression must, be created. with ‘thd ___Tthat the FBI has. not, 
been previously aware . tel ea of these pokes, and that. 
the information. from the has. .called’ then. to. ‘our attention, ae 
In ‘order to. ‘accomplish this, we agree With. the Bureau's sug= ᾿ 
gestion in referenced: letter that: the initial reply to thee 
should merely indicate that we are. inst trout ing discreet, coverage 
at Church: Street Station, New York * ise them’ 
of the results of our investigation, Atter a suitable ‘period 

᾿ς (perhaps one. month), we should. ther; advise them as follows. 

_ Investigation has revealed that. théré ig no post © 72 “᾿ 
office ‘box in thé namie: of GEORGE MANNING. at the Church Street. : 
‘Sta New York City. It may also be desirable £9 advise | 

dentity ‘of ‘of the holder o 
at ‘Buyveéau files contain ἐπ Έσ ἐν ΟΣ ΠΑ ΥΤΟΙ Pegaraine | this individual 

and investigation indicates hat this “individual appears to be - 
vt Wy 

erg Ι ΜΝ - oe 

On Bur é eau. (RM) 
1 + New York™.(100-134637) ΤΥ ΤΑΙ is . 

1- Chicago “τ : . REC: 66 /00- 420g. 91 
WAB: pli τὰ hy 
ΟΝ mM ΟῚ ἘΧΊθδιο AUG 181964 

vee 1964 - me . —— —_ 



a ὃ Oo ΞΕ 
CG 134-46 Sub B 

completely legitimate with ὃς thet to with the CPUSA. We 
believe we should also advise the of the existence of the 
GEORGE MANNERS box<-POstt {ce Box 1293;~at~Churti Street — 

On.and the identity of Post Office Box 209" in the fame of 
HERBERT ANDERSON, the latter of which was not furthér Tdéntified 
by the The Canadians would certainly expect that a 
reasonably thorough and logical investigation would determine 
these facts and our failure to do so might cause them to believe 
something was amiss, either in our liaison with them or in the 
case at hand, Additionally, we might advise the[___]that 
investigation by disclosed that these pames were fictitious 

| and ‘ius possi ly identical with the individuals named by the 
" apelin κν ΡΥ Υ Ee ae PP 

νὰ 

Either at the same time or after another discreet 
period, we could then advise the Canadia discreet 
coverage of these boxes has confirmed. thd — sources" infor- 

. mation that" these are boxes, maintained as mail drop BS by. ἢ the 
CPUSA for we foreign correspondence and that they are being cleared 
periodically by ‘variYous”individuals who are in contact with 
CPUSA headquar We suggest that at this point we then 
request, of th hat if they have any information through 7p 
their sources relative -to-the_contents of communications ~of 
theSe boxes, that the Bureau would “bé most interested in such 
information, Thereafter it would be encumbent upon us to 
apprise the upon 1 receipt of communications to this box 
ἐπα ΕΊΤΕ, ἐπ lM Canada, since we have. _no way. : of knowing at. th this 
time=tHe 6 extent of their ̓ς COVEFAL ES. “Qf course, we would merely 
“furnish them information of the type ascertained from a mail 
cover, i.e., addressee, return address, and postal markings, 

Subsequently we believe that pothof these boxes 
should eventually be discontinued, Of course, this should be 

-grter“a"sutricient interval so as not to arouse suspicion and 
we believe that a period of six months after we advise them of 
the results of our initial investigation should be sufficient. 
Some time subsequent to that period;during the next personal 
contact by either informant with NORMAN FREED and with LESLIE 
MORRIS and WILLIAM KASHTAN (if they are using either of these 
boxes), new drop addresses can be substituted with the simple 
explanation that the change is being made for security reasons, ; 

Based upon the statement in the letter dated 
July 17, 1964, that a large envelope cont material "of a 7D 
highly classified’ nature. was FenoxtRi-tG have heen n mailed on. 
Jul 1964, and based upon the statetient by the New York 
Uffice that such an envelope had: not been received by NY 694- St, 

- ὃ - 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

the question naturally arises as to what has ane a ΣΉΝ 
envelope, If this mail has been intercepted by the and ist . 
merely delayed while this material is copied, it can bé expected 

‘that we will eventually. receive this material which may in fact - 
pe some rather important information which NY 694-5* has been 
expecting from NORMAN FREED, However,-in view of the fact that - 
the communication contains the wrong name and box number [10 
for the GEORGE MANNERS box, it may be that the envelope mailed _ 
‘on July 17, 1964, was directed-to the wrong box number also. - 
Ta” avent, it™may either have never been placed in the wrong” 
box or it may have been refused by the:box holder, If the . 
efivelope contained no réttirn address, this material may.now be 
lying in the dead’ letter office of the Church Street ‘Station, 
New York City. The Bureau and New York may.wish to give con- ~ 
Sideration to further inguiry in this respect for the purpose 
of recovering this material if such is feasible-and can .be~ 

-- gccomplished with security: ΕΣ .Ν -- . 

4 ee 

. ~3- ΕΣ 4 

; + 
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ΡΝ 

( SoLo - . 
” Phe Seviet ciad taunted the 
Chinese comrades for being 
“afraid” to attend the meeting 
at which Moscow reportedly 
plans to renew world ee 

ne 

᾿ 

iinism’s policy pledge of peace 
|ful coexistence with the West, 

certain of being outvoted. Pe- 
king, which preaches ἃ tough 
er anti-Western policy, could 
count on only-five supporters. 
Diplomatic sources said: i 

virtually is certait, that th 
parley — whether or not Pe 
Jking attends — will formaliz 
the festering split between th. 
two giants of the Communis 
world, 
The editoriat confirme 

earlier reports that Russi 
sent a letter proposing th 
meeting to the 25 parties las 

fmonth but didn’t say whethe 
᾿ ΠΔΠΨ had accepted. 

he United States, ᾿ The parties invited to the - - 
1 ες. 15 meeting were those of 

announced: 
invited 25; 

Czechoslovakia, France, Italy, 
West Germany, Britain, Fin- 
land, Argentina, Brazil, Syria; 
india, Indonesia, the United 
States, Japan and Australia. 
i ω 

fob YRSOF | - Pp 

Wi aton Yost 
J | 

BA 5 } 

AY, 
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i UPT-45 
“ (COMMUNISTS) 

+ 4 MOSCOW--RUSSIA ANNOUNCED FORMALLY TODAY IT HAS INVITED 25 σομ- “ ἡ MUNIST PARTIES--INCLUDING RED CHINA'S--TO SEND REPRESENTATIVES TO A ° _ MEETING HERE DEC, 15 TO DISCUSS THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT. et THE COMMUNIST ORGAN PRAVDA MADE THE ANNOUNCEMENT IN A FRONT-~PAGE 
EDITORIAL WHICH ALSO ACCUSED THE UNITED STATES OF TRYING TO EXPLOIT 
ΠΟΘΟ OW~ PEKING DIFFERENCES THROUGH "AGGRESSIVE ACTIONS® IN SOUTHEAST 

PRAVDA SAID THE DECEMBER MEETING--WITH OR WITHOUT THE CHINESE 

5 
CHINA'S REDS ALREADY HAVE REJECTED THE IDEA OF SUCH A CONFERENCE | 

GE RUSSIA IS TRYING TO DIVIDE THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT, | PRAVDA TOOK NOTE OF THE CHINESE REJECTION IN TODAY'S EDITORIAL ROVE RGuD A CONFERENCE SHOULD BE HELD ANYWAY TO "UNITE THE COMMUNIST 

WESTERN OBSERVERS SAID THE PRAVDA EDITORIAL MEANS THE RUSSIANS ARE PREPARED TO *EXCOMMUNICATE” PEKING--ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO FORMAL WORLD COMMUNIST BODY SUCH AS THE PRE-WAR COMINTERN FROM WHICH CHINA COULD BE EXPELLED, . THE KREMLIN CHARTES THE CHINESE HAVE WEAKENED THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT BY A "POLITICAL STRUGGLE AGAINST THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTIES*--IN OTHER WORDS, BY NOT FOLLOWING THE MOSCOW LINE. | 
ERICAN IMPERIALISTS AND THE SOUTH VIETNAMESE | 

(OF THE SPLITTING ACTIVITIES OF THE CPC (CHINESE COMMUNIST) LEADER-~ ἢ ‘ SHIP," PRAVDA SAIDIN TODAY'S EDITORIAL, » Ε ᾿ 8210- ΤῊ 1 Ο6ΔΕΡ } "S008 μος YIPOGL A ee eA A. NOT RECORDED © . 

00-42-2049 | 
191 Aue 131264 

ΜΝ 

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE 
RA 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

a παπᾶ eee i ey eee —,- 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) y 

FROM; ‘SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) WW 

sumer: (Eo ᾿ ἣ ὲ 
15-0 

On 8/13/64, ΝΥ 694-S* received the following 
ciphered-partially coded radio-messages from the Soviets: 

1, "Please expedite your answer on questions to 
JAMES JACKSON: on July 27. For your answer you may use second 
channel, ". - 

‘(This message has no significance to NY 694-S* and 
he will reply when he determines its meaning on 
next contact he has with GUS HALL.) 

2. "Medical checkup showed that ELIZABETH GURLEY 
FLYNN has diabetes. She is in hospital now and will stay 
there for about two weeks," 

3. "It is proposed to postpone Uncle Elliott until 
September 25. -What is your opinion?" ᾿ “ 

(NY 694-S% advised that he is advising the Soviets 
τοῦν that the. postponement is agreed to by him.) 

ep. Bureau (RM) 
‘<j - Chicago~(134-46=Sub B) (AM=RM) 

Π1 = NY 134-92 (INV)(41) “«. “« 
1» NY 100-134637 ~{<41) π- ᾧ (os 

(io "" 
7 

10 oo 

"Ὁ" Α ΕΓ οἱ [0-3 (ISO, am [2
2 

oye £ 
quand proved: iE EX-$0F___ 10 ANS 28,19 
ς τ' AUG 1 9 Pap ga θοαὶ in Charge _e =e 
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᾿ O54 GIN, REQ. NO. 27 ἵ Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ela 
---» Canara 

Μ ἔ morandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — 
‘ DeLosch - 
Evens ὦ... 
Gale — 

DATE: § 8/10/64 Wes eee eee 
Tavel 

On the evening of 8/6/64, an Agent from New York Office 
delivered to the Laboratory a device ‘used for transmission of film 
to NY-694 by his Russian principal. The device was examined in the 
Laboratory on 8/7/64 after which the. New York Agent NYE to 
New York with the device, Dan Ges 

‘The device was contained in a “hard box" cigarette 
package and was of a size that filled the jigarette package except 
for approximately 3/8 inch on one side. | cotton had been. placed in 
this area to fill the space. The device was composed of two parts, 
the top part containing acid and the-.bottom containing the film 
which had been removed in New York and not furnished to the. Laboratory. 
The top of the device had a small bar that was held away from the 
main portion by springs. The bottom compartment contained a film 
holder on which a strip of film approximately | 1/4 inch wide could be 
interwound with a cloth "wick" material, It is apparent that pressure 
on the spring tension bar on the top of the device would release the 
acid for destruction of[ the-~film in the bottom portion. The wick 
interwound with the filf. would assure that the acid reached all 
portions of the filn. 

The device was photographéd in the Laboratory and X-rayed. 
Prints of these photographs and d-rays are attached. The device was 
returned to the New York Office in the same condition that it was 
received, 

Le None. For information only. 
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‘ 1 - Mr. Belmont ΞΕ ΕΣ “ 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Mx, J. A. Sizoo, Room 807 RB) 

wo zi flip. We G. Shaw, Room 808 ; RB) 
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1. - Mr. Griffith 
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DECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROu: 

wil AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GCOULDE 

August 11, 1964 
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BY LIAISON 

fo ἮΝ τς ᾿ i Mir, DeLoach 
ε " 1 - ἥν Sullivan 

Yo iloncrable alter We Jenkins 1 - lr. Baumgardner 
Special. Assistant to thé President 1 ~ ir, Shav. ; 
‘The: White House 
Washington, Ὅν δὲ 

‘Dear ire Jeniins BF OM 

We have Yedrtied’ from a.source which. has 
“eursistied reliable information in the past that . αν 
‘the: Cahtral σοπηδύξαθ,,. Communist Party. of the «=, Ξ 
Soviet" Union, recently advised: the: Communist Party, 
USA, ‘that dt plats. to call an international conZerence 3 
οἵ ai fraternal parties. in approximately ‘the middle S 
of 1985, In this connection, the Soviets. requested 
that: “the Cotiininist Party, USA, send a representative: } ) 

f 

tO MOscow;. Russin; on. Decenter 15; 1964, to take part 
in tHe formation of an Editorial Commission which will 
propare. drafts of the basic documents. to. be submitted 
tor discussion at the forthcoming international eonference, 

Béchuse of the sensitive nature.of our gourds ᾿ 
this commumiichtion. is. being elassizied ee et," 
This information is being. fu dene iy, ot in 
ΟΝ of the governs 00. 

erestind be? 
a ἢ ihe 

hae ΓΤ, Reve 
oimes 

wl, SOE ern UNIT Ca 

*  Singeredn genre, i, LLL 7 | ing on Σ i i 

“τ atisagy 7 
᾿ ising | 

LP Rast eee Loy Ν ἴω ἱ 

=a SEE ‘NOTE PAGE 2: ~ | 
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HOrE : 

Honorable Walter τ΄, Jenkin’ τὸ 

“- - Fd 

Classi tied- ' at" becnusé- “ mauthorized - 
. ΕΝ of this τυ νων ‘ould result in exceptionally: 
᾿ grave danage ‘to the Nation., Source 4s NY 694-S*. Sea 
‘New York airtel 8/7/64 captioned "Sole, IS-C." Dissemination | 
being made to the: Honorable Walter ἢν ‘Jenkins, Special 
Assistant to the President; the Honorable Denn Rusk, the’ ee 
Secretary of State; thé. Honorable John As HeCong;. Director | — 
of the Central Tntelligence Agency} “thé Attorney Géneral, 
‘and Deputy Attorney Gonerst. οὐ -᾿ 

ἰωὶ - 

π᾿ 2 ~ tay - 

᾿ " το x * 

4 

| | a 
4 

᾿ δ 

« ᾿ sf 
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* - ξ 
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Date: 8/13/64 

Bure envekere | 

(Type in plain text or cade} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED , r 

(Priority! Ι 

πο: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) re pen 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK .(100-134637) 

SUBJECT: “ RY 
I 5.-ΟἰὐἐεὉ μρ e-3 

On 8/13/64,, NY 694-=S* advised that he had placed 
undeveloped microfilm messages in the "Winston Cigarette Container" 
for transmittal to the Soviets by way of the "Second Channel" 
through ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN. NY 694-S* advised that he delivered 
the container with the film to NEEDLEMAN on the morning of 8/13/64.. 
The "Winston Cigarette Container" was the same device that the 
Soviets utilized in delivering théir message to NY 694-5 for 
GUS HALL through this Channel ‘on 8/6/64.. 

A number: of messages were transmitted to the Soviets, 
some of which were in partial code.. The plain text of these messages 
are as follows: 

le "To Central Committee 

“In reference to your message re U.S. Communist Party 
u5th anniversary this September. We plan to. celebrate this 
anniversary far and wide. Your Central Committee greetings on this 
oceasion will be most welcome,. Fraternal thanks. for your interest 
and foresight. yy RH LEP s0d/- My) OF 
I (ORR ἴα ee 

- Bureau (RM) fo AUG 19 1964 
; - Chicago (134=46-Sub B) (AMR) 

1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (#41) (eet) 
JO'C:IM ῆ ~ 
(10) . 

Sent ___sssesss MM Ροῖ 
Agent in Charge 



«, 

. NY 100-134637 

_ _ (This message, partially coded, was: in reply to Soviet. 
radio inquiry to NY 694-S* set out in NYairtel 8/11/64.) 

2. "Central Committee 

"This acknowledges Central Committee letters of July 30. 
Re your request ‘that composition of our delegation be sent to you, 
This we will do eventually in near future, While public notice has 
appeared in press of. this letter we dre not undertaking or will | 
participate in ahy open discussion re delegations, etc. This will 
be confined secretly only within the Secretariat." 

(This message, partially coded, replies to Central Committee, 
Communist Party of Soviet Union letter 7/30/64 sent by. Soviets through 
"second. channel" to NY 6944S" set out in NYairtel 8/7/64.) - 

3. "Please Note! a : 

, | "The undeveloped film containing Central Committee letter 
: of July 30 was most difficult to read when developed. No chemical > 

process or knowledge of photographic technique could haye brought 

out better results than you can see by the finished positive which 

I send back to, you for your observation, I call to your attention. 
for it seems to happen in each instance when undeveloped film is 
handed to this channel - please be moré CAREFUL in future for this 

film (July 30) took many valuable hours to. detect dnd read and, with 
that some important words could not be read.. - 

51.) You did not have the entire page of ‘this 
. letter in each frame. 

"9) There was tod much movement when shutter 
was released. 

"3) You were out of focus and therefore the 7 

fuzziness. τ᾿ ᾿ 7 Tk Ξ 

"h) You overlapped the pages so that it 
interfered with the text. which was to. 

"Please study these positions so to avoid. this in future... 

With respéct, of course." . 



NY L00-134637 

4. “Please continue to ‘send 25 Workers to Beatrice. Johnson, 
Cuba ~ we cannot make any changes at this. point. " 

5. 'To- Central Committee 
* 

"Please Note 

"Guy and Fern Ovens will leave New York for Amsterdam: 
and then on Soviet flight TU 104 from there to Moscow. Will arrive 
Moscow August 18th 5:55 P.M., Mosedy time ,, repeat August L8th, 5: 55 
Ῥ, Με, Moscow time. Please meet thems" ἘΝ 

“Ὁ" 8. "John Abt and Jessica Smith Leaving August 15th. for . 
- US. ἘΠ Re 

1. "δ Κὶς ‘for Uncle Elliot on August 25 - 7:05 P.M. I will 
start at that exact ‘time ‘from Cooky's." . 

, (this message ‘refers to hext pérsonal gontact. Cooky's is 
a. restaurant ‘in, vicinity of contact apnea. » 

8. “Aunt Matilda next.! ae ΝΕ ᾿ ἃ 

> (This message refers to next drop.) 
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(Type in plain text or code} 

— ee ee eee ee ee eee we ........ ---~Li__ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI|(100-428091) a 15 7 οό 

FROM =: SAC, NEW Ὑ0ΒΚ[(100.-134637) A -- 

susect:\ “8 Bile 
18-Ὁ ' 

Det 0 77} Sete ἘΠῚ 
On 8/10/64, there wds’ τέσεϊνβαά at the YIVIANLETHER 

drop in New York City a Letter to NY 694<s* from BEATRICE ~~ 
JOHNSON, CPUSA representative in Cuba; i The letter was in 
partial code and the plain text of the letter is as follo 

VN ae ἢ "It was good to hear from a guy we like so Mara and J 
we hope he-will have a well deserved rest. I was pleased with 
the reports of how GUS and MORRIS liked the details of the short 
encounter in Cuba and hope that they don't think all is solved ify 
and don't expect too much. The days you spent are multiplied ἡ As = 
by weeks and months and the frustrations are the same and yi ΗΞ 
continue. As far as FIDEL is concerned, Dr. RENE VALLEJO has rp Uy 
not made a single effort and is indifferent to any of the thingy . 
he agreed to do. Many tomorrows have passed and I am still 
trying. However there are reasons to believe that there are 
improvements in apprecition of the-CPUSA ~ GUS has. been published 
and I writeéregular about medicine problems. But the students .} 
are here and the contact with ΨΙΟΤΟ INOWITZ seems unchanged. 

i) uber WAN 
RW 

Wee gabon lh 
\ 

«ῷ AUG 19 1964 

1 ~ Chicago. (134~46~Sub B) (RM-AM) 

1 = NY 100-134637 -(41)- 

“AX tt 
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7 . 
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Approved: —= - Sent M R cit a 
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wr [ioo-as4697 JB 

"Have no reaction to the letter yet, Students behaving not too 
badly. en are definitely RABINOWITZ's ‘boys. - 10 Leon's 
followers, rest ready to learn, some mixed up, but on the whole 
a cross section. It is clear that RABINOWLTZ got the invitations - 
from Cuba and he gave them.to the students. of his outfit. What- ᾿ 
ever happened to aur student youth? Some explanation must be nie 
made. .ROD has a copy of the letter re RABINOWITZ but most 
likely altho concérned will do nothing, An answer to 6058. 
letter I can't promise, I will be at. July 26 (celebration) and 
will. see P.U.R.S. (Cuban Party) national leadership and Latin 
Americans. Shall write about this later. By the way the Letter 
given me. to be delegate for July 26 was: evidently mislaid for 
nothing happened. on this score and I have not seen’a single 
indication that delegates from any other party will be at 

| July 26 (celébration). More about that later. There are still 
a few days to go. 

"Yes, ART SHIELDS sends The Worker, now there are two 
sets. As you know it is not enough and I am waiting for the 
rest. as quickly as possible, Will see wht can be done with HENRY 
WINSTON: s booklet. be - 

bic | . 

is: now in Poland waiting for 
passport. ‘Can it be speeded from USA, I-ask you to see 

the rat. To top it all gal claimed to have gotten a message 

JOSEPHINE when arriving, She will go to_Méexico to study and f 
Will need help. - I ask Worker money. ‘be a about . 
$100 a month and is sur US will d not 
hesitate. Life τσ" difficult. but it will be 
a, splendid éhance for ‘her, eave the rést to my good friends δὴ 

ed ΝΝ Ὡ 

"Now about the ga = it's a nasty thing. 
She doés not want to. leave an s been maneuvering unprincipled, 
It séems as if shé was closely associated: with the New York rat 
(WILLIAM ALBERTSON) , and has been sending him information from 
Guba in spite of my insistence to the contrary. Even after 
appearance in the Worker she refuses to believe and in hysteria 
and anger stated it. is more likely that GUS was guilty and not 

from GUS thru RODRIGUEZ saying ‘don't come, reception being mont 

ἘΜῈ 
- 7. Ν , οἴ " 
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"What is meaning of this? RODRIGUEZ can't be reached for 
verification now, At any rate something is not right. [I 
am carefully probing the thing, but.am convinced that. gal 
must go, the question is has the exposure of the rat made 
any difference? Don't know.. The American group and I want - 
‘her out of here as quickly as possible, and if all is well we 
ask the following: A letter be dddréssed to P.U.R.S. (Cuban 
Party) national Ieadership asking them to please arrange for 
the gal leaying as’ quickly as. possible and that all problems — 
connected with case are closed; 1 think it is best so, due 
to. the help she gets from some Cuban people and especially 
questionable USAs. It seems as if long association, with rat 
has made impressiot on gal and she has all earmarks o€ suspicion 
and anti~leadérship attitude. We don't needthat here 

"Altho interview FIDEL done without knowledge 
consultation P,U.R.S, tational leadership, yet approach __ 
positive being continued by EIDEL's brother. 1 am trying to 
find. out if that was a substitute for open letter or will that 
‘come, am sort of afraid that it was meant to be that and of 
course in that form it can't be used,’so that is something to 
‘be clarified. With the travel victory, we do hope somdgan ~ 
come. Cuba loves guests and regulars are ‘not yet given the 
proper attention, this is the case for all, not only for ; 
medicines, I have spoken to RODRIGUEZ, ESCALANTE and others 
re. your mission and there is great. interest. The first man 
you saw did not transmit as promised, ‘so you see what one is 
up against. There are at present deep internal ideological . 
disputes, a conflict between Marxism-Leninism and petty ‘bourgeois 
elements which is inévitable under the circumistances of new 
relations growing stronger daily. There is.an.all round shake up 
for the better. 

"Now I an concerned ~ nothing has appeared’ in Worker 
in spite of weekly, mailing, Why? Worker manager critical of 
technical quality without understanding cizcumstances and 
facilities to. work in. hot inferno without help, funds or even. 
fan, I was sure stuff gets. edited and retyped; but was scolded. 
like a child for not delivering perfect technical job. Since ‘when, does this. decide the value of material, Absence of stuteTS) 
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"not good for CPUSA and must ‘be changed; Have already written 
a number of letters to LESLIE MORRIS and want some concrete 
answers nov, gal (DRISTAS) and rat (ALBERTSON) most 
important: nowy 5 » 

"BENDER (ROVINSKY) has. returned and is thoroughly 
thru with the Chinese ~ reasons more personal, than ideological 
τοῖα (δ altho can ἃ learn, Says Americans in China completely 
sold, ἈΝ 

ἤζμδεις οἱ for now ~ my best. 

[Panama 

On 8/11/64, there. was. xeceived at the MICHAEL PELHAM 
mail drop in New York City. a letter dated July; 24, 1964, from 

D -y: Executive Editor of iNorkd Marxist. Review a 
ταις τ -τ 

Prague, Czechoslovakia, “for folie py GUS HALL; The “said. ο 
Tétter and enc Lostire are as £ollows 

[near comrades, | (2) | - 

"Problems of Peace and Socialism proposes to hold a 
‘commemoration session in Berlin on September 24-28 devoted to 
the centenary of the founding . of the First Internatioral 
(plan of work ig enclosed), 

"We would greatly appreciate it if you would agree to 
take part in-the session and submit a paper, say, on the 
subject: 'The First International and the Working-Class and. 
Democratic Movement. in thé United States Today.' This. theme, 
in our opinion, could show the interconnection between the 
revolutionary traditions of the First International and the 
contemporary revolutionary process, and the main features 
and perspectives of the revolutionary process in the United States 

' "Needless to say, you need not Limit yourself to the 
above theme, but’, if you “bs ἊΝ any, of the other questions 
listed in the plan ΟΣ work 

cass 

wel 
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‘Mle would tentatively suggest that papérs read at 
the session do not exceed 30 minutes; written contributions 
riedd not be limited, “It would be desirable to receive the 
papers in good time so as to alloy for translation and 
distribution to the participante( 3 | 

|. "Yours fraternally, 

/s/ A. Sobolev 
A. -SOBOLEV 
Executive Secretary, 

| Problems of Peace and Socialism" 

[uP ROGRAMME 

OF THE. SCIENTIFIC SESSION ON THE LOOTH ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE FOUNDING OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

"Opening: The First International and ‘the Contemporary 
. Communist. Movement ἢ 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION 

I 

"1, Creative MarxismLeninism-~a potent force. 
2. The First International and its. place in history. 

s 
II 

"1. Building socialism and communism is-a component of the 
world revolutionary process, 

2. Perfecting the methods of socialist economic management is 
a. revolutionary task of the Communists in the socialist 
countries. 

3. Proletarian internationalism-~basis of the cooperation of 
the socialist countries. fi iY 

ot Bae μ 
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"4, 

4], 8 

3. 

4, 

Comprehensive dévelopment o£ socialist denoeracy is a law Ἵ 
of socialist society. 

Perspective of the struggle for socialism in the highly 
developed capitalist countries, 

The fight for a genuinely. democratic national and local 
administration, 

democracy and socialism, 

Multi-party system under capitalism and under socialism, 

The struggle for public control of top economic boards. 

Revolution and reform, 

The First International and the Working-Class and Democra 

iil 

Movement in the U. Sih. Today. 

The world socialist revolution and’ the struggle of the 

Iv 

Growing role of the strike movement in the fight for peace, 

QB) 

people of Asia, Africa, and Latin America for national and 
social emancipation, 

The specific features. of the revolutionary. movenent 
in Latin American countries, 

The tational-liberation movement in Asia and the international | 
solidarity of the. working people, 

The Liberation struggle o£ the. peoples. of Africa and the 
international solidarity of the working people, 

The state of national democracy and the problem of ‘the | 
non-capitalist path of development for thé newly-emergeént 
nations, 

uhm 

4 

w 

# 
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"6, The national-liberation movement and the struggle of 
the working class in the developed capitalist countries 

foe 

i 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via__ATRIEL REGISTERED 
. (Priority) 

g TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426092) ΩΊ 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- -134637) 
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On 8/14/64, there was received at the MICHAEZ, PELHAM 
mail drop in NYC a letter dated 8/12/64, fromWILLIA SHTAN, 
Canadian C.P. functionary, for transmission to GUS HALL. Casal. 

The envelope containing the aforementioned- ‘commumnica- | 
tion was postmarked "7:30 PM - Aug. 12, 1964-Toronto, Ontario" 
and is as follows: 

SUBJECT SOL 

"August 12th_1964 

"Dear Herbert: 

"Les passed on your latest note to me; He is still 
laid up with sciatica and really having a tough time with it. 

"Noted your remarks re the 100th. By now you should 
have received an official note on the subject, at least it was 
mailed from here a few days ago, In any case the 100th will Ὁ 
taking place in Berlin between the period of Sept, 24th to 28t 

ye, (RM) 
1. - CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) ¢ ν᾿ ). Pog ὃ 
1: - NY 100+134637 (41). - - 00 -Y2 222 ol] 3 

. τα} ZZ 
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"and you have been asked, as -you will see from the official note, 
to make some presentation there, As. to guaranteeing a two-way 
‘ticket, there is no problem there at 411. and you can safely act 
on that assumption, However, if it will make you feel more secure, 
will drop. Norm a note on the subject, But I would strongly advise 
you to act on the assumption that it will be attended to, and that 

the lad you indicated, be prepared to g0, 

7 "On the matter of ads in the magazine, the point is 
well taken and will be looked into when the manager héré returns 
from his vacation, which should be the end of this week, The 

best thing to do would be to either include an appropriate ad 
from your end, or include the address or addresses of publishers 
in the USA where such material could be. obtained, Whichevér you 
decide is best, advise, either to us, or have some ore in charge 
communicate with the publishers here. 

- “Have noted your deep. concern which. ‘is also ours, about 
‘someone! 's: ‘state of health, 

"alt ‘the best, 

"as ever, _ 

_- /s/ 8 

"Enve Lope addressed to: . 
Mr. Michael, Pelham: | 
Grand Central Station! 
Post. Qffice Box 314 
NYC 17, NY, USA" 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . Belmont — 

Memorandum Route IN ENVELOPE s== 
DeLocch ΒΒΒΒΝΒΌΒΒΌΝΟΝ 

ΝΣ Evens - 
- . Gale -- 

TO + Mr. Conrad oe DATE: ὟΝ 18, 19 = 
2 a? tr σσσσσσασοα, as 64 

Tave! 

We i 
Trotter 

| FROM 49C., F. Downing wre fale στ τ τ τ 

{1 τ 
a 2 

sumjecr< 4010) G- Lik γί “ 

᾿ INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

- Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 8/18/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 
\ 

For information. 

1... Mr. Conrad 
2.- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ, Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

wus og 
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enn 
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ROUTE IN ENVE
LOPE 
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ταν ates arte ὁ 7 τᾶν 

. 
ΠΗ GOTDE DHATIC DECLASS 

a (qe ταῦθα 
On 8/5/64; NY 694-S* furnished the following i 

to SAS ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON-~and JOHN DENNIS ae 

eS 

- 

Pursuant to arrangements ‘previously mad 
Soviets, NY 694-S* went to the 7th floor ΟΣ thé Midland Trust 
Building at Liberty and Washington Streets, NYC, at 2:40 p.m. 
At this location he met VIADINIR A. YeHUCHUKIN, who handed to him 
a black suit case in which. -the informant later ascertained ζυ" (5 
there was $300,000 - $200, 000 in $50 bills, and $100,000 in” 
$20 bills,» When CHUCHUKIN handed: the informant the bag contain- 
ing the money, NY 694-S*-in turn handed to CHUCHUKIN a Pe 
similar black bag which-was empty, At this point. CHUCHUKIN ΕΝ 
handed ΝΥ 694-S* two pieces of paper: On one was written the 
telephone number EL 5~9849. CHUCRUKIN stated that at 9:05 p.m. 
on 8/5/64, NY .694-S* was to ring the-phone at this number three 
times without waiting for an answer and then hang up. This 
would be a signal to the effect that there had been no incidents 
with respect to the transfer of the aforesaid money after the 
informant left einer On the second piece of paper there 

mi 
ee 

a “eee that NY 694-85 shoyld/Call RI 9-8712 at 7:00 ΡΠ Hh 

wae D, pp DEL 8 Ἐπ, eg 

3A BUREAU ee 
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(CHUCHUKIN. explained: this to “the effect. that ‘in. ζῶο: everit, the 
informant, at .any time should not! :be able to receive a radio 
message which he a being broadcast, he should call the 

= τα 

- Ἴρου ὦ κ - uF ae ee, aforesaid nubber: 
t « “ eral -- 3 to = 

re 5 >) should be: noted: that: both, thie above phone nunbers 
are: spublic:- telephone jbooths: located? .on theistreet'l: the first 
number ΕΠ '5-9849. is, located ,on::the southwest. ‘corner,.o£, 55th, , _ 
Street and Madison Avenue; NYC; ;Land: the second. number RI’ 9-8717 
is located at Broadway and West 173rd Street. The informant 2 
expressed ‘the: opinion, that: the, number, EL°5-9849 was. "a:one. τς 
shot" operation- merely to indicate whether:-or not, he: had-received . 
and secured the money without incident J we ae 0" 

Before: leaving ΝΥ 694-S*,, CHUCHUKIN:.stated ‘that. ‘he 
desired-to. meet. the informant ‘p nally: on. August, 25: 1964, at 
"Uncle: Elliott's (personal- meet) eye ' % Pad wre 5' 

" a “a i Pid _ τ πὶ 
- 5 - - ane = ON ad OF 

reported that on 8/4/64, NY 694-S% received a ciphered-partially 
coded radio, message: from the Soviets reading: "On August 7, 
1964, you ‘will be given, through second channel, an importan: 
message tov Halls: It, will. be~in container, OM, undewdnped: H1sD8) 

ieee? 2oue et peta = 
πον nea 

ΑΕ NY 694-S% Advised that “having. contacted ISIDORE 
NEEDLEMAN: the “second-channel'; he ascertained that;-the Latter 

{CiRiDLBAN, εὖ available for contact, with -the Soviets~ ‘on, August 7, 
1964, “NEEDLEMAN. agreed ‘that he would be his office on 
August 6, 1964, to receive said message, DQ 

=~ ar x et . 
ket ἃς © ae 4 md wo 

a ee 0 ee τως πὰ το 

-Ξ 

ΡΝ dant 

τ τὴν Before: .CHUCHUKIN departed, NY. 69425% advised him Ν 
that: - NEEDLEMAN would be: ‘unable to make: the: contact with the 
Soviets on August 7, 1964, but be available for contact 
on August 6,11964, at 10: 30 ἀν» ἢ 

ΣΝ 

NY. θη 8. stated: ‘that. while en route from the Midland. 
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The informant is of the opinion that the Soviets were particularly 
anxious to be sure that the informant-was not accosted by 
anyone while en route to his office 

The informant placed the $300,000, mentioned above, 
in his safe deposit box and plans to transfer it to the NYO 
within the next few days. (The serial numbers on the above- 
mentioned bills will be checked against lists of currency 
issued to Soviet¢ establishments in NYC and Washington, D.C., 
and if identified, the Bureau will be advised to that effect 

NY 694-S*, also before CHUCHUKIN departed, handed to 
the latter a metal.box containing microfilm on which were a 
number of coded messages, the plain text of which is. as foltows2&) 

ἃς. "NEEDLEMAN will not be in on Friday to receive 
container. Please hand it to him Thursday morning, It is 
important that it reach HALL at a certain time before the 
latter leaves the city.” (It will be noted that, as reported 
above, NY 694-S* furnished~this message to CHUCHUKIN verbally ζω 

Ὡς no CPSU. . 

. “Please instruct your Prague Embassy to meet ou Kans ~ 
διὰ FER} QUES when they arrive in Prague on the way to” Moscow 

nd permit them to obtain temporary visas for Czechoslovakia, , .. | 
and give to them one way. tickets to Moscow. They depart on τ 
August 19th and arrive v ir India £light 108 same day or next 
day. Please meet chem.) 

3, "“Pléase have visas ready in your Washington, D.C. 
Embassy for eventual ‘use ~ for medical treagment - for the follow- | 
ing CPUSA members of the National Comitteep ac] | 

"WILLIAM PATTERSON 
-CLAUDE LIGHT FOOT 
Mr. and. Mrs. -JAMES WEST 

Mr. and Mrs, BURT NELSON 

᾽ CARL WINTER. . - 
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"ANTHONY KRCHMAREK Te ARAN ke 
TIMMY DENNIS - ἴ ΤοιμΥ : 
Με. ἀρᾷ Mrs, ROBERE THOMPSON 

‘Mr? and Mrs. PHIL BART 
fi Mx. and Mrs, TOM-NABRIED 
GIL GREEN 

"This does not mean that the above comrades will travel 
for medical treatment in the immediate future. It is possible 

| that they may come in the first part of 1965, Since we are not 
certain as to which of these comrades will leave now or later 
we request that their names be available at your Washington, D.C. 
Embassy for visas during this period ῥαῇ 

"TOM. NABRIED is a member of the CPUSA Control Commission, 
Please put -him on the National Committee list. His name will 
be ‘Road, 

“οὖ fous Hall" TQ 

a a a &. "May I call to your attention an important matter 
which would be-of benefit to the USSR. I refer here to_Dr. HAREY 
* EPSTEIN. Dr. EPSTEIN is very experienced and a leading authority 

in two fields of medicine. He is taking with him some ieiespig 
which he would like to discuss with your medical authorities 

"7, U.S. experiences on medical schools and collegesg>} 

"2. U.S. experiences with mediciné on a mass scale 
(such metheds as Mayo. Cli Rochester, Minnesota, and Leahy 
Institute, Boston, tase Be 

"This would be most valuable to your medical institutac. | 
and he is most willing and able to talk and lecture extensively2x) 

} course this is after he has had medical treatment 
and rest, 

Xx yal" 

~ ὁ - 
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5. "The: following pages. are for RESHETOV of the 
Komsomol, This. is the fully endorsed list he can use for mailing 
invitations. "75d 

(This is a reference to the Soviets sponsoring a World 
Forum of Solidarity of Youth and Students in Mosoow between 
September 16 and 23, 1964 and their desire to invite to this 
conference members of American youth organizations. The 
message herein is to indicate to RESHETOV, who is the Soviet 
in charge of the arrangements for this forum, that the following 
organizations have been approved by the CPUSA for attendance 
at the aforesaid forum.) 

‘Send invitations to Moscow. Youth Forum rol S) 

(United States. Youth Council 
345 East..46th-St, 

_ New York 17, N.Y. 
eee -_ 

(follows. State Department line internationally 
but liberal domestically) 

; "2. \National ὃ Student Association 
- 57 Chestaut ‘St. 

Philadelphia_ a 4, Penna, — 

(follows State Department but domestically 
-is liberal) 

ει. 
"3 τ  ΘαΒολθ Clubs. of America _ 

““T007 ‘McAllister 5 St. 
“San Francisco, Calif. 

(now Marxist-oriented national youth organization) 

4, Communist Party Youth Division 
23 West 26th St., 3rd Floor 
New York 10, N.Y. 
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5, Keudent: Non-Violent coordinating Comm: Committee --- τ ree rte yang 

8% Raymo nd st St., NW. 
ee 

Atlanta “14, Ga. 
a τὰς 

(SNCG, advanced civil rights organization) 

" "6, -Suadents s for a Democratic.Society. 
119. Fifth ἄνα., Room 302 
New ‘York, N.Y. | 10οῦ3 

(Left social democrats) 

"L--CNew_Univer ‘sity Thought. 
P, QO. | BOX / 7431, - 

Detroit 2, Michigan 

(advanced democratic publication, widely reed) 

<Con ress of, Racial. Equality. (CORE) 
38 Park Row 
New York 38, NY. 
re, πόμα  Παθοτε 

, (ailitant civil rights organization) 

"> Students -s_ for Peace,and Disarmament 
“University of Wisconsin. 
‘Madison, , Wiséonsin ” 

(advanced. peace organization) 
* 

. wanna vard..University. 

Cambridge, Mass. 

(peace group) 

"1 2Women! 8 8 Strike £ for Peace 
C/o Mrs. Dagmar Wilson _ 

1822 Massachusetts Avenue, _ NW. 
Washington 6, D. οὖς 

. ῃ = 

' (they have many young women) 

-6- 
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. "of Colored Sees 
Youth W uth Work Committee. - 

90 West_40th St... 
New York 18, N.Y. N.Y. 
Ne 

(largest but least advanced of civil 
rights. groups) 

us Americans, for-Democratic~Action 
156-Fifth-Ave.—- τ" 

_New York 10, N.Y. 

iis 

\ "13; 

(most liberal gtoup associated with Democratic 
Party). 

| "Drycollegiate Council, for the United Nations. 
| 5Bast_46th.st.— nee 

_ New York, N.Y, 10017). . 

(not very Liberal) - 

M15 National Student. Gourieil.< of. the YNGA.&YWCA, 
. ᾿ Ὁ]. Broadway 

* New York ‘; N Ye 

"36 Namerican Friends Service Committee 
., “wReionat Stidentsecretary 

~150 0 Race est. 

“Philadelphia 2, 2, Pennsylvania, 

‘a 

ΤΠ λανοταῖ, Rel ghd out ne 
. Beacon | St 9 

Boston on 8, _Mass. :. 
τὴν ne 

(Unitarian-Universalist youth, most 1206 8} 
-Of. feligious. groups) 
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United Auto Auto Workers 
*Sotidarity-ouse 
$00. East..Jefferson Ave. 
Detroit-14,.Michigan | 

"19. ἀὐίάεο ἃ World Federalists 
Student.Division ὯΝ 
820 Thirteenth 88., ΝΟ, 
_Washington.5,_ D.C. 

"20<7adted ch Christian. Youth, Movement 
Riverside “Drive ee A ς-- 

New York, N ol. » 
ret Ἢ ππαπαν᾽ 

"2.7 ational, stude Student, Christian 1, Federation 
“415 Riverside Drive 
New York, N. NAY. 

New gees 2, N.Y... 

(left pacifists)" 
eo * 



" ΕΣ fan αΝΝΝ 

᾿ πὶ -ττ 
"6. PaulNilovick, editor of the Morning Freiheit, 

is going to an anniversary celebration of the Frenc ewis! 
Communist paper. From there he intends to visit for a 
week in the German Democratic Republic. He would like to get an 
invitation from Sovietische Heimland to visit the Soviet 
eter S plans are to spend three months in the Soviet 

on/ ὃ'« . 

"Now, as to our attitude towards this request. We 
feel that politically it would be a good thing for Comrade 
Novick to spend some tinie in the Soviet Union. We do not 
feel that it has to be anything like three months, however,. 
Comrade Novick fights for and defends Party policy in the 
Morning Freiheit on all questions except one. He definitely 
has a one-sidedness on the questions of Jewish life in the 
Soviet Union and this nationalist one-sidedness is also 
extended to many problems of Jewish life in the United States, 
We have had many discussions, not only with Novick, but with 
other members of the editorial board of the Freiheit and because 
of these discussions, their differences with us are kept to a very 
minimum, But on all questions of Party policy other than this, they 
are very stauch fighters. ‘They defend the Party and its policies. 
‘In fact, there is a néw serise of confidence in the leadership 
of the unist Party, U.S.A. by these comrades, including 
Novick - - 

"We think a visit to the Soviet Union would help to 
continue the process of a greater mastery of this problem and 
a deeper understanding of the essence of this matter. So 
that we make this recommendation; however, we wanted you to 
know that ther this one weakness in Comrade Novick's 
understanding ; 

Me . ~ "Siened Hall." 

"7. Herbert iptheker. will leave here with his. wife 
on August 14th for Brussels, They will pay their own fare/t 
Brussels. Aptheker would like, to be invited to the Sovie 



le 100~134637 

- "A brief note 

"Und aah from Brussels. He would leave Brussels on August 18th for Moscow. On August 25th he would attend the Ethiagraphie World Conference in Moscow. He would be very Willing and happy to have consultations. give lectures any place that you would like to use him ἊΝ ἷ 

"As you know, he is a foremost authority on all phases of U.S, history, U.S. Negro-American history, on the status of U.S, intellectual life, etc, And you may be interested in getting from him a pidure of the most -unusual political development that he is associated with, that is, the development and th of the American Institute . 
for Marxist Studies 

_ “Afterwards, he has invitations to lecture at the University of Berlin, Hungary, Belgrade and plans possibly on going to Ghana because he is associated with the history and papers of Du Bois, 80 possibly some -organization like the magazine Problems of ory Would like to invite him and his wife for a briéf s ay Le 

"Comrade Aptheker says that he will deliver three - lectures a day, if there is such a request. I think you will find him a veryihteresting ‘and top-notch Marxist cadre in the intel~ lectural field. [> 

"As you can see, Aptheker is going on a lecture trip for the above institution and not for medical training. 
feel they should pay and sponsor this trip - this waild be fair and logical and not deprive an eligible National Board: Inember of obtaining medical treatment in the USSR . also 
1 ¢ail to your attention that Mrs, Aptheker can well afford 
to travel since she is in travel agency business, Speak with 
Elizalb.eth Gurley Flynn on this and other q@esfions of quotas ete,, she will convey our feelings on that 

δ 7 "Signed Gus Hall," =ONORSES dE " 
t 

᾿ ' ς, 

“1 - " 
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- "he third Annual Conference (Junay 1964) was 
followed by a meeting of its Board of Direéctors which ᾿ 
reviewed the conference and outlined an approach for the 
next Annual Conference. While there are obvious differences - 
among members of the Board, there is agreement that the 
Conference must continue and that it can serve a useful 
purpose among scientists within this country and its | 
relati with scientists of other countries on the issue of 
peace, 

"There was a difference of opinion expressed as to 
the exact value of having combined 'The Cybereultural 
Revolution! Conference with the ‘Scientists on Survival’, as 
was done at the June 1964 conference. There was also a 
discussion about relations with other organizations. Jn 
the main the 5.0.8. people take an approach of developing 
relationships and at the same time maintaining a certain 
independent role for Scientists on Survival. They were 
pleased wi 6 partidpation of stientists from other 
countries (“ty 

The leadership of 5.0.8. functions on ἃ voluntary 
financial basis, and the scientists devote their time to this 
orgmization at their own expense. The organization, therefore, 
functions on a limited basis. This is a problem which now 
needs a solution because the three annual conferences gives it. 
a certain stability in the scientific community. Apparently, 
there are some changes contemplated in the leadership as 
far as personnel is concerned. This and other problems as well 
as perspectives will be clarified at the next meeting of 
Board of: Directors which is scheduled for mid-September, -S 

4 

With regard to the above, it should be noted that 
there is currently under investigation a case entitled 
"QGOMINFIL OF THE CONGRESS OF SCIENTISTS ON SURVIVAL, INC. aka 
Scientists on Survival (S0S)" hich NY is origin (Bufile 
# of this case is 100-442365R8/ 

2 “We think that the following may be of interest to HQ) 

~ il « 
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ΩΝ Sir Roberts Watson-—Watt 
. ε * 

JS obertMiatson-Watt is one of the outstdnding 
scientists of today who is often acclaimed for his discovery . 

| and development of ‘radar,' He is well known as 
8 Supporter or a participant in ‘'Pigwash! and other 
conferencés in the field of peace. He is one of the leading 

; persons in ‘Scientists on Survival.' It is not necessary —— 
' to elaborate on his role as ἃ scientist 

“As. to why he came to this. country (U.S.4.) from 
England, I do not know ~~ and I, do not claim to know him 

\ personally or politically. Im sure,-spat. others who are in 
\the scientific community dolnow him . 

\ - 

3 "It has come to myyattention, -howevér, that Sir Robert 
- papdle, Watson-Watt is now living with his wife at Maple Brook, 
“ache 2oxedo,; NewYork (which is a smali suburb north of New York _ 
—-—7City.) Recently, he made a remark that it is difficult for him 

to ‘come to meetings. in-New York. City because he can't afford 
the expense of travel -- which is a distance of gome 50 miles 

"He also made a statement recently that his. only. 
souree of income is from his writings and Lectures) 

"He was on salary as a consultarit for the Center 
of Democratic: Studies in Santa Barbara, California, but 
apparently that relationship no longer exists 

"Thus -- here is. an important scientist who 
apparently is. not being given an opportunity to function 
in his field to full capacity. He is_up in yeaw~- possibly 
10, and has his wife.to take care Ὁ 

"A friend was asked whether he would welcome an 
opportunity to lecture and travel abroad, and based on his general 
approach to problems of peace and respect for scientists of other 
lands, the feeling was expressed that he may welcome such 
an invitation, There has been no effort by. dy to make’ 
any direct inquiry to him, His address τὲ be 

ye 
~ 12 . 



"Sir Robert Watson-Watt 
Maple Brook, 

Tuxedo, New York," 

next," 
"Sister Matilda is again next, Uriéle Elliot is 

(The above message refers to thé next drop. and 
personal contact stonantle δ ; 

213 - 
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Date: 8/19/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) wpm 
O 

SUBJECT :\__SOLO 

IS-C 5 ́ S 

On 8/18/64, there was received at the MICHABL BELHAM 
mail drop in NYC, a letter dated 8/12/64, fro SLIEA MORRIS, Conta 
General Secretary of the Canadian CP, for transmission to GUS | 

« Uf’ - 

The envelope containing the aDfementioned communica- 
tion was postmarked "12:30 PM, Aug. 13, 1964 - Toronto, Ontario" 
and is as follows: ον 

“August 12, 64 

"My Dear 6: - 

"Thanks for the note, I am still home in bed with 
back trouble but hope to be out again soon, It is boring! Have 
asked BILL to write to NORMAN at once about the 100th. anniversary 
I am sure they will like to have someone there from your country. 
I am pretty sure it is to take place in Berlin towards the end 
of Sept. But NORMAN will let you know, 

CRUE 
ΝΣ REAU (RM) _ 

1 - NY 134-91 (inv)(41)__- ge 
1 ~ NY 100-134637 (41)-- « he 

o AUG 21 1964 

we Fw. w. $47 if HK .-- — 
canyApproved; ERROR LETTER SENT Sent )2τ:ν Per 
ὃ is AUG 2 8 ΜΗ Agent in Charge 



NY 100-134637. 

~ 

"No, wé had no-one to see BEA for the 26th. I was away, 
but I doubt we received an invitation, They blow hot and cold, 
‘Thank God great nations. decide great events! Have sent ‘the clippings | 
to BEA, together with your letter, which came: for her yesterday, 

"We shall draw the. magazine people’ attention to the 
advertisement, Plain carelessness, 

- "I read your speech to the 100. It was very clear, and 
precise, and I like your warnings that while the defeat-of G is 
imperative, it does not. remove thé U-R danger, The byproducts Of 
G (as, for example, LBJ's. action against N. Viet-Nam)., are as 
great a danger as he 18. In a word, it is a phenomenon, not. a. 
person, slick as the personal vehicle is. It will stimulate 
similar deyelopments here, I. shall try to gét out to speak at 
our big Festival this Sunday ‘on Gand Canada, and. as. I told you, we 
shall have a discussion: in our executive shortly; 

"All best! ‘You ‘are wise to consérve ‘strength for: ‘the ᾿ 
campaigns, Tragic about Ben, T-is on. holiday over there, for 
another. month. or SO, - 

“"/s} Leslie” 
* 

« 



DIRECTOR, FBI (105-78927) 8/18/64 
: (100428091) 

SAC, HEW YORK (105-36402) 
(100-134637) 

| ALEKSEY M,. ROLOBASHRIN 
Is = Β ὁ 5Μ|Π 

@- iS-C 

| Rel¥let dated. 5/5/64. 

Tt was set forth in referenced N¥Llet that in October,’ 

1963, KOLOBASHRIN requested NY 694~s* to. furnish him identities 
of three Americans “'to work with us (Soviets) and that 

| KOLOBASHKIN reiterated his request: on 12/6/63; urging the 

matter be handled soon. It also was set forth in reNY¥let that 

0 several, individuals were proposed to NY. 694-S* for consideration. 

in the operation; however, all but one were found unacceptable 

_for submission to the Soviets, by NY 694-S*, for various ‘reasons 

| xélatine to their backgrounds. Thé one Individual, ᾿ 

suggested by. the latter's have 55 
not. been eliminated by ΗΝ 694-8* as xécruite for p ΕΝ 

Ib 

Ib7c 

Ib 

ἣ 

5510 16 

referral to the Sovicts. ar 

It was pointed out in reN¥let that NY 694-5% made 
the observation, at that tine, that in Gontacts with KOLOBASHKIN 
subsequent to Decembet 1963 the latter never brought up the 
question of the reerdits nor indicated any apparent interest 
in the matter, It was pointed out further chat HY 694-S* was 
o£ the opinion that he should not initiaté re-discussions. of 

Bureau (100-428091) (IM) 
2105-73927) —— pboshbiny 

2 « Chicago. (134-46-Sub. B) (EM) ; - _ 
(1*105516879) = .- -. VD FOS Cf 

L = HY 105-36402 (341) ΝΞ  Ξ- τ Ee 
Ὶ « NY 100-134637 - G1) 3 - | 172 Ave 26 1964. 

IDOzineb | 
ye Ὁ OF ΝΣ πα emt 

᾿ 6 NU 8:4} ὁ ὁ β | 

= 727227-- ΜῸ 
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NY 100-132637 

referrals, he, ΝΥ 694-s* contemplated taking up the mdtter 
with the Soviets during his visit in Moscow. NY 694-s* : 
also was of the opinion that it was possible that KOLOBASHKIN's am 
request might’ have been a "test" for NY 694-S* rather thana = / - 24 “ 

/ legitimate request for recruits. f 

᾿ . .} 
"this matter with KOLOBASHKIN, but rather, before making any 

᾿ 

After Νὰ 694--δλ᾽ returned from his trip abroad, πο. 
was questioned concerning-this matter. NY 694-S* advised that 
it was his intention to discuss this request for recruits with 

- the Soviets, but when he. was confronted by Comrade X, in Moscow; 
—_ concerning the "Riesel article," he deemed it a matter of 

- oa personal security to refrain fron bringing up the question. © 
_° ‘The details concerning the incident of the "Riesel article't 

Were set forth in NY airtel dated 6/9/64 under SOLO, IS+C, . 
caption. NY θέ δὲ advised that Comrade X, as a result of 
the "Riesel article,"was threatening to curtail and contain 
the SOLO apparatus rather than expand it arid indicated that 
this and other events called for greater security in all their 
other operations. NY 694*s* stated further that in 811 _ 
subsequent nieétings with Comrade X and: KOLOBASHKIN, who: also 
was in Moscow, neither of them made any: mention of the question 
o£ recruits, nor did they display any interest whatsoever in 
the matter. OO, oe 

NY 694-S* stated that he is aware of the possibilities 
inherent in being able to place someone in the Soviets! Operations, ' 
-but. as ἃ matter of Security, he does' not believe he can pursue 
the matter further on his own initiative. NY 694«s* pointed out _ 
that no further mention of the recruits has been ‘made since 
December 1963 and since 3/31/64 his American contacts have been 
VALENTINE A. ZALTSEV and VLADIMIR A, CHUCHUKIN, neithér of whom 

- ‘have made any mention of the matter. RY 694-S* advised that in 
ae the event these new contacts: display any interest in the matter 

. , ‘Qf Yecruits, in the future, he. will immediately advise this 
office so that the matter can be pursued effectively. — 
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Qa’.  OROUTE IN nr QovoPE 
1 = Mr, Shaw 

SAC, New York (100~134637) August 24, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

SECURITY --C 

PE ReBulet 84-64, New York letter 8-11-64, and δ 
Chicago letter 8.-132»6ά, in capti h 

nquiry made by the 
concerning mail drops at the Church Street 

Station, New York City, boing utilized for correspondence 
SA. the Commmist Party. of Canada to the Commnist Party, 

b7D 

Bulet to Legat, Ottawa, dated 3-21-64 (copies td 
New York and Chicago) under the caption "Communist Party, 
USA, International Relations, Internal Security - C* enclosed 

of 2-lettezhead memorandum (LUM) to be furnished 
The LH diselesed that we have instituted discreet 

coverage on fost fidice Box 209, Church Street Station, — 
and that th would be advised upon receipt at this box 
of communications which emanate from Canada, 

In view of the foregoing, New York should promptly 
furnish the Bureau the usual mail cover type of information, 
i.¢@. addressee, return address and postal, markings -on all 
mail sent to Post Office Box 209 at the Church Strect Station 
which emanates from Canada, - 

it.is noted that the[___]has advised that a large 
envelope containing Party material “of a highly classified" 
nature was reported to have been mailed on 7-7=64 to the Cor 
munist. Party, USA, via the George Manning mail drop, Post 
Office Box 129, Church Street Station. In vieuv of the fact 
that this is an erroneous address plus the fact-that NY 694.2. 
has not received such an envelope, New York, if feasible, 
should endeavor to discreatly ascertain at the Church Street ,., 
Station if a communication addressed to “George Hanning, 

ΜΝ B, 0. Box 1295 is;boing, held in the-dead. Letter. office.” 
᾿ Belmont Such is the case, New York should endeavor to recover ἐρεῖν 
Capra «(letter a2 such can be accomplished with full security. L/ 
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Letter to New York 
‘RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

NOTE: 

has recently advised that its sources had 
ascertained that the CP of Canada forwards correspondence 
to ‘the CPUSA through a mail drop, George ‘Manning, P. 0. 
Box 129, Church. Street Station, New York City, and also 
utilizes a mail drop-in the name of Herbert Anderson for 
this purpose. NY 694-S* utilizes a mail drop in the name 
of George Manners, P. 0, Box 1293, Church Street Station, 
to réceive mail from the Canadian CP, A mail drop in the 
name of Herbert: Anderson is utilized -by. NY 694-S* primarily 
to receive mail from the Canadian CP representative to the. 
ποσὰ Marxist Review" in Prague, but was discontinued as 

iI drop for the Canadian CP in 1963, We have advised lbo7D 
c [that there is no. post office box. assigned, to 8 George: 

anning; that P. 0. Box 129 is held by an individual, who 
appears to have no connéction with the CPUSA; that Herbert 
Anderson is assigned P, 0, Box 209; ‘and that this is apparently | 
‘a mail drop utilized by ‘the CPUSA to receive mail from various 

- CP!s, throughout. the world. We advised___]that we would 
institute coverage of P.0,. ‘Box. 209 and advise them of any - 
mail. delivered to that. box which emanates in Canada. ‘New York 
-is ‘being requested ‘to. comply with this, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT eke 
Casper 

, Memorandumgoute IN ENVELOPE === 
aa yee Conrar WV pate, August 25, 1964 Si 

Ma 

FROM | 5) 

SUBJECT: \ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's. highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

Trower 
Tele. Room sumone, 
Holmes 
Gandy 

On 8/25/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For information. war 

1- Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing - 

1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

ad. vA oe 

(7) Oey REC 18 ‘— sie of 3 
(ἢ DY ys 9 AUG 28 1964 

δ᾽ 
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UNITED STATES GORSRIMENT \ a 

MEMORANDUM ἱ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63) Date: 8/19/64 

FROM: - SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)_ 

SUBJECT: OP, USA-FUNDS | 
TS-C 
(OO:NY) 

ἃ 

The following information should not be included 
in the details of a report or in memoranda prepared for 
dissemination outside the Bureau. 

Foliowing is a summary of the positive results 
of the NYO'S erforts to trace ultimate. use of SOLO funds 
by the CP, USA and its allied organizations: . .* . 

Afton Tours 

On 2/28/64, a deposit of $855 consisting of 
5 $5 bills, 7 $10 bills and 38 $20 bills was made to the 
acconns of Afton Tours maintained at Manufacturers Hanover 

Trust Uc., 959 8th Ave., NYC, 

One of the $20 bills was identical with a bill 
obtained at a NY bank on 1/4/62, in exchange for money 
received by NY 694-5* on 12/22/61, from the Soviets. 

T- Bureau (RM 
(1 - 65-65405) (TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY 

; OvT IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS ) 
(1 - 100-428091) βου > TRACING OF SOLO FUNDS) 

1 - New York (97-16 LISHERS NEW PRESS, INC,) (42) 
1 - New York (100- res) TOURS ) 
1 - New York (100- AIMS) (41) 
1 - New York DIALOGUE PUBLICATIONS ) st 
1 - New York (100-144189) (FREEDOMIAYS ASSOCIATES) (42) 
1 - New York (65217696) (TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY 

SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS ) 
lL - New York 

RLP:tcs 

(11) 

NOT RECORDED 
198 AUG 98 1964 

88 SEP 1 1958” _ 

N /00-3-@3- 4896 .- A 

ORIGINAL FILED 
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hai ties Rao ROUTE Pi IVELOPE ᾿ 
y “Memorandum 3 7 
7) ᾿ - 
(Ὁ - DIRECTOR, FBI (100 428091) pate: 8/28/64 - 

FROM if ΠΣ SAC,.1 NEW YORK’ (100- 134637) 
; ‘ bate A ᾿ _ - Ν * 

SUBJECT? Ξ Ἢ _ τ . 

- ᾿ (<, OLO: ᾿ ee ᾿ Ε . 7 - 

ΟΜ θ.6 * 

~ .. 

ReBulet, 8/24/64. 

᾿ . As was set forth in NY letter 8/11/64, the Pose Ε ofFicdl 
| Box 209, Church Street Station, NYC, under the name HERBERT Als 

_ ANDERSON, receives νεῖν. little mail and is retained. by the NYO, {{ ἢ 
at the suggestion of NY 694-S%*, for only foreign mil ‘that may 2F 

be Sent to hini by past contacts, Inthe last six months only 
" two:.or possibly three pieces of mail Have ‘been sent to that 

box. However, a thirty day tickler. has been set “up by... this 
- office and the Bureau will -be advised .on..a thirty day basis of 
: any mail coming to that box, from Canada, in.a mail cover type ry 
information format. ᾿ SO - 

- On 8/27/64, Post .0ffice Inspéctor iri Charge ROBERT 3 
ur HICKEY, U.S'B.0., NYC, advised that there are thousands AvR, 

- - upon thousands of letters. in the "déedd lettér" office, none of “33> 
which ‘are kept in ary chronological Gr’ other type. order, He, 

_. stated that if an undéZivétable letter has a return address 
“it is returned to the sender and: if it- bears a foreign. post- 
mark, ait is usually returned to thé foreign post Office for . 
handling. “However, ‘a review o£ the moré zecent "dead letters. 
by Inspector HICKEY. failed to. reveal any commmnication addressed. 

_ tO GEORGE MANNING, ΡΟ, Box.129, 0 . ae 4% 
~ 

Ge pe MERA . 

‘Burdau' (RM) - 
1. - Chicago (134-46 Sub, 8) (RM). Rca οὐ σθ κοῖς Le σ᾽ if: ey 

“1. - ΝΥ 100- ~134637 (41) - - s 
- 07 1: & 1964. 

po:mia . ond 
Ἃ 

τος. 

65 508 64 δ ὃ ς΄ se 
1 
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NY 100-74560 

American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS) 

On 3/27/64, a deposit of $420.00, consisting of 
21 $20 bills was made to the account of AIMS at the 
Amalgamated Bank of New York, 11-15 Union Square, NYC, 

All bills were found to be identical with money obtained 
from a NY bank on 4/29/63 in exchange for money received by 
NY 694-S* from the Soviets. 

- On 4/3/64 a deposit of $440, consisting of 22 $20 
bills was made to the account of AIMS at the Amalgamated 
Bank of New York. 

Ali bills making up this deposit were identical 
with those furnished to NY 694-S* by the Soviets on 6/11/63. 

Committee For ἃ Free Press 

On 2/5/64, a deposit of $3,000, consisting of 
150 $20 bills was made to the account of the Committee For a 
Free Press at the First National City Bank, 250 5th νος, NYC. 

148 of the 150 bills were identical with bills 
obtaineé at a NY bank on 4/29/63 in exchange for money received 
by NY 69¢-S* trom the Soviets. 

On 2/11/64, a deposit of $4,080, consisting of 
3 $100 bills, 2 $50 bills, 96 $20 bills and 176 $10 bills 
was made to the account of the Committee For a Free Press 
at the First National City Bank, 250, 5th Ave., NYC. 

4 of the $20 bills were identical with money obtained 
at a NY bank on 4/29/63 in exchange for money received by 
NY 694-S* from the Soviets, 

10 of the $20 bills were identical with money 
furnished to NY 694-S* by the Soviets on 6/11/63. 

Dialogue Publications 

On 2/13/64, a deposit of $1,185, consisting of 
53 $20 bills, 3 $10 bills and 1 $5 bill was made to the 
account of Dialogue Publications at the Amalgamated Bank 
of New York. 



NY 100-74560 

1 $20 bill was identical with a bill obtained at 
a NY bank on 4/29/63 in exchange for money received by 
NY 694-S*, from the Soviets. 

50 $20 bills were identical with money furnished 
to NY 694-S* by the Soviets on 6/11/63. . 

Freedoiwaya Associates 

On 2/11/64 a deposit of $4,000, consisting of 
200 $20 bills, was made to the account of Freedomways 
Associates, Ine. at the Amalgamated Bank of New York, 
1i-15 Union Square, NYC, 

121 $20 bills were identical with bills obtained 
at a NY bank in exchange for money received by NY 694-S* 
from the Soviets on 4/25/62. 

17 $20 bills were identical with money obtained 
at a NY bank on 4/29/63 in exchange for money received by 
NY 694-S* from the Soviets. 

2 $20 ids were identical with bills noted in index 
only a> CP money with no further SOLO data. 

On 4/16/64, a deposit of $4,000, consisting of 
200 $20 bills was made to the account of Freedomways 
Associates, Inc. at Amalgamated Bank of New York. 

The 200 $20 bills were identical with money 
received by NY 694-S* on 4/7/64 from the Soviets. 
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Date: 8/20/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 
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(Priority) ᾿ | 

ae ee ee Lee Loe 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) φί 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) Ζ 

b- ce 
a) Re Chicago telephone call to New York 8/19/64 

furnishing substantially the same information set forth below 
in order that it might be relayed to NY 694-S*, R ; 

On 8/18/64, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished relia 
information in the past, advised that he had held a brief 
conversation with DANNY RUBIN, Organizational Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA, in New York City on. 8/17/64 and that 
it was desirable that NY 694-S* be made aware of this conver- 
Sation. In essence the conversation with RUBIN was as follows: 

According to RUBIN, hé had now provided: ARNOLD His At 
JOHNSON with the names of the people and the organizations 
they would represent, such as SNCC, who weré to be invited 
to the World Youth Forum scheduled for Moscow, USSR, in 
September, RUBIN noted that he would be one of the individuals — 
attending, but that he would be departing from the United | 
States early as he had to attend a preparatory meeting of the Ζ ‘a 
World Youth Festival Committee scheduled in Helsinki, Finland. Διὰ 

i , 

At this time RUBIN was told that he should buy only | 
one-way tickets for himself and the others who are scheduled 
to go to the Moscow meeting and that their return trip would 
be handled separately. He was also informed that Na Ny 

3/- Bureau (RM) 
1 - New York Goo s24ssr FN 
Δ - Chicago 99 fo 

RWH: bil Be 4. oo— 72: ad 
(5) ae 

| ini Agent in Charge 
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problem Should arise in connection with the preparation for 
the delegation's trip on such matters as visas, funds, etc., 

the individual RUBIN: should contact was ARNOLD JOHNSON, who 

would in turn reach the proper person who could handle and 

look into such problems. 
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MemorandunRQUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
TO ’ Mr. W. C. Sullivan Wp DATE: August 27, 1964 sullvan τ 

kK fo | 
ἦ sunyeetk_sgon Pee INTERNAL. SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

On 8-24-64 NY 694-S* advised he had just passed messages 
to the Soviets for transmittal to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, National 
Chairman of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), who is currently in the 
Soviet Union. These messages were considered most urgent by Gus Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA, who had prepared them; The messages concerned ~“ the. urgent need of the CPUSA.to have 8 ranking official attend the 
funeral of Palmiro Togliatti, late leader of the Communist Party of 
Italy. ᾿ 

Hall, as the ranking official ΟΣ the CPUSA, planned to 
attend the Togliatti funeral himself but the death of ‘Benjamin J, 
‘Davis, το, National Secretary, CPUSA, .on 8~22~64, forced him to remain 
in New York City for the Davis funeral. 

Flynn has been hospitalized in the Soviet Union undergoing 
treatment. for diabetes. Hall had instructed her to attend the Togliatti 
funeral if at all possible since he considered it most important 
for international and fraternal. yeasons, particularly since the : CPUSA did not have a representative at the funeral of Maurice Thorez, 
ate leader of the Communist Party of France. 

On 8-26-64 NY 694—-9* advised that he had received a message 
from the Soviets for Gus Hall stating that Flynn was unable to attend 
the Togiiatti funeral because of the state of her health. 

ACTION: 

For information, In view of the fact that the funeral 
has already been held and Flynn did not 3 pnd, this information is 
not being disseminated, aOGf—7 ff c RED a8 fot- F282 7) 36, 
100-42809 Gy 

* ee] nt Ν 

1 ~ ‘Mr, Belmont ‘ -" 

lL - ας Sullivan υ 5 obP νὰν ἜΣ 
2. «πὶ Baumgardner 

2...» 
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Memorandum a AN ENVISLOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) paiz: August 27, 1964 _ TO δ | 

_ FROM, Yi 

_ f supjecr: 
y 

. ReBulet 4/15/64 captioned as above,. 

Referenced Bureau letter noted: that CIA. was 
in all. material réceived by the Bureau concerning thédiorld - 
Federation of Trade Unions, particularly pamphlets and -publica- 

“tLons Of =this-organization, -and requested that such. material nips 
‘be transmitted to: the Bureau for forwarding to CIA. -. Onan 

Enclosed herewith for the. Bureau are two photostats 
‘each, of ἃ number of items; recéived. by CG 5824-S* from the World 
-Federation of Trade. Unions: through a mail drop naintained by. 
him in Chicago. These items were as: follows: 

“1. Issue..number 11 of "Trade Union Press," - 
publish ed: by the World Federation of | 
Trade. Unions, 

- - . 2, "Press Communique," published by the Press 
Department of the World Federation of ‘Trade . 
Unions, bearing No, 42 and dated June il, 1964. 

3. “Press Communique, " published ‘by: the Press 
Department of the World Féderation of Trade 
Unions, bearing No, 44 and, dated: June 17, 1964\. 

Both items: 2 and 3. were received as a supplenentO 
to issue nuniber 1E of "Trade Union Press," 

-4, Issue number 13: of "Trade Union. Press ," - 
published -by the World Federation’ Of Trade 

- Unions, ; 

To - 
4 . δι ἈΦΊΣΡαΒϑ item captioned “Interiational Tradé 
R Union Committee of Solidarity with the Workers. 

: ὍΛΩΝ and. People of South. Viet Nam," dated June, 1964. 
ΝΣ This item, was received asa supplenent to issue 

J nu G18 ot the "Trade Union. Press: 

f Lo - ἘΣ oe (Rey Ἂν, 
vo Yak σα ἢ ας $2 ΡΩΝ 

1 - Chica : 
RWH:BI1 ὦ et | 
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Sa eo aes ες ROUTE IN TONY ELOPE 
M emorandum 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: August (Se 

FROM at SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B). 
, 7 - πὴ ὴὴῆΗς aN 

“Is- Cc 

p, fle fos” | 
Enclosae herewith are one copy for the Bureau and 

one copy, Jor New York of a biographical sketch concerning 
BOHUSLAVALASTOVICKA , ‘recently elected President of the 
Presidium of the Czechoslovak | National _ Assembly, This sketch 
appeared on page ΤΊ of the English language edition of "New 
Timés" No. 31, dated August 5, 1964, a weekly journal of 
world affairs published by Trud, the Central Council of Trade 
Unions, Moscow, USSR, 

SUBJECT: | toro ys f ri 

This article was furnished on August 25, 1964., by 
CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE atid 
‘on the same date CG 5824-S* advised that the BOHUSLAV: 
LASTOVICKA whose picture and biography appear in this article 
is identical with the individual referred to in the following 
Chicago communications to the Bureau; 

Διο Chicago airtel dated December 13, 1961, captioned “” 
ast + "SOLO," enclosing a Letterhead memorandum entitled 
ζω! " INFORMATION CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTHENT 
ὑπ ΟΣ OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA,” referring to BORHUSLAV LAPSPOVICHKA, 

Chicago airtel dated December 26, 1962, captioned 
mY "SOLO," enclosing a letterhead mehorandum entitled. 

pies MOFFICTALS OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF ΤΗΝ 
aur? 4: CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 
ea PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA , ie referring to. (first name ᾿ hav 

16 unknown) LOSTIVAKA. 

- Chicago airtel dated August 31, 1963, captioned 
"SOLO;" .enclosing a, letterhead memoranduri entitled 

ae Hi (FIRST YAME UNKNOWN) LOSTIVAKA, HEAD OF A COMMISSION 
a J OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF. CZECHO- 
ae SLOVAKIA, TO INVESTIGATE "DHE PERIOD OF THE STALIN 

he 3076 ERA," ¥eterring to (first namé unknown) LOSTIVAKA AO 
as ΤΩΣ cree BOREUSLAY EARSPOVICHEA , pec 7 2... 4280. 2 LOU. ἽΝ ΄ς, Hf oO 

wie "Har ceu Cnc, ) (RK) 4 a? 

1 - cr teg at 17 SEP & 18 ’ ~t 
WAB: bL1 ee if 
COIN μὰ , 

ΘΕ ΘΕΡ Δ, 1954 ας. | 
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People. in,the News ‘e Peop 
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le in the ‘News. ὁ People in the News 
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by h 
τν 

Bohuslav 

Lastovicka . 
a 

Bohuslay Lastovicka, who was elected 
President of .the Presidium of “the 
Czechoslovak National Assembly at fhe 
‘end of Juno, was born on April 29, 1905, 

He is a journalist by profession and 
ἢ has been a member of the: Crechoslo- 

vak Communist Party since 1931. Was 
clecied a member of the Central Com- 
mittee at the Eighth and Ninth con- 
grasses, alfernate member at the Elev- 
enth Congress, member at tho Twelfth. 
Congress, and member of the Central 
Commilice's Presidium this year. 

In 1934 Lastovicka was editor of the 
Rude Pravo, then for a brief period 

. edited a newspaper in Oslrava, and 
_+ offer that was Organizing Secretary af 

the Regional Parly “Committee for 
“Prague and its environs., 

Μ 1 
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Corps and took part in the fighting for . 
“Madrid, Brunete, Sagunto, Valencia and 
‘other cifies, ΑἹ the end of May 1939 δα" 

«, went fo Brifain and was a member of 
the Czechoslovak Communist Party's 
executive thera, . 

Alter Czechoslovakia's —_libaration, 
Lastovicka was appointed director of 
‘the Crechoslovak Radio. In 1948-50 he 
was Ambassador fo tha Soviet Union 
and lafer Depufy Minister of National 
Defence. in 1952 ho became a victim 
Of the personality culf and was dismis- 
sed from his posts.and removed from 
the Cenfral’ Committee. Affer that ho 
worked for the Ministry«of- Metallurgi- 
cal Industry and Minas. In 1957 he was 
appointed edifor-in-chief of the Central 
Committee's Nova Mys! journal. In 1960 - 
he published a* book called “London 

- During the War” In 1961 he was mado 
head of the Communist Party Centra! 
Commiitee’s International Department, 

In 1960 he was awarded the Order of 
fhe Republic, ᾿ 
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ΠΥ ΓΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED 

sett FATIOC DECLASSIFICATION GO 

DATE Ὅ1- L3r-Z01s 

(15) 100~429091 

BB Date: September 2, 1964 

To} -Direator | | 
Central Intelligence. Agency 

| Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

" Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director’ 

Subjéét; WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 
. INTERNAL SECURITY = C 

A confidential source, which has furnishod 
reliable information in ‘the past; made available the’ 
following. document ‘relating to the World Federation of 
Trade Unions (WFIU) :. 

Issue Numbox 14 dated July, 1964, of the "Trade oS 
Union Press" published sortnightly by the ‘WETU in Praguic,; 
Czechoslovakia. 

A Photostat of this document is enclosed for 
your information, In order to protect. the security of 
our source, the éricldésed document’ is not to be disseminated 
outside your’ ‘Agency. 

Enclosine = REG 14 (wo-4 2.869) Y/Y, 

NOTE: “ yo SEP 8. 1964 

or ΑΝΕΒΝΝΝΝ | , 1 ‘Classified ' a. .. since sunanuthorized 

disclosuré of this informatioi could jeopardize:‘the source 

who is furnishing information on a top= vel basis concerning 
the international communist movemeny, uUrceis . CG 6824—8%. 

_ See Chicago letter 8-28-64, captioned foo, fs 
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Monae 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pave: «= August. 26, 1964 

FROM . 

hi CG 5824=S* on August 24, 1964, advised: that he had + 
᾿ on that date sent: to ELIZABETH ‘GURLEY FLYNN, Chairman, 

Communist Party (CP),,USA, in care of Hotel. Sovietskaya, 
Moscow, USSR, the following two books: "The Cause is Mankind" 
by HUBERT iM, ” HUMPHREY + "The. Invisible Government" by DAVID 
WISE and’ THOMAS ROSS, In addition, CG 5824-S* Stated he had 

-also sent to FLYNN a “nunber. of clippings on current news items. 
appearing — in "The New York Times" and local Chicago papers, 
The name hé utilized in connection: with sending this material 
to. FLYNN was J.. CASE, c/o Modern. Books, 56 East Chicago. Avenue, - 
Chicago, lilinois, ; 

The foregoing material had been Sent. to FLYNN. in’ 
liné with ‘previous discussidiis held with FLYNN before her 
departure and was based on her request that CG 5824-S¥ keep. 
her informed of events in thé United States during the period. 
of her absence, The source further noted that ‘there is an 
agreenent with FLYNN ‘that when: she is through with ‘this: material | 
she will turn it over ‘in Ὁ 5824--Ὲ}Ὲ name to representatives 

' of the International Department, Centyal Committee, ‘CP--of the 
Soviet Union. 

ings nbote ia dor the katoryation of the Bureau, ” 

‘= Bureau (RM). 
1 -.Chicago +,” 

RWH:DLI | " ΝΣ 
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Memorandum *®OUTE IN EN VELOP™ 
τὸᾧὟ! : DIRECTOR,. FBI (100-428091) bate: August 28, 1964 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B) 

: Re Buréau letter dated 47 15/64 advising that he 
Central Intelligence Agency is interested in 411 material 

- concerning the Vox1d Federation of Trade Unions ; Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, 

closed herewith for the Bureau are twd photostat 
copies reas Union Press," issue nuniber’ 145. TUL rey IGS » 
published fortni ghtly - by the World. Federation of Trade Unid 
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_ SAC, Chicago (134-46 sub B) 9/23/64 

REC. 126 F 
Director, FBI 100-428091). «ἘΠ [{{{| 1 = Mr, Sn γα 

SOLO EX. 1.8 ‘ | 

Ἔτους ROUTH IN ENVELOPE Reurlet 8/28/64. | 
Relet furnished copies of two articles in the 

Russian language,"The Government of Johnson and Political 
Problems in the J.5S.A." and "Liberation Movement in Latin 
America." The Bureau was requested to furnish your office 
translations of these two Russian. language articles. 

eT rer FO errr es ween 
a με τ Se SOIT Reg το τπο, ἐν Α 

Pursuant’ to your request there is attached the 
original and.one copy of the requested translations. 

Ν Enclosures (2) 

ἶ WGS:pah Ma 

= The, article of Latin America appearéd in the June, 
: 1984, isque of, "Kommunist," ἃ journal published every 20 days 
[phos by the Cautral Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. The article 
ΝΣ on the Johnson Administration appeared in the magazine, 

ἜΝ “World Economic Situation and International Relations," issue 
qf number 6, 1964, published by the Institute of World Economy 

“and International Relations, Hoscow, USSR, 
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ἐν TRANSLATION. FROW RUSSIAN 

“Tho Govornnent of Johnson and Political Problems of U.S.A. 

by 8. Henshikov — 
"ὰ- 

. More than half ἃ year has paseed since ‘the tragia. 
aseassination of John F. Konedy.. The government of the U.S.A, 

a passed on to Lyndon B. Johnson, ἃ man belonging to the sane 
| -political party. as thd late: président but- different from him 

in. personal qualities, social origin, political exporionce and 
thinking. He is.different in character, business and political 
contacts. 

President. Johnson itherited from his prodicéssor ἃς 
program of political -and- economic heastires formulated during 
the period of.election canpaign in 1960 known. as the "new ὦ 
frontiers." He solemnly -vowellto continue putting this program 
into- life. What degree of-conformity in words and in deeds has 
the new president? What are those specific characteristics which 
hé in. his subjective virtues, and in changing: of objective envi-~ 
Yronnents has he brought into donestic policy and foreign political 
Gourse of. U.S.A? ‘In ordor. to answer these questions it is not. 
enough to, analize thé first steps of Johnson's government. It 
is necessary to give characteristics of tte political inheritance, 
passed on fron. thé governnent of, Kennedy which preséntly shows . 
‘and #111 continue for some tine: ‘to shoy serious influence on the 
political conditions in the country, It is equally necessary to 

_have.in-mind, that the work of the new government had begun in the 
of environnent of the presidential elections. Tho struggle for 

election votes, haturally, leaves its mark in the progratis advanced 
AK by both competing parties of the. noopolist. capital of U.S.A. 

From the Governtiont of Kennedy to the Governnént of Johnson. ᾿ 

John F. Kennedy was -a voproséntative of the _ top. monopolist 
bourgedisic and the political courso which He was putting into 

Ἂς prattice was tho course of the contemporary American imperialion. 
A> Kennedy belonged to one: of the wealthist plutocratic families in 

\ U.S.A. Ho belonged τό the so-called “rulings olite." Tho wealth 
τὰ of Joseph P. Kennedy; father of the late president; is valued by 
Ὁ yartous, sources as 200-600 million dollars. There are less than 

ah 5 familiog in tho U.S.A. which belong to this category.- Thé multi- ὁ 
ΟΝ million fortune of ‘the Kennedy fanily - is one of those “now fortuges, 

which was nequaxe during. tha last thirty years. 

ayosun ΠΝ 
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Howover, nonbers of this family always occupied a 
special position in the systen of financial oligarchy. Tha 
trish from Boston,. uitil latoly, were not accepted in the highest 
financial world of the city. 

Thoir capital is in no way tied in with the many 
billions of dollars worth of property of the Boaton financial 
Oligarchy groups. “A-considorable part of his wealth Joseph Ε 
Konnedy acquired “in the New York stock exchange. But. in financial. 
circles of Wall Street ho. was alwaya known as the "lone wolf," 
acting at his own fear ard risk because of lack of sélid contacts " | 
with somo of the main financial. groups of New York. The wealth 
-of the Konnedy fanily is. primarily invested in real estate in Now 
York, and Chicago; the fanily does rot own leading stocks in - 
industry, trading and banking corporations of U.8.A., and doos. - 
not participate in controlling thom. Kennedy docs not own his 
own ompire. The original position of this family has determined 
a comparative autonomy, indopendonce. from direct influence of 
individual; more powerful groupings of the financial capital. ἡ 

This has left a marked imprint on the policy of the — 
Kénnedy governinént. The late president strived te convey the -. 
interest of the entire class and monopdlist burgeoisic. He also ~ 
infrequently attempted te dictate his own will to individual 
monopolistic groupings; activities of which hé wanted to limit 

“to the interests of the entire ruling class. Henee, constant 
.élashes with the world of "big business" which prevalled in the 

* yoars of John Kennedy!s administration: Just as it was in the | 
case of Kennedy's father, who adhered to the "new deal" of 

_ Roosevelt, his colleagues on Wall Street called hin “betrayer of. 
your own class.” It was the sare with his son whom the rionopolinst. 

- progs christined "the prosident, a hostile enterprisor." 

Groatly indicative was the episode with steel prices, 
In the spring of 1962 it became khown, that the stodl-rolling 
mills ΟΥ̓ the country woro contemplating to raise prices on their 
production.. Konnedy jet it be known, that the governuent Wold. 

-not. allow this. The president emphasized, that the raising of ~ 
prices on stcel was not in the interest of the American business- 
‘on.a whole. It would worgon the competitive efforts.of the 
American goods on the world's. markot, and would complicate theo- 
atready difficult states of U.S.A.'s balance of payments. Tho 
leador of the steel mondpoly ~ “United States Steel Corporation," 
without any consideration to tle warning, raised prices on stecl. 
This brought fron the government a decisive protest and threats 
“to apply anti-trust laws. . ΝΝ 



ΣῈ the final analysis the steel industry was compelled 
_to comply, but only after sharp remarks between the head of. the 
“United States Steol}' Rodger Blough and President Kennedy. _ The 
latter, stated in private "my father always told me, that big 
businessmen are avowed scoundrels. I did not believe him for a long 
tine, but now I an convinced, that he was right:" Only a con~ 
siderable independent representative of the monopolist burgeoisie 
could behave like that. Neither Eisenhower nor other henchmen of 
the "big business" would attempt such (anti~ontérprising act. 

The interral policy of the Kennedy's government, on a 
_ whole, was quite advantageous for monopolies. It sharply increased 

the military orders, which always wore feeders for larger ware 
industrial trusts of the country. Τὸ has raised-oxpenditures for : 

. ‘the cognic rosearch which.in turn brought additional huge profita 
-to “big business." The government instituted now tax measures for 
stimulating capital investnont, as a result of this the corporations 
receivod an immediate indirect subsidy of 2-3 billions annually. 

It prepared and introduced in. Congress a tax reforn, 
‘which took into considoration the lowéring. of taxes on profits of 
corporations and on income of the more wealthior fatiliies. The 
government of Kennedy increased,Airive against the Communist Party 
in U.S.A... and against the indspendent unions. It widoly applied - | 
a compulsory arbitration of the labor conflicts while standing 
penly on the side. of monopolies and interfering With strikes of 

the working class. ᾿ ᾿ τς Το 

However, the same government would take up measures which 
wore not met favorably by the monopolist groups. It established 

. sufficiently close relations with the loaders of AFI-CIO. It has 
thereased the unemployment compensation, has insisted on legislation. 
fox medical care of the aged families and passed through Congress 
ἃ guaranteed mininun wage.«.° The sphere of economic regulations 
from the federal governméit has increased considerably. The number 
of anti-trust investigations undertaken by the Department of Justice 
and other government agoncios, has increased. The government announced 
the increased construction of foderal electrical stations. It 
agcumed a tight control over oxcesgive rates of Pentagon orders and 
attempted to close some loop-holes for non-payment of taxes. by luge 
corporations. It also took steps to limit the use of capital in the 
industrially doveloped countries. In short, the government of 
Kennedy pursued the reform line of the burgedisie in the. interest of 
widoning and perfecting the systen of the federal~nonopolist 
Capitalism. In the U.S.A. it met with disfavor and antiganism bya 

bs 4 τ 

_ considerable number of the monopolist burgeoisic. 



τς In some measure suchia course was explained by direct 
surroundings of the late president, in which a considerable role 
was played by tho representatives of the liberal thinking burgeoisic 
and burgools intelligence. Secing growing economic and political 
instability of the present day social structure in U.S.A., these 
people strived to reforn, "to better," stabilize capitalist order. __ 
But this.was not the chief reason. Although Kennedy onjoyed considerabic 
freedom in the selection of his advisers, he did not select the 
objective position, which his government was pursuing. Kennody cane 
to power "on the point of 4 knife," receiving in 1980 elections 
a-nininum najority of votes totalling only 117 thousands votes out. 
of CO millions of votes cast by the yoters: He scored a victory 
due to strong support of the working class in the great industrial 

. centers atid fron tho laboring negroes im the northern and western 
states. He was supported bys/najority of unions and negro organizations. 
This: support was explained by the fact, that masses, craving for | 
changes in their own economic and political situation, counted on 
concessions, promised in the “new frontiers" campaign. Kennedy 
know, to.whom he was in debt for his election, and was aware of the 
fact, that. ho would not receive the sane. mass support-in the new - 
elections, if ho did not fulfill evon half of his promises. It is 
precisely this fact that- defined. his double~faced policy, his _ - os 
opposition; inconsistency of his policy, his wavering betwoen in~ 
terests of monopolist group and necessity to give separate con= 
cessions to the masses of people. . . ᾿ ᾿ 

_~ The attitude of the ‘burgeoisie τσ. the election reasults 
is frankly expressed by the tiewapaper "New York Tinea," which - 
wrote: “Although we supported Kennedy, nevertholess,;, in our 
opinion, itis good, that he was elected by an insignificant 

‘majority, this fact must sorve a-acontrdlling force, as a reninder 
to the government of Kennedy, that it will cbserve- caution and 
that he has no mandate to conduct radical changes in the domestic 
and foreign policies. A considerable dissatisfaction anong’ the 
nore aggressive circles of U.S.A. was caused by the deviation of 

. the Kennedy's government from the previous course in the forcign | 
- ‘policy, especially in the Sovict-American relations. Here the late 

' $¥esident and those. who surrounded ‘him; displayed more sober - 
‘attitudes, than their predecessors, iti the understanding the changing of 
the international position. At tho time of Kennedy's rise to power 
8. considerable portion of the ruling class already more or less 
realized the fact of the military vulnerability of their country 
and devastation of tho thermé-nuclear conflict for the American 

.capitalisn. A considerable moverient in the USA of the supporters 
of pdéace bedane active; oeverybody more. vigorously called for tho 
weakening of the intornatidnal tension. Kotnedy was succéssful in 

‘ surrounding himself with those, who; undérstandng the new correlation 
“Of forces of socialisn and imperialisn, called ira more intelligent 
foreign policy. 

s .- : we 4b we 
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‘Forced, however, with a glance on extrene reaction, 
- denanding the preservation of the. cruel course of Dulles in 
relations to the oviot Union ‘and the socialist countries, the 
Kennedy government in 1961 faced a more strained situation, 
tied=in with the so-calléd "Berlin crisis." It also. carried 
through an unsuccessful attempt of intorvention in Cuba, (in 

- April 1961). This intervontion was undértaken by the Eisonhowor 
Administration. In the autumn of 1962 it provoked a Caribbean 
crisis. However, the government strived to avoid a thormo-~- 
nuclear war, -This conflict was resolved by reaching the nec~ 
‘eosary: σον οι πον . oo 

Tho. Caribbean Crisis, which did not bring American 
. inperialion any Jauxols, sorved as a lesson to thé government of 

i" 

Kennedy, The policy of compromise received support from majority 
‘of Americans. It was precisely after this that steps, which 
furthored the softoning of the international tension, were taken 
‘which led to the signing, and later ratification of tho Moscow 

- agréement concerning partial cessation of nuclear tests. In 

ΝΜ 

‘autiinn of 1963, the governrent, despite protests of the "mad. 
onos" took a favorable position in relation to the sale of large 
quantities of wheat to the Soviet Union. A decision was reached 
at tho done tine (approved by tho General Assonbly of UN) for. 
mot withdrawing fron the cosmic orbits of rockets with nuclear 
chargos. At the moment of Kennedy's tragic death the Soviet~ 

- Ariorican relations were on the way to ipprovement. This position 
Was specifically mentioned in the official condolence message, | 
dirccted to Lyndon Johnson, by the héad of the Soviet Government. 

7 of course, one should not overrate the results of 
measures taken by the Kenedy Governtont in the sphoré of forcign 
policy, ox Have any illusions concerning causes and measures taken 

τς for the purpose of peaceful coexistence with tho Soviet Union. 
This: policy was forced. : Moving towards the softening of the 
international tension,. the government of U.S.A. followed definite: © 
ging, which sorved intérests of nonopolist capital. 

‘Nobody, but Kennédy, frankly formed these aims in the 
‘book "Strategy of Péace," which came out not long: before tho 
eiection of 1960. Convincing tho. ruling class to αὐτὸ with tho 
idea of softening the international tension, Kennedy, stated that 
such a policy would help the United States to attain results pro- 
fitable to them and not profitable to the Soviet Union. The future 
Prosident thon wrote, that the internatioiial discharge would allow 
Anorican imporialism: a) to. achlevé a breather, to gain tine, 
inorder to “catch and overtake the Soviet Union in the Military 
aspect, to charge the ration of military strength in favor -. 
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of U.S.A.3. Ὁ) to attain the softening of unity of socialist 
camp, driva a wedge among socialist governmonts, ¢) to strangthen 
political and economical positions of the U.8.A. in the young 
nationalist cduntries, pull over those countries which have "not 
joined"® atid draw them to: your side. _ | 

-- | + “Em the given article thexe fs πὸ possibility to analize 
- various aspects and consequences of such “peaceful strategy" of 

_ the American imperialism. It is safficient to say, that its: main 
. weaknoss is in the misunderstanding of the moving forces in the 

contemporary history, of that fact, that time works for socialism 
_ and not for capitalism. For the purpose of this article it is 

. Amportant ta point to.the fact, that independently of intentions. 
_. ΟΣ monopolist burgeoisie, the line for softening of the international 

- tension under Kennedy received rights for citizenship in. the 
ruling class of the U.S.A. on 

τος ὦ - - Generally spéaking;-such was the political inheritance 
- + “which the goverarent of Johnson acquired from the governnent' of 

Kennedy. Lyridon Johnson, by contrast to. thé late President, due 
_ ‘to his social standing, did not belong to. thé monopolist burgedisio, 
Coming from 8. poor farm Yanily in Texas, Johngon devoted most of 

-. his earty Life to politics: His wife, daughtor of a merchant and 
- 8 Tandoywner, took care of the financial needs of thé family. 

Shile hor husband. was making his parlianentary career in the House 
of Representatives; and later in Senate, Claudia Johnson was 
‘anassitig ἃ wealth up to 4-5 silliong of dollars, This dapital 
pute Johnsen to the top of the middle class burgedisia, . This 
capital is invested in the cattle ranch and sovekai ridio- — 
television stations.in Toxis; forest lands and cottod planatation 

- .... __am Alabama and also. in valuable securities. 1. se 

- In spite of the modest standing in the business world, 
contacts of Johnson with "big business" wore closdéx, tion they 
were With Kennady. During the last ten years tis contacts were 
directly tied<in with thé Téxis. financlal-oligarchy groups. The 
prosent Governor of Texas, John Cornelly, was a protege of 

| Johuson (he was his official assistant in the Senate). Connally 
occupied tho post of the Séeretary of the Navy in the government 
of Kennedy. Connally < in the recent past was a well-known = 
attorney and legal advisexy of the Texas millionaire Sid Richardson 
-and Perry Boss: (The wealth of tha late Béss, who died in 1959, 
is valued at G00 nillions). Another assistant of Johtison, Ri 
Bocker;, was secretary. of the demociatic factions He was; as the 
recent investigations showed, ticd-in with the speculative 
‘Operations of Clint furénison, Jr. The Murchison family, who ’ 
anassed its wedith from oif 2Ziolds, occupied key positions in \ 
Texas business world. Its wealth is valued at 600-700 million 

*% 
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‘dollars. Former Assistant to the Secretary of State, who ia Ὁχόε-" 
ently an American Ambassador to Bonn, George UcGhee, is an old 
friond of Johnson and himself a big Texas oilemillionaire. An- 
other close friend of Johnson, is former Secretary of the Treasury 
R. Anderson, who Ior a considerable tino, wifaged affairs of the 
Wagnor™. family ~ ono of the wealthiest in Texas. {Hore than 
300 miflions invosted in cattlo) of1, and gas.) 

After resignation of Connally, F. Korth became the 
. Secretary of the Navy, Hoe was<president of a-big bank in Texas 
which figured in financing of the rocket-nuciear trust "General 
Dynamics," Korth was close to Jdlingon. 

While being a senator; Johnson occupied a nudber of - 
posts, which tad rolationship to the fixing of scale for military 
and cosmic business. In the senate lie headed the subcommitties - 
on the questions of military preparedness, aeronautics and té~ 
search of the cosmic space. On becoming a Vice~Prosidoent, - 
Johnson took the post of the Directox of the Federal Department 
of Aeronautics and Space Development. (His replacement for this ' 
post was J.«.Webb, a. partnor of the miltii-pillionaire from Oklahoma, ἡ 
the late Seriator Robert Kerr. These posts énabled Johnson to 
devalop contacts with the. reprosentatives of Pontagoh at the top 
and niddi¢g levels. The Aneritan Press surmised that it was, due 
to intervention of Johnson that a decision was approved for the 
building of cosmic céntér in Texas, though other states aspired 

4 - 

for it. 

The ckrrent Deputy Secretary of Defensd, Cyriis Vance, 
in the past was the spocial adviser to the military subcommitties, — 
headed then by Johnson. <A chief? of the office of these sub< - 

comnittios wag K. Beliou, unofficially considered to be the - 
nilitary advisor to the then Senator Johnson. In the ew govern= 

ment he became the Deputy Secretary of the Navy. 

; Upon becoming the Presidont, Johnson endeavored to. 
widen his contacts with the “big business" and with the repres= _ 
ontatives of the huge monopolios and banks of thé country: One of 
the first guests of the new master at the White House.was Henry 
Ford 11". the. Chairtian 6f ‘the “Gouncil of pirectors, “General 
Motors, -F. Donner; President of tha Now York Stock Exchange, J. 
Funston and, the head of the “American Telophone and Telegraph", 
YF. Kappel. In January Johnson invited to dinner at the White - 
House more than 70 poworfdl nembers of the council on business. 
This was repeated in Hay. The magazine “Newsweck" underlined, 
that. nota single predecessor to the present President darad . 
openly to gather around him the top of the financial oligarchy. 
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‘A special significance is attributed to these dinners. During 
the carly Presidency of Kennedy, the Council on business, which 
up to that time was ah official consulting body with the Ministry 
of Trade, in protest against "anti-entarprising" policy of the 
governnent, broke with the federal authorities and transformed 
itself into a private organization. In this manner, Johnson 
obviously was patching up holes in the rolations with the “big 
business" left to hin by, his predecessor. The tactics omployed by 
Johncon in relations to? nancial oligarchy are bearing theif friit.. 
Hoad of the National association of industrialists Us jiallandor 
cailied the new president as a “sincere friend of the aysten for 

Stoel" R. Blough, whose dealings with Kennedy wore extronely 
unfriendly, statod, that Johnson is "making steps in the right 
direction." The newspaper "New York Journal American" wrote: = 

- free enterprise." Tho Chairman of the board of directors “United \ 

| "The enterprising circles, apparently, do not consider, 
that a scoundrel sits in the White House; and is ready to bite 
off their throats at the proper time. Otherwise, the "Chase 
Hanhattan" bank has a friend on Pennsyivahia Avonue or thinks, 
that this is so." However, according to a number of observoys, 
the turn of Johnson into the diréction of "big business" does 
not mean that he intends to change his policy sharply in com. - 
parison with the course of the former government. Wost likely this 
is a change of tactic. Where Kennedy acted directly, not con~ 
sidoriiig, with the opinions of financial groups, Johnson. elects 

_ to roach ἃ solution beforehand with then or at least to secure their 
favorable attitude towards his measures. The same. tactics is applicd 
an relations to other political groups, on which Johnson must depend 
on, in order to socure his re-éluctioy in the autumn of this 
γοῦν. In spite of expectation he did not drive out. of the govern- 
tient - liberals. from the personal surrdundingyof Kennedy. Ail 

τς geeretaries rémained at thoir seats, and only three of Kennedy's 
advisors asked te leave for personal reasons. While dining. out 
with the representatives of the "big business," Johnson does not 

ες ‘Porget to regularly moet with the leaders of the AFL~CIO and 
nogre organizations. Continuing the policy of the late President 
in the area of civil rights, Johnson, by means of parlianentary 
combinations was able to moderate the unpleasantness of the 

τς vaclalist congresenen-of the south. Thé same “New York Journal, 
Anerican"' montioned: “Johnson really. conquered the South, in 

_ such a way that no other democrat in =» history was able to do." 

The tactics of Johnson ara tactics of compromises with 
the basic political groups in the country, the tactics forsthe __ 
every conceivable widening of the social base and the support of 
the now government. ; ' 



" An observer of the Republican newspaper "New York. 
Herald Tribune" wrote on Decentbor 9, 1963, that President  - 
Johnson ig "definitely a ‘man of cénter ~ somewhat more to the 
left than Eigonhower was; ἃ little more to the right than 
Konnedy." Tho evaluation, we will say is, rathor flexible, | 

and we are not going to exanine it ossonitially. It is useful 
to got acquainted with the conerete measires undertakoned by 
Johnson's governnent. _ 

he Koiinedy government, proriising in the elections. 
of 1960 to end racial discrimination, but only in tho sunmor of 
1963, under tho influence of mass uprisings of the liberation | 
fight of the laboring negrods, introduced in Congress, legis~ 
lation, forbiddihg discrimination due to color of akin in 

all, general places and institutions, and also abolishing, as. 
a contradiction to the constitution; laws of individual states, 
iafrvinging on the rights of negroes. The Jegislation con- 
cerning civil rights was met with opposition of racialists in . 
congress and ite acceptance was under consideration. _ 

in the first-appoal to Congress. Johnson confirmed: ὁ 
his intention to fight for passage of such ἃ law, Using his con~ 
tacts in Congress, the new Presidont wai able to attain a partial 
agreenont from the racists for ‘not going through with tactical 
shbotage.- In February the legislation was passed in the House 

_ of Representatives. It is considered that it will be passed in 
“tho Senate; howover the. fight around it ἀρ still ahead. . 

τ πρὸ Anorican Communist Party. favored this legislation, 
but onbhasized, that with its pansage the struggle against racial 
discrimination is not ending, because only as ἃ result of ἃ ‘mass 
struggle is it péasible. to attain its practical realization. 
This line ἐπ᾿ supported by the leaders of the nogro organizations: | 

One of thom, Martin Luther King, stated in January, that negro 
demonstrations in 1964 will reach tunpracedented proportions." 
Now tioves by negroes during tho first fow months of the curront 
yoar showed validity of this prognosis. Such course of events 
cannot be indifferent to the ruling circles. a 

Another great measure, carried out by the Johnson 
Administration. was: the tax reforn, introduced by Kennedy in 
January of 1963. The rvoforn, too, was net with opposition in 

Congress, but for other roasons, than the bill in civil rights. 
Conpressnen, representing direct interests of monopolist groups, 

_ objected to the conditions set out in the legislation, curtailing 

somewhat the possibilities of deviating from payment of taxes, _ 

and also 



denarded: nore “concessions to corporations and toa the wealthiest 
class of the population. There wore algo political meanings ‘in- 
thist Republican. Party; leaning on. the support ‘of dixiecrat- 
‘southorners , strived to tear down any najor méasure of Kennedy's, — 

‘ evén 1 the measure was beheficial. to monopolies, only to bolittle 
the popularity of the President, and interfere with his Ye- - 

“@loction, - Even the: banking circles in Now York, who did not 
Object to the tax reforns, wanted, that this reform be bassed by 
a + Republican President: . 

Attaining a. favorable ‘attitude fron the "big. business," 
and using hig well-known. methods of parliamentary combinations, 

- Johnson was able to overcdne this objections Jn Fobriiary tho. 
Tax Roforn passed through the House and the Seriate and becane 
ἃ law. Johnson even made this: yéform carry with ita reverse 
force: new taxes are distributed on. incoxes, received as of: 

- January 1, 1964. - 

According. to: this: veforn, federal, inconé tax from individ~ 
ual persons is léwordd' for groups. with lesser. incone- ἔχοι 20% 
to 16%, However, for- laboring masses this has Linited meaning: 
The tax cut. is not great. Federal indirect taxes romained ~ 

“Unchanged. Finally; .as .obsorved: by ‘the American press, the 
authorities of_a niimber of large statés contemplate, taking 
advantage of the. federal- tax cut, to raise local taxés. 

At .the ‘sare tine the table of the. tax cut on the: 
* higher theones (100. thousands of dollard Ἔ year and-higher) te 

Lowered. fron 91% to. 70%. One has to have in mind; that the ~ - 
“ wealthicsts. fariilies roally over paid such suns, even con= 
sidering the lavful deviations. fron payment of taxes. The - 
illustvated scales affect dircet -incones, that: is; salaries-of 
top dixoctors, dividends and: intorest from valuable securities 
(cxempting Horm, not. taxabio) , incones of ‘private enterprises 

_ whieh aro not incorporated) - for exatiple (partnership, ete.), - 
- At tho same tire a considerable income of the wealthiest. families 
“is added from thd resale of capital gaiiis (stocks, real ostate;. - 
works of art, oté,)s+ Maxintin tix on such incorio. adds tip. only 
to 25%..- As ἃ yesult, the effective scale of income. tax on annual 
ἝΝ exceeding 1 willion dollars, up to this tine 1.5 about 
5 ΜΝ "Ἢ 

After the tax reform this figure was lowdred at Jeant 
down to 38-35%. This: is tho. substantive cut of income payments 
of millionaires and multientilionaires, and also, top managers «, 



_ 6081 4-5 billions or 15-20%. 

. Thi 

_xeform through Congress, is defined not only by the urge to give 

᾿ς production increased over 1961 by 13.2%. However, from the. 

ican economy cannot continue to incréase production indefinitely. 

could support the upsurge after the second quarter in 1964, 

— considers, that it will bo sticcessful in delaying the date of 
- thé next crisos. It is not overlooked, that the “tax injection" 

1964 will be a year for serious upsurge. A considerable 

budget of U.S.A, which wili influence the scale of income tax, 
and the aéxpenditure portion of the budget. The government can- 
not Anerease its expenditures with the former tempo, without 

to 15.5 billions by the ond of January). 

Ὁ 

_._ This reform is considering the lowering of incones of 
auctionsers from 52% to 48%. With the contemporary gross, level __ 
of incone o£ American corporations this will give thon additionally 
2 billions annually. With the reeént-tax cuts on capital invest- 
nents the general annual raise in profit of corporations will 

e speed, with which President’ Johnson carried his tax 

85 Soon a& possible the advantages to monopolios and to secure. - 
their support for the forthcoming elections, but also as an attempt 
to avoid by way of “tax inequities" a possible economic crisis in 
the presidential clections. Six years have lapsed since the cap- 
italist crisis in.economy and only 3 years since thé last crisis 
in U.S.A. Thig gives the governnont a considerable apprehension 
concerning the future pexspectives in the Arorican economy. During 
1962-1963 the country lived through a cyclical upsurge, caused 
by new: investrents, by a considerable spurt in the automobile 
industry and a few other reasons: In 1963 the scale of industrial 

cumner of last year, the upsurge was interrupted by new stagnation. 

In 1063 Secretary of tho Treasury Dillon stated. ."Amer~ - 

Our economists predict, that if, we do not realize the cut in 
taxes, tho economy, ‘without a doubt, will suffer a set-back in | 
the second half of 1964." An analogical opinion was made by 
U. Holler, Chairnan of thé Committée of Economic Council. 
U. Holler stated that he doés not see the driving forces, which — 

" Now, after passage of the tax reform, the government 

may actually help the cause. However; one cannot expect, that 

differonce is rioticed in thé income portion of the Federal 

resorting to special legislation concerning the increase in the 
national debt, which is fraughts with serious consequences by 
Undermining thé steadindss of currency circulation and foreign 
currency position of the dollar abroad (continued drainage of 
πολὰ, lowéred réservés of the monetary gold in the country down 

~ li ὦ 
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"already promised or passed in the "new frontier" prograr. In 

. election year he chooses to take the position of waiting. How~- 

; 

©. QO . 

vA ‘special ‘publicity was carried out on the President's 
message concerning the declaration of "war on poverty" and the 
creation of a ‘government agency for implementing this program. 
In spite of widespread publicity of this program it does not 
contain any new provisions in comparison. with those, which were 

ada dee 

Sep te will. show that the ‘poverty’ and its seguiaation 
invariably served ‘as a cry for. the politicians of both parties, 
looking for election. At the same time if is difficult for 
candidates, who aré in opposition, to. say anything against — 
assistance to the poor,' 

Soon after Johnson came to power he publically stated he 
‘will concentrate on domestic problems, Apparently, in the 

ever, the international events did not give his government a 
chance to realize this fully, Accusations fron the opposing 
politicians poured on the President becaiise the passive tactics of 
the American diplomacy caused one defeat after another, The | 
truth of the matter is, the foreign policy of the U. 5. A: was 
already in serious. crisis even under Kennedy. ‘This crisis ‘was 
caused by the weakening of the Américan positions on the 
international arena. The new President is no more at fault in 
the foreign policy defeats than, Kennedy or Eisenhower. 

In the early part of Johnsons's présidency a known 
observer, Lippman, wrote thsl: "the great conception, already 
outdated, is that the United Statés appears to be the natural 
leader of the anti~communist world,” The following programs 
are now in existence: the strengthening of NATO, “The Union for 
Progress” in Latin Auerica, the stabilized’. status quo in 
Southeastern Asia. All of these projects of the United States 
had not yet been implemented, when Kennedy was killed, Events | 
overshadowed them, and President Johnson must now review and 
overhaul our policy. This should be dofe in the light of the 
re-evaluation of facts, Otherwise, the general experience tells 
us: definitely, that although we are a great power, we are no 
longer the greatest foreé in the world affairs as we were in the 
40's and 50's. 

The government of Johnson go far has not done anything 
about the review of our policies in relations to our allies; 
the State Department. and the President continued to act in the 
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foreign arena as though the old conception was still in force, 
in this condition even the refusal of the active diplomacy 
could not prevent further worsening of relations between the 
United States and other imperialist countries, 

The relations between Washington and Paris sharply 
worsened, If a year ago De Gaulle ignored advice of American 
leaders, for not agreeing to accept England. into the "World 

“Market," τ now he made another anti-American gesture by 
recognizing the Chinese. Peoples Republic and establishing 
diplomatic relations with it, 

The old conception of American diplomacy, a consistent 
and stubborn nonrecognition of the Chinese Peoples Republic and 
blocking admission of its representatives to the United Nations, 
suffered another defeat, In the U. S. A, this step was evaluated 
as a deepening of the crisis in NATO and American leadership in. 
it. <A correspondent of the "New York Times," Ὁ, Middleton, 
raised a question, which worried American diplomats: "Does NATO 
have any value, if its members, similar to France, would take 
important steps, independently of its allies?" The answer is 
apparent, A great blow is administered to the solidarity of 
NATO, An-observer, of the same newspaper, close to government 
circles, advised, that De Gaulle personally offended Johnson even 
in the manner in which the Chinese Peoples Republic was recognized. 
Only recently French diplomats were assuring American diplomats 
that nothing substantial will come out of it. “Prior to 
recognition of Peking, ~ wrote "New York Herald Tribune,” 
De Gaulle should have recognized Washington and London." But 
the comments from overseas witnessed only tie helplessness. of 
the American Government to change anything in the created 
situation, 

The progressive worsening of the American-French 
relations, due to the recognition of CPR, was only an episode, 
In Yashington the action by Paris was interpreted as a display 
of intentions. to undermine American positions in all parts of 
fhe world, According to *Shlisbury, “the French-American 
relations, which unflinchingly worsened, now ‘are ‘heading to the 
world's opposition," Basically, we are apart on the questions 
of strategy, nuclear weapons, NATO, the. value of the UN and 
existence of SEATO. We are facing each other in Europe and 
Asia, We already clashed on China and soon may find ourselves 
nixed up in Latin America. 
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The economic relations of the J. S. A, with the 
countries of Europe were going woll even under tlie former 
administration, Johnson tried to soften the ripening conflict 
by delaying the start of talks on custom duties (so-called 
*round Kennedy"), Eut. the conflict. flared in another spot = 
on the question of trade with socialist countries. The trade 
of Western Europe with these nations showed a marked growth. 
In 1963 the export from England to the Soviet Union had increased. 
by 32% over lant year. In spite of the Dern Union Agreement, 
England expressed readiness to offer credit to eight to twelve 
years on the delivery of equipment to the USSR, 

This is ‘the firat tine that the English Governizent 
signed a long term agreement with European socidlist countrios, 
in order “to inspire in.its businessmen the feeling of confidence," 
A further agreement was. made in increasing the Soviet-French 
trade. Tho Soviet-Italian agreément foresees the growth of trade 
to increase by 50% in comparison with 1962. The Soviet-Japanese 
agreement is seen to increase by 50% in 1965 over 1963, There 
is an agrécnent for tha éxchange of permanent trade: vepresonta~ 
tives with Poland, Hungary and Rumania, . 

: All this iteans is that the old policy ὁ of discriiination 
in trade with socialist countries, insisted on by the Ὁ, 8, A. 
Since 1951, now faces complete bankruptcy. Especially noticeable 
is the increass in trade of the 'U..&, A. allies with socialist 
Cuba, - English, French and othéx companies supply Cuba with buses, 
ships and other equipsent, The "New York Tines" was compelicd to 
recognize that. Cuba is successfully "breaking its political and. 
economic isolation," but the governnent of the Ὁ. 8. A, is help~. 
less in blocking it, . 

Since the 1211 of last year, Washington is making 
regular attempts to exercise pressure on its partners, forcing 
them to devinte from the new course in. the économic relations 
with the socialist countries. However, neither the mission of 
Ball (November, 1963), nor the trip of ‘McGowen (January, 1964), . 
produced any results. This sané question yas raised by Hume and. 
Johnson in Washington and in a previous trip by Butler. The 
English Government refused to conform to the ΤΠ. 5. A. pressure, 
An official communique showed the. existence: of disagreerietits, 
Tho Hinister of Foreign Affairs of Great Britain stated that Great 
Britain does not consider it correct or advisable to wage economic 
war ‘against these countries with-which she is not at war, 

- Th guch environnont, the. governtient of the J, Ss. AL 
- stated that it will deprive military assistance to countries 
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which maintain trade with Cuba. - ‘The Line of action was: 
ivonically taken in the Western Europeah capitals, probably 
because the American military Assistance, at the présent tine, 
ig ‘not too great. Only Spain agreed to cancel its contracts 
with Cuba. Besides. this, in answer to the peremptory: shouts 
fron Washington, -it was noted that its action was inconsistent. 

And actually, at the same tine, when. the Ὁ, 8 
increased its trade with thé Soviet Urion, the call to. rite allies 
to cancel out its trade with nocLialist countries sounds very. 
unconvincing, 

Such ἃ controversial gituation was also inherited. by - 
the Johnson governnent fron his ‘predeceasor. During the last 
nonths.of his presidency, Kennedy started to review Anerican 
trade relations with the Soviet Union, Président Johnson: acted . 
realistically by following this course, 

In spite of furious opposition by the ultrarightist® 
_ forces in the. country, he. was su¢cedgful with the. passage. of 
_ the law permitting export=inport: banks to guarantee credit to. 

‘the private banks ‘in. trading: with the USSR, Johnson and his 
Secretaries now foresee a trade incroase with the USSR, - 
Although displaying realism, in this instance, American: Govern= 
nent as. in the past insists on an “unrealistic approach te the 
trade of its imperialist partners. τ 

'  ogether with this, Johnson's ‘governnent. displayed 
this redilism in other aspects. of the’Soviet-American relations. " 
It sent a rather calm, lacking in the Yude inperialistic 
propiganda, reply to the ‘New Years message. of N. S. Khrushchev, - 
concerning a peaceful settlément of the disputable territorial 
questions, In spite of tho béliicose shoutings 6f the arch< | 
reactionary press; the State. Departrent did not make.a hysteria. 
over the shooting of the Arerican plarie over the territory. of the - 
German Democratic Républic,.. Although in the: Cuban incident. with 

the fishermen, its action was far from being satisfactory.  .. 
Johnson publicly chided Goldwater for wanting to send Marines 
to Cuba and asked the press and political leaders - to maintain: 
noderation in their statements, — = 

Supporting such ‘policy, the hewspaper, "Yow York: 
Post't wrote; that it, would be a great tragedy. "if these events 
be used by hotheads," in order: to interrupt glow but noticeable 
progress in the sphere of lessening of tension between the Ὁ, S. A, 
and the “USSR. - The capital newspaper, "The Washington Post," 
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possibly inspired by official circles, made a statement that 
Johnson would want, déven before the election, to sign an 
agreenent with the Soviet Union, équal in. comparison to last years 
agreement for partial cessation of the nuclear tests. The signing 
of a new term agreement for cultural exchange, the statement of 
both governments on intention of cuts in the nuclear fission 
material for military uses and other facts, illustrate that 
Johnsons's-. government, just like the government of Kennedy, is 
compelled to consider international strength. and peaceful 
disposition of the American people; The worsening of the 
relations with its allies also forces it to look for agreenents 
with the Soviet Union. + 
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BEGINNING OF THE PRE-ELECTION BATTLE 

There is.no doubt that the preparations for the 
forthcoming Presidential-elections and-the outcome of the pre- 
election campaign will reflect in the 1964 policies of the 
Ὁ. 5, A, It is the opinion of nost observers that the Democratic 
Party.in its next meeting in August will nominate Lyndon Johnson 

as their candidate for the Presidency, Latest public opinion 
shows that..ho has won popularity with the considerable number of 
voters and is leading his opponents fron the Republican ranks. 

The pre-election canpaign of. Johnson is basically his 
policics which are obvious, It should be mentioned that tho 
personality of the Denocratic Vice-Presidéential candidate may - 
Play an. important role with the electors, By tradition, the Last 

_word here ig. Johnson's. He will say the’word in the August neect= 
. ing, After the: assasination of Kennedy the post of Vice~President 

became more important. At. the present tine there is guessing 
going on. ‘The names of Sergeant Shriver, of the "peace corps,” 
Robert Kennedy, Department of Justice, Sonator Hubert Huriphrey, 
and the pernanent ropresentative of the U. 8, A, in the UN, - 
Adlai Stevenson ard mentioned, All of tho named are representa-* 
tives of the Liberal wing of the Domocratic Party, - The nane of 
Robert. Kénnedy may appeal to the voters hecausé of hig closeness 

~to the late President Kennedy. At the safie tine, however,- his 
ος Candidacy may draw away the southerh racists. Sergeant Shriver, 

brother~in~law of the late President, is less known to the public; 
but is in the closé group of the President Johngon.. ἡ 

. In February, Johnson appointed hin ‘to be his special . 
asbistant for inplenenting the “war on poverty" program, 
(Sbriver has a right: to be present at the Cabinet meetings, It 
“is concéivable that the ain is to acquaint hin with the public” 
and he may be the choicé, Neither Humphrey nor Stevenson have 
any advantages as far as the closeness υπό the. Presideht is 
concerned, But in public opinion, both of them are a little 
ahead of Shriver. Stevenson has as much backing as Robert Kennedy. 
Lately, the pregs of the “big -business" was calling for McNamara, 
the present Secretary of. Defense, This might, bring Johnson’ s6lid 
support from Wall Street. In the canpaign for the Republican 
candidates to tha Presidency; the nanos of Goldwater and 
Rockefelier are prominent, Leader of the ultrarightists, 
Goldwater, was considered a. possible rival to Kennedy prior to 
his assasiiiation, Now he is losing support in his party. The - 
Republican Party is truly considered to bo the party of “big 
business," but it leans onthe support of the large number of. 
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people belonging to the small and middle class bourgeoisie. 
Goldwater was able to gain in these groups by playing on 
conservatisn, anti-worker and fascist slogans, A large monopolist 
group supported Goldwater earlier too, considering that he might 
split the Democratic Party by bringing to his side the southern 
racists, It is considered, however, that the Goldwater chances of 
“setting the South" from Johnson are nil, Therefore, now the "big - 
business" does not. want to invest its capital on this unreliable 
candidate, . = 

. The chances of Rockefeller -are not encouraging, For . 
the financial oligarchy this is their man, But how paradoxically 
that this very matter arouses danger in him, The interests of 
this candidate’ are closely connected with the financial empire 
headed by his brothérs, while other monopolist groups are afraid 
that he. may use his power against them. Tho Republican Party 
‘has several reserve candidates considered to be "dark horses." 
‘First of all there is Richard Nixoh who was defeated by Kennedy 
in 1960 and lost out in the governorship elections in California. 
Mixon moved to New York where he is now a parther in the large 

Wall Street law firm of "Nixon, Madge, Rouse, Gatry and. : 
Alexander."" He enjoys support of many leaders in the Republican -— 
Party and what is more important, by the New York financial world. 

Not long ago the bourgeois press published a list. of his high 
ranking partrons in Wall Street, Among them-were the President 

. of the Morgan Guaranted Trust, Thomas Gacts, Directors of the 
' WMadufacturérs Hanover Bank, G. Houge, 6. Flannigan, Chairman of 
-the Board of Directors of "United Steel," R. ‘Blough, C, McArthur, 
from “Américan Telephone and Tolegraph," Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the "Chase Manhattan Bank," J. Champion, Director of 
the "Popsi Cola International," "Colgate Palmolive," Horner. 
Lanbert Pharmaceutics" and others. 

> Nixon enjoys the confidence and ‘undoubtedly the choice 
of tho united forces of Wall Street. But it is recognized that 

-he has no. chance of defeating Johnson, They may place their 
choice on Pennsylvania Governor William Scranton. 

Scranton is not known to the general public, but this 
makes him ἐπεὶ much more suitable because he has not been 

_ gompromised by the direct ties with Wall Street. It is true 
though that he was born into a wealthy family. He owned in 
the past, several metallurgical plants, coal nines and rail- 
roads.- His wealth is considered to be worth betwoen eight and 
nine million dollars, Scranton is considered to be a liberal 
and the press of the monopoly sketch him as "Konnedy of the .- . 
Nepublican Party." So Ν 
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Not much is known /Aiho is in back of Scranton. The 
curtain of secrecy is beginning to open up now, The leader of 
the campaign for Scranton appears to be the Chairman of the 
“Scott Paper," McCabe. On the Board of Directors of his firm 
there are not less than three direct representatives directing 
the Morgan financial group: Charles Dicki, Jr,, son of the 
Morgan's partner, Président of the "Horgan Guarantee Trust," 
Geits and senior partner of the Investment Bank, "Smith Barney," 
Harding. When McCabe wanted to acquaint his underling with the 
business world he invited to meet with Scranton, besides Geits, 
such prominent leaders of the Morgan group as head of the "Coca 
Cola,'t the millionaire Woodruff, head of the "General Electric," 
Cordiner, Director of the soap trust, “Proctor and Gamble," and 
forner Secretary of Defense MacElroy.« 

Results of the first elecétians.which took place in 
New Hampshire on August 10th, turned out to be unsatisfactory 
for Rockefeller and Goldwater. In the first place, Henry Cabot 
Lodge, present Ambassador to Vietnam and former permanent repre~ 
sentative of the ὕ, 5. to the United Nations, appeared onthe 
scene. The secret of Lodge's success is simple, The party 
machine of New Hampshire, located close to Boston, is controlled 
by bankers and industrialists of this city. Cabot Lodge belongs 
to two old and powerful dynasties of Boston ~ the Cabots.and the 
Lodges. It is doubtful that this. success could be repeated, 
where Boston financial groups do not have strong support. But 
introduction of Lodge as a candidate serves as.a tool to bring 
defeat to Rockefeller and Goldwater; thus opening the field for 
direct candidates ~ Nixon and Seranton, 

The chances of other possible candidates of the 
Republican Party, Harold Stassen, Senator Margaret Smith, 
Governor of the. State of Michigan, Romney, are considered 
inconsequential. The general theory of. the Republican Party, 
in spite of Johnsons's popularity, and his general acceptance 
to. the monopolist bourgeois is to seat into the. President's 
chair a direct. protege from Wall Street, ‘Such a-plan will 
hardly svicceed. During the last thirty years, Republicans were 
able only twice to take possession of the White House, and-only 
due to personal prestige of Eisenhower. The "big business" has 
no candidate in 1964 who could match "Ike" in getting votes 
from the ordinary voters. 

Especially, that. Kennedy and Johnson were able to 
unite around themselves an imposing coalition and enjoy” the 
support of most unions and Negro organizations. - 
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The Communist Party of the ὕ, $. A. intends to 
, participate in the election, It fairly considers the pre-election 
struggle as continuation of the fight of the American people for 
civil rights, for raising the standard of living , and stands. for 
peace, It is against the ultrarightist forces, 

In the pre-election campaign the communists are striving 
to raise the political activity of the people, create ἃ. coalition 
of the democratic forces, and to turn this coalition into. a 
permanent union. Communists strive to attain elections of 
progressive congressmen, senators, responsible pwple in states, 
the defeat of reactionary politicians, extremely rightist candidates 
and militaristic forces, With this they intend to ‘begin . 
Changing >: the structure of the political power in the U. δ: Ἃ . 

The politickl picture in the United States is. witnessing 
a serious growth of influence of denocratic strength of the 
American people. This influence played an important part in some 
of the changes in. the policies of domestic and foreign affairs. 
‘They ‘are not extensive yet. However, one achievenent of the 
people of America has a principle meaning ~ theix pressure compelled 
the ying classes more soberly to glance at the standing of the 
U. 8. A, in the world ‘and more realistically approach the 
questions of war and peace. , 

This in final. analysis will : detérming irection of the 
‘political development: of the Ὁ, 5. A.; no matter who occupies the 
chair of the President, in the result of the internal opposition 
Of the Américan bourgeois. 
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LIBERATION MOVEMINT IN LATIN AMERICA = " 

ΕΝ ᾿ " . - By - . ᾿ 

; Mi, KUDACHKIN ard N, KOSTOVETS 

ΝΞ Events of the last few years illustrate, that the 
countries ‘of Latin Ancrica, which the imperialists considered ὁ 

-t© be its dependable canup, are ‘beginning to turn into an arena. — 
of anti~inperialist struggle; into a ryeserve of forces of peace . 

“τ and democracy. In. tho large territory fron the. river Rio Grando. _ 
del. Norte in the forth and to the-Terza do Fuego in the south, 
from the Atlantic Ocean to. the Pacific Ocean, more than 20 countri¢s 
are gituatad and in excess Of 200 million people live, Here 
‘URFolds the anti-inperialist, and domocratic revolution. The - 
Struggle of latin~Arierican countries for its liberation is not an ᾿ 

“ ” te Ν 

= -" . isolation, this struggle pours into.a single stream all progressive | 
forces against imperialism... This struggle is carried on with the - 

_ ° ainmternational worker's novenent, which is presented, today. to the 
, .- World's socialist system and the communist parties. of the ὁ 

‘capitalist countries. - - τ τὸς Ἂς - 

In. 1959 the national liberation movement in Latin» 
America, was marked by the greatest evont; which opened a ‘new era ἢ 
int the History of the peoples of the western hemisphere. In. - 
Cuba, 90 miles away from the U. 8, A., a peoples, democratic, - | 
Bnti-inperidlist and anti-feudal revolution occured, which later 
τον into ἃ sodialist revolution, The Cuban revolution becane . 
2. great. atinulation for the Latin-American countries in their. 

- _Struggle-for its ‘national liberation, The Latin American. 
révolutionaries, well understand, that the successes of-the world's 

- κα canp of socialisn; and ‘the struggle of the: worker's class of the 
"+  _gapitalist countries created a more desirable environnent for 

-ν carrying out the, iboration movenent in their countries. 

oo mo “The. Nationdi-Liboration moverient ΟὟ the peoples of 
_ _ Zatin America, the. component of the general worlds revolutionary 

process, is having much in common with the anti~impérialist 
movements in Asia and Africa. ‘Most of the Latin-American countries 
won their independence in. :the beginning of the 19th century by 
their fight against Spanish ‘and Portuguese colonialism, This left 
an impression on the. Latin-American countries in ‘the economic. 

and social development, On the surface it is fuite a high level 

of organizitional work on the part of the worker's class, .The * _ 
᾿ Proletariat becane the main,. driving, force of the National~- - ᾿ 

‘Denocratic revolution. A Communist Party exists in every Latin — 

οὖς American country. Sore of the parties came into existence right 
after tho October Socialist Revolution, 

4 is te ᾿ ΝΣ ᾿ - : ᾿ - 
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Tis second war for Independence, as the Latin-Americans 
cail their ‘present liberation struggle; differs from the. liberation 
noverient of the Latin-American countries in the 19th century and 
early 20th‘century (for example, in Mexico). That. revolution was 
chlled to clear the way for capitalism and was headed by interested 
burgeoisie, Now, because of the new internal and international 
conditions: in Latin America the revolution has reached a highor 
level, It 15 now called tho. national-liberation, the people's, 

._ the -anti~imperialist and anti-~feudal revolution. _ Its main strength 
is not in -the burgeoisic but in the working class. 

The degree of socdalsecononic deyelopment of the Latin-_ 
" Anexican continent is not the sand. It offérs varieties of -- 
nethods for the struggle, various arrangements, class forces ete. 

- But in-goneral it faces the same historical fate, the presence — 
of ἃ conmon foe -American imperialisn. arid the ‘geographical. 
closeness; 811 these problems are given td liberation movements 
in other .countries thus placing the problems of mutual interest _ 

here. The Comnunis t Parties in ‘Latin America, states in their 
prograns, that the basie Rings of the present stage of the revolution 

Ares 

In the econonic phase ~ liquidation of- foreign supremacy; 
. chiefly American, monopolies, 

= ΝΞ ΝΕ ‘the return of the national 
ΠΕΣ _ - ες -  esources to the people, the 
SE gs ss ᾿ . passing of radical. agrarian 
mo - τς reforms; and also of a number 
ΝΞ ει τες Ὁ of measures for ‘the. fulfillment 

Ts of completa independence and the 
oe “ vise in tho standard of living 

ΟΞ τ᾿ for the MABBES 5 

In the pottticn: phasc ~- Liguidation of the dominance of 
imperialist monopolies and the 

a "" - fintnclial viigarchy, formation 
a σεν τς ΟΥ̓ the. people's. governnents which 

τς ᾿ς ave capable or carrying out the 
‘basic revolutioniry’ and τ - 

- τς, democratic transformations ia 
: 2 Ν tho interest of the majority 

-- | of the population of these 
— τ΄ gountries;. 

The conquest of political independence by the countries 
_ OF Latin America. 150 years ago did ποὺ bring with it; as 20. 18 

; Known, an authentic independence, The foreign capital took up 

bos 
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the key positions in the econonies of these countries. They 
became the suppliers of raw material and cheap labor. They 
became the sources of huge profits for foreign monopoly. In the 
postwar period under the flag of the so-called financial~assistance 

to the countries of Latin America, U. 8, A, attempted and still 

is attempting to hold on to the old and soize the new positions. 

It attempts to strengthen its social standing by strengthening 
its unions with the “local burgeoisie, who are inclined towards 
agrcéenonts,; 

The supremacy of the imperialist monopolies show 

adversely on the economy of the Latin American countries. During 

-thé last ton years the growth of the national income per person — 
was 8n average of one per cent a years Behind this hides the 

frightening picture of the economic conditions of the Laboring 

masséS. A Mexican writer, Carlos Fuentos, wrote: “There are 
200 miltions of people in Latin America, 140 millions are 
actually working as slaves. 70 millions. do not know what. money - 

is. 100 millions are illiterate, 100. rillions are suffering 
from-Alinesses. 140 millions are constantly underfed,'" Such is. 

the plight of the Latin American people - a result of the 
imporiglist pillage. The general investments of Anerican monopolies 

are in excess of 10 billions of dollars. The incomes from private 

capital investments in 1962 were about one billion dollars, The 

private investments of U. 8, A, in Latin America are mostly in 
industry, which gives some profits, petroleum, mining, and 
electrical enérgy. So, the profit of U. 8. A. monopoly from 
Anvestnents in petroleum extraction and mining: of ore in. Venezuela 

48 frequently over 50%. | ΕΣ 
" 7 ; 7 

As a result of the imperialist ‘pillage in the foreign 

are falling, but rise on import goods; As a result of unequal 

exchange in the foreign trade Latin American countries lose 

annually about 1,5 billion dollars. - 

If percentage is added to the losses, due to unequal 

’ ‘@xchange, then the sum, which Anorican monopolists are deriving, 
‘Fron Latin American countries, will reach 5 billion dollars. - 

Anong the new methods of one-sided colonialisn 

enslavement, which aro being used by the American imperialisn 

for the limitation of the liberation movement in Latin America, 

are methods of military significance. They are the inequalities 

in agreements, the forcing of these countries into the nilitary 

political blocks, the signing of the double-sided treaties and 

. gotting up of the bases on thoir territories, 

- a ΕΣ = 2A m= 
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‘of peasants who do not own Jand in Latin America,” 

em rr ὃ ΠποποΠΡΠΠΠρΠρΠρΠρρρρ΄΄΄ἷἷ΄΄. 
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The inperialism is ‘leaning. on the ‘Jatdgundiun, preservation 
of which means that only 5% of useful land is cultivated. Only 
1,3 per cert ΟΣ the landowners have 71,6 par cent of the total’ 
land suitable foz cultivation, while 47 per cent of small 
landowners, with possession of about 5: hectares have in use only 
0.9 per cent of their lands, At the sane time there are masses 

The objective course of the. écohomic and political 
developnént of Latin Anoricm countries stipulates the necessity 
for the basic social and economic transformation - the liquidation 

" of the supremacy of the imperialist monopolies, the: passage of .the 
radical agrarian reforms, and the: creation of a democratic govern~. 

-ment, “ Large masses are interested din these transformations: 

of the anti-inperialist noyement., 

and others were arrested; the activities of the unions, the 

the working class, the peasants, the small and middle classes and + 
even the wealthy burgeoisie, which. is not tied-in With the  . 
nonopolist capital. Only a small group of Local financial ‘Yeal + 
‘estate oligarchy oppos é-such changes. 

‘The. interests of the. hitional-Liberation movenent _ 
put before them a plan for the unification ‘of all forces; interested 
in the unity-and' basic changes of 811 anti-inperialist forces 
@apable of carrying out the necessary reforms. The achievement 
of unity is a difficult and long process. ~ This process depends 
on the concrete conditions of the countries. The artigicial | 
attempts to “speed up" the royolution and to "bring it closex" P 
without considering existing conditions,. are. doomed, They will \ 
lead to. the split in the. national process .and to the Wenkening . τ᾿ 

The 1963 armed attack by the extreme elements of the Ὁ 
- peasants in Peru, ended in a collapse. The majority masses. of - 

the working class were rot ready for the armed conflict. The 
reactionaries, however, ‘took advantage of the peasant attack 
and used it as an excuse for the passage of the repressive. 
measures against. the Communist Party, the front of the national 
liberation movement and other democratic oxganizations, Similar 
condition also prévailed in Ecuador. In. 1963 a group of δηλ: 
party ledders. of the Trotskyite- group called for an immediate 
arned ‘attack against the government, although conditions. in the 
country weré not ripe for such a conflict. This eased up the 

_ threat of the next government revolt, and as.a result of this, 
a military junta came to power in July of 1963, The Communist ἡ 
Party was driven underground, its. leaders and its Genoral - 
Secretary Pedro Saad, the second secretary Enrique Hill Hilbert . 

young denccratic and other organizations 1 vere banned. 
π 
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; A charactéristic trend in the preséit stage of the 
national liberation movement in- Latin Anerica, show-that an _ 

_ anti-imperialist, national and democratic front is forming. . - 

᾿ The present scope of the national liberation-movement 
in Latin America ~ in great degree, is the result of the action 

by the Communist Party, which came out with the slogans, around 

which the national fronts. are created. The growth of the Connunist 

Party in Latin America is significant. In 1989-the Communist 

Party had 90 thousand members in these countries. In 1957 — 
200 thousand,. and 1962 its size grew up to 300 thousand... - 

Conditions. for the Communist Parties in Latin America. 
. -are different. ‘Some: of, them have-an.illegal standing and work 

deep in the underground (for examplé; the Communist Parties of 
Argentina, Paraguay, Venezuela), (from April 1964: Brazil, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Dominican ‘Peoples Socialist, The Party of 

_ Peoples Unity of Haiti, Nicaragua, Ecuador and Salvador). -Other 
half-legal parties aré.of: (Mexico, of the People's Avanguarda - 

of Costa Rica, Columbia and Bolivia), The third of them work 

openly and také part in the elections, These parties are: ~ 
(Chile, Uruguay, Martnique .and Guadalupe). ΝΕ 

_. © What these parties have in common is that they increased. 

their influence, strongthened their contacts. With the masses and 

increased the nenbership of thoir ranks; The Communist Party of ἡ 

Argentina, for example, during the 7 years has grown in membership 

“from 80 thousand:’ to 140 thousands. The membership of Brazilian. 
+ . . τ a Pa 

Communist Party for the sane period, grew from 5-6 thousand to - 

‘60 thousand while the Comtiunist Party of Uruguay shoved an. - — 

increase fron 3-4 thousand to 15. thousand, 

7 ΝΕ The parties. of Costa Rica, Salvador, Panama are also 

growing- in size. Recently a Party for the National Unity of 

Haiti was organized, which is active in: spite of its persecution. 

Its ranks are about oné thousand members. The Communist Party 

of Venezuela has ἃ membership of about 700 nembers. During the 

last few years its membership rose to 35 thousands. During the 

last two years, due to illegality and arrests thd number of its 
‘members dropped. In some of the countries the Communist Party 

* 

turned into a strong, and an authoritative political force, 

ΝΞ The cause for the strengthening of the influence of the 

. Communist Party in the masses and their successes in the national-~ 

» liberation movement is due to the Marxist-Lenin general line of 

the International Communist movement. This was “ drawn-up by 

the Meeting of the Communist and Worker's Party in 1957-1960: 

The. communists of Latin America are united on the important 

issues; tactics and strategy, in the revolutionary movement, ἢ 
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and in the driving forces of the liberation vevolution, They -- 
built their activities on the Marxist-Lenin analysis. ΕΣ 

The Comminist Party of Latin. Arierica examines the present 
state of the struggle ‘not as an end in itself, but as the beginning 
of the struggle for the ultimate aim - - socialism. The progran | 
of the Communist Party of Argontine calls for the "democratic, 
the agrarian and. the Snti-inperialist revolution with the 

‘ perspective on the socialism.’' At the VI th Mecting of the 
Communist Party of Brazil it was stated that "the National - 
Domocratic Revolution is a new type revolution. This new 
-Yevolution is being developed during the rise of the world's 
socialist system and during the collapse of the capitalism, Τὸ 
is being directed by. the proletariat and is a part of the world's 
socialist revolution. It is more acceptablé in.its "transition 
or approach" to the masses and to the proletariat revolution." 

= Attempts by leaders of the Communist Party of China 
to force its "general line" ‘on other communist parties via 
splitting the conmunist movement, and weakening of the national- 
liberation movement on the continent, collapsed. Facing the hard 
Marxist-Lenin line of the communist parties in Latin America 
onthe issues of the world development in the international 
communist movenent,, the loadership of the Communist Party of 

‘China, was forced to create the So-called “independent" anti- 
“party groups. They were successful in forming such groups in 
Brazil, Peru and Ecuador. Various olenments whith were driven out 

᾿ς of brother parties joined these groups; The so-called. general 
Line of the leaders of the Communist Party of China for "pushing | 
for the revolution" in essence, coincide with the stand of the ὁ 
Trotskyite groups. in Latin America. In the contents of the book 
‘published in 1963, tThe Documents of the Communist Party of 
China on the Chinese-Sovict Discussions" one of the Trotskyite 
teaders, WH. Pasndas, stated, that the Trotskyite welcome the 
stand by the Chinese Communist Party and expressed. hope, that 
in the near future they would be able to agree with them on 
"211 points." A betrothal of the Chinese leaders, with the 
renegades of the Latin American movement, did ‘not. bring any 

“guéecessog: nor will it bring any in the futuré, because the whole 
‘logic of the struggle is itself against it, the whole lifé is | 
against it, - 

Fighting for the.creation of the national fronts, the | 
communist parties pay much of théir attention to the working class | 
as 2 basic force of the national~Liboration revolution, The ἮΝ 
Working class occupies a more important position in the struggle: 
against the imporialist enslavement, The struggling experience 
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- patrons such as Meany, Ruether and others -to oppose the solidarity 

Significant force. In the industry there are 20 millions 

“the Latin Atierican unions. In 1950 thé union movonent was 

the unity, the resolution against: the supremacy of the imperialist 

movement in Latin America was the acceptance, by many communist 

pf the Latin American communists convincingly refutesthe anti- 
Marxist line of the Chinese Communist Party leaders, because the 
decisive forees in-such countries as Latin America, is the peasantry 
and even the sriall city burgeoisiec, 

The Latin Americ working class. today represents a” 

employed. in comparison with 6.4 millions in 1940, The increased. 
growth in the activity of the working class is due to the increase 
in the strikes. For instance, in 1950 there were 3.4 millions who 

took part in the strikes; in 1961 the number rose up to 21 millions. 
In sone parts of Latin American countries the strikes took an. 
unprecedented jump in the history Of the working class. - 

Tho rise in the political activity of the workers and 
the rise in the strikes forced a rogrouping of the forces of 

split and was undergoing a définite crisis. There was not a 

single union ceriter., The Confederation of the. Laborers in.Latin 

America, organized in 1938, has for a long tine neglected to 
carry out its duties. During the last period the only struggling 
wiion centers, which actively worked for the national liberation, 

were formed and which are still active are in Argentina, Brazil, 
Rolivia, Uruguay, Chile). Costa Rica, The movenent is growing | 
stronger on the continental scale. ‘The Continental Congress for 
the Unity of Unions, which took place in January, and attended by 
381 dolegates from 18 Latin American countries representing 
25 millions of workers, was 2 big step in this direction. The 

unions of thé Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, France and Italy sent ~ 
its observers to this congress. The congress platform stood 
for the creation of the committee of co-ordination for the unity 
‘of unions the ‘acceptance of the resolution for the dofense of 

monopolies, and the stand of economic and political rights of the 

workers. It called for the strengthening of solidarity with 
Cuba and the domination of the worker’s movement Jn Latin Arierica. 
Attempts by the regional organizations of labor and its Amorican 

of the Latin American worker's riovenent, was met with failure. - 

The significant factor for the revolutionary-liberation 

pirties of these countries, of the peasantry question platforn. . 

The solution of the agrarian quostion forms the first stage of. tho 
peasant movemont, These outlined decisions on action to be taken. 
solidifies the union of the working clags and that of tho 

peasantry. " " 
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_ the. national~economic development. 

solid coalition, for the national; anti-imperialist democratic 

power, The struggle for 

Bare - 

" The peasant movement in Brazil, Peru, Bcundor, Columbia, - 
Chile and’ other countYies of. Central America, took an upward 

“νι swing. The moveriont becdud more organizational. “In addition, 

the struggle of the poasant classes for the radical changes: in the 
τι wr 

agrarian question, coincides with the struggle against ‘the foreign 
imperialist supremacy ‘aud the struggle for the independetice of 

It 18 more noticeable now that the, small, the middle 
-class atid-even the burgéoisie; Who As not connected with the 
American imperialism, are taking part in the movement, The 

ry 

* 

pillage policy of tho Use, Αν caused considerable. dissatisfaction 
among these groups, 

Therefore; the objective ideas for the creation of the ' 

forces, is in the making. The basic reforms are favorable to” 
the masses of the laboring class. ΝΠ 

"“ Refortis, which ‘peoples governments nust réalize,. follow _ 

the aims of gradual changing of the. dntire social-economic 
structure of the Latin American countries carrying with it the . 

_ xevollitionary character. This directive calls for the liquidation - 
of the inperialist supremacy, the financial-latifundiun oligarchy 
and removal, ὁ. the more’ reactionary 2orces from the political 

) ‘the basic reforns is the most important 
step along the way to the revolutionary development process and 

bringing it to a victorious climax, The aims of the anti- — 
imperialist, and anti-feudal revolution. are connected with. the - 
problems, of thé social révolution and are definite stages of: the 
revolutionary process, which is developing in Latin Anerica. . 

-- 

Οὗ course, the: tengo of the transition from the anti- 
 -Amperigilist and feudal revolutions to the social revolution will 

τς depend not only on the objective but also on the subjective 

conditions, ΤῈ will depend on tle léft forces to achieve the 
‘isolation of the anti-national reactiondry elements. and the - 

creation. of the wide. and unified front of the national forces 
against ὑπὸ imperialism and latifudium. It will aiso depend on- 
the ability of the working class and its political parties to attain 

_ the recognition of théir avant-gaié role by the peoples masses. 

. A number of communist parties are moving ahead, for | 
the limited time, the economic and political. measures, which in 
its Gharacter correspond with the problems of the national 
democratic governments. This is a. natural coincidence; the state 
of the nationz1 democracy is the state, which is free from the 
supremacy of the foraign monopolies and from the local financial 
landowners oligarchy. .- 
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parties the strategy and tactics, which they developed specifically 

ν Θ᾽ τ’ an?) 
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It puts into practice an independent foreign policy 
of equal rolations, with other countries and the material and 
political preparations for social success. Therefore, by 
following the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal revolutions to the 
end in Latin Amorica, it may, with certain conditions, bring about 
the formation of -the state of the national democracy or sinilar 

The study of the program of the Communist Party 
illustrate, that the forms of struggle are not implemented by 
the communists, but that they change depending on the conditions 
in the countries, " 

a Therefore, thé Latin Anérican communists fdllow the line, 

set by the International Communist Movements, and refute ὅθ. 
position of the Chinese leaders, wlio attempt te. force on 811 the - 

for their own country. "The Revolutionaries!'states a general 
secretary ofthe Central Committee of the. Communist Party of Chile, 
comrade Korvalan, “cannot arbitrary choose this or that course; 
this or that approach to power, but must find only that course, 
which arise from the concrete. conditions, in which they act." 
The Communist Party of Salvador stated that, refuting the position 

- of the Chinese leaders and their attacks against other Communist 
Parties, the communists of Salvador affirms “that the definition 
of the revolutionary tactics; forms and means. of struggle is in 
each case the business of each Marxist-Lenin party of any given 
country." - |. - ΝΣ ε 

- A hard union of the left wing forces was formed in Chile. 
This unity is composed of the communist, socialist, national~ 
democratic, the National Avant+garde of Peoples arid other parties, 
It also has a union composed of 400 thousand members and the 
Federation of Peasants and Indians. All this creates favorable 

‘ conditions for carrying out the basic social reforms and the victory 
of the progressive ‘government, 

Tho Communist Party. of Chile ig the leading force-in the 
Front Movenent, It fights with. . the idea of attaining 
sorious democratic reforms by peaceful means. The communists kriow 
that the joining of the masses with the working class is needed 
for ‘the peoples victory in the September, 1964, elections, . But 
the Communist Party of Chile does not bind the struggie for the 
peoples government aid the basic reforms only with the forthcoming 
elections. It hopes to achieve reform changes as a result of the 
increase of the inner-political crisis. "The-working class and 
the people," as was stated in the report of the XII th Meeting of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Chile, “are 
striving to come to power without the armed struggic, but> must 
retlize, that such a conflict may be forced on them by the enemy. 
Therefore, they must be ready for any eventuality." - 
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“Communist Party. of Argentdna is very active in the 
- + .  @conomic and political crisis, The enlarged plenum of the Central 
ΝΣ * ~ Committee ‘of the party cane to a conclusion in July of 1962, 

that favorable conditions now exist. in the country for the unifi~. 
- ation of the struggle for te direct economic, social and political 

. . aims of the working class; for the people and for the 811 out. . 
_ seizure ΟΣ. the power, This. can be accomplished by peaceful or: - 

᾿ armed means, depending. on the conditions, However, under ail 
conditions ~ on the basis of the increased ‘activity of the 
peoples masses. This decision was greatly affected by the 

. @ppearance on the scene of tho new movenent, the "Turn To The Left’ 
movement. It was organized by Peron, former President of 
_Axgentina, The movement had τ large number of workers in its - 

- yanks, At the XII th Meeting of the Communist, Party in February 
of 1963, it was. ‘stated clearly that it was necessary to carry on 
the Struggle for the wmification of the left wing forces and the | 

-. Organization of the masses into the united anti~inperialist and 
7 + τ gtitd-oligarchy front; Also, for the conquest of power and the - 

"i." establishment of a new type of government, similar to ) the denderstiic 
Lo, ~and peoples, (government ?). 

| The Communist Party of Uruguay attained successes in: the - ‘ 
“uni fiéations of left wing forces. It formed ἃ Left Wing Front.of- * 

_ Jiberation and the only center union of the Working: class in 
- UrBgUay. - 

ea The policy of νι shameless. anti-conminisi and the 
- ‘suppression of democratic. Liberties in Yenezucla caused the. 
_ unrest of the ‘people. It; however, did not. bring about the unity 

ΟΣ 811 opposing forces, and it is one of the reasons for weakness 
ὌΝ in the democratic riovement. The Communist Party of Venezuela, -on 
. |. “the ονὸ of Decembér 1963 elections, appealed: to the deft parties. | 
a το ἕο come forth in a united front: and with one common candidate, 

But the-appeal remained uanoticed, The democratic left forces 
were. split and this: resulted in the- coming to power of American 
Sponsored candidate Leoni. Of course, other significant factors 
played an important role. The repressive measures against those 
who did not vote for Leoni, the shuffling of vote résults, the 
forgery and substitution of bulletins etc, 211 were factors. 
The struggie in Venezuela continues. The loft’ forces, which have 
léarned ἃ good lesson fron the elections, are uniting around the’ 
national liberation front, formed as a result of the arned cogperatin 
among connunist parties and the left revolutionary novenent ς 

The growth of the national~liberation movenent in | 
Latin América causes concern arid unconcealed anger in the τιν 
imperialist circles of U. 8..A. American reactionary attempts to 
use all ricans, in order to preserve the Suprenacy in Latin American 
countries + It continues to be convinced-that none of the promises; 

᾿ a me 
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the linited handouts ἀπά the demagogue of the "Union for progréss," 
can guarantee the attainment of this goal. It discards more. and 

. more of the game of democracy, It denounces the policy of the 
"cookie" and strives, with the ehlp of the military and local 
oligarchy, to break up the loft-dénocratic forces and to establish 
an obedient reactionary regine. 

- It is mentioned openly. in Washington about the forth- 
eoming change in the policy towards Latin America and of the 
denunciation of "Kennedy's Doctrine" which proclaimed the withhold 
of recognition for the military-dictatorial govyernnents. 

Falling to the support of the-local reactionary, the ; 
nilitary, the burgeoisie, and the large latifundiun, the Horth~ | 
Anerican imperialist monopolies continue to organize military 
révolts and the seating of their own candidates. The nilitary 
revolution in Brazil, for instance, illustrates that the monopolist. — 
circles of Ὁ, 8S, A. and its agents are incapable of coping with 
the growing revolutionary movenent by usual means. in recent 
years democratic férces of Brazil attained a considerable success. 
in. the struggle for independence, During the struggle of the _— 
reactionaries a united nationalist patriotic front of the left —_ 
forces: is beitig formed. The Communist Party of Brazil plays an 
inportant part in it. It favored, the so-called sélid democratic 
notional governnent, which, by leaning on the support of 
people's nasses,. could guarantee the independent national | 

. dévelopment of the country and to accomplish the basic reforns a 
which a majority’ of the people wanted. The party, early in 1964, 

' gupported President Goulart in the creation of the National 
Patriotic Front, based on the progran favoring basic reforns, — - 
The unification of the left forces was dictated by the necessity .- 
to. fight against the conspirators of the reactionary circles, = 
headed by agents of the American monopoly - by the Governors: 
of Ginabara, Lacerdo, and De Borros, of San Paulo. They were 
against any kind of reforms. They waited for the moment whon 
‘they could topple President Goulart and do-ayay with the: ~ 
denocratic forces, No matter how rapidly the National Front - 
was forming nor how fast the Communist Party of Brazil was 
unfolding its activity in formation of the solid democratic -ἢ 
force, it 2ailed to stir up the masses for the struggle. It ᾿ 
was not successful because of the organizational weaknesses of = {| 

- the front. Together with this, a split policy of the leaders 
of the Communist Party of Chins played an important role. It 
attacked the Communist Party of Brazil and the Central Committee 
of the Party of Brazil for the participation in the National 
¥ront and for supporting the measures of President Goulart. It 
resorted to name calling of the leaders and calling them - 
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- an the same camp of Lacerdo and his company. ΝΕ 

while being met with unconcoaled triumph in Pentagon and State 
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Studd tors of the Brazilian people." At the samo time it hailed 
” factionists, who were drivon out of the party, and called then ἢ 
true patriots. The factionaries of the anti-party: group of 
Grabbuys did éverything it could go as to split and weaken the 
left forces. It Listened to the voice from Peking and immediately 
pursued the program of imncdiate armed attacks and the overthrow 
o£ Goulart in spite of tho fact, that Goulart was a figure 
around which the people united and against whon the American 
mnonopolists and reactionary circles ΟΣ Brazil, were fighting. 
In actuality, the removal of the President Goulart's government 
‘was beneficial-only to the foreign imperialiem and its agents in 
the country. In this manner, the anti-party, factionary, pro- 

4 1 
- Chinese clenents; directed from Peking, actually found themselves 

¥ 

| _ Acdording to the worked-out pian-in Washington, the _ 
local, reactionary oligarchy, early in April of 1964, accomplished 

τῷ military revolution... To power care the right reactionary 
forces, most aggréssive circles of -latifundiun and the arny's 
top leaders. A. great purge of the communists was started by the 
denocratic forces, The reactionary revolution, undoubtedly, 
will. incredse the struggle of the Brazilian people for the 
notional liberation. The French newspaper, “Liberacion" wrote in 
April of 1964: "The oligarchy of the landowners, industrialists 

| and officers who carie out, of its ranks, cannot preserve for long; 

the powér which it is holding. ~The contrast between the wealth — 
of the rich and thé tragic needs of the. poor reached such ἃ 

_ degree that an explosion is inevitable. The example in Cuba 
illustrates this. “Right forces of Brazil and its allies, who 
closed doors on the peaceful revolution, may find themselves 
‘Wiped~out by the invincible explosion. 

The coming to power of the reactionaries, in Brazil, 
a 

Depirtment, inspires reactionary circles of other countries in 
Latin America, like in Bolivia, Uruguay, Argentina and Chile, 
Howover, it is not_possible ‘to stop the uprising of tho — 
nationgl-libcration movement, by these methods. Vecause the 

 gontradiction botween the inperialists and the people of these 
countrics is beconing- more acute, the struggle against tho 
basic reforms, the. liquidation of monopoly supremacy of Ὁ, 8. A. 
and social progress and democracy is growing. 

- . ° Phe experience of the Communist Parties in Latin 
Anori¢a and the oxperience of the nationalist-liberation movonent 
in these countries. confirms the correctness of the general Line of 
thé International Communist Hovement. It was mutually worked . 
out and approved at the Moscow Meetings of 1957 and 1960. It | 
deriounces the anti-Marxist theory of the Chinese Commtnist Party 
leadership, which is attempting to isolate the national-Liberation 
movenent from the common struggle of the nations for peace, 
democracy and socialisn. | - 
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᾿ ‘Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are Xerox ἜΑ, 
of the following articles which wére furnished on August 25, 
1964, by CG 5824-S* to, SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD VW, 

| NS EN as being of possible interest to the Bureau: 
! ἀπο, Fade hit 

1, Article entitled "Long Hot Summer" by ESLANDA 
“ROBESON which appeared on page 16~17 in the 

English language edition of "New Times," No. 31, 
dated August 5, 1964, a weekly journal’ ‘of world 
affairs published py. Trud, the Central Council i 
of Trade. Unions, Moscow, USSR, ΒΤ ΕΜ 

Article entitled "Strengthen Unity 6f Communists 
of the World on the Inyiolable Principles of 
Marxisn-Léninism,". which appeared in Volume X, 
No, 190 (2725), August 12, 1964, edition of "ihe 
Daily Review," published by Novosti Press Agency ; 

foil 

Pushkin Square, Moscow, USSR. This article con- 
, Sists of the full text of a letter of the Central _ | 

δ τ, Conimittée of the Mongolian Peoples Revoliwtionary ἢ 
ΩΝ Party (CP of Mongolia) té6 the Central Committee, Ne 

δ" Vo CP of China, dated June 12, 1964, CG 5824-S* 
ses advised that the significance of this article is 

. the fact that it isa statement siding with the 
rs CP of the Soviet Union against the CP of China, 

written by the Central Committee of the Party of 
an. Asian country which is non-white, thus. opposing 
the CP of China appeal for a unity of non-whites 

. against whites, 
Ν ; . 

ΝᾺ Be 3. The text in the Russian language of an article 
x τῇ chee on the Latin Amefican freedom and liberation 

τὰ ty SF, qovenent which. appeared on pages 121-130 of 
ax bowie ee ggé number II, June, -1964, of “Komminist ," | 

ns ‘ts. ma 4 wo rae published every 20 days by the Central ' 

Sy Y .. ht al , dg Fe ro “fe yy ᾿ ΨΩ Ἢ ’ ὦ of Of ~ Yq 

po (32 Bur eau ‘ ? ΟΡ’ 5) nis omens πὸ 

ὙΛΒΙΡΙΙ ὁ oo 
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 sGonmittee, CP of the Soviet ‘Union, Moscow, ὅϑϑε. 
“According to CG 5824-8, this arti¢le must be 

; ; εν considered: very important: because it appears in 
“ton DP ee this magazine, which is the CP of the Soviet 

τος Ὁ - τς Union's most important theoretical journal. ἢ 
) _ . It gains additional weight from the fact. that. 
of  ... ἀν 45 co-authored by NIKOLAI YAMOSTOVETS , ‘who 

_— ᾿ Ν Ν heads the section ‘of the Internationa). Department, 
_ - of. the Central 1 Conim: tee, Chor the oviet Union ΝΕ 

" ' | ον το “dealing: With North Sere America: wand thus ee 
ΣΝ 7 would be expected £0 be-the most learned on this 

LF” subject. -- : 

_- ᾿ τ Ὁ Ἐς -ἈΤΈΖΟΣΟ in the. Russian language entitled ‘Johnson 
τας ᾿ Administration and the Political Problems of the“ > 

᾿ United Statés" by | S SHIKOY which appeared on 
. - “pages. 26-39 of issue numbér 6, 19645° Of ‘the 
ΠΥ ΞῪΝ τ magazine “World Economic Situation and Interna- | Ν , 

τς ως tional Relations," published. by the Institute of " - . 
ee World Economy. and International: Relations, Moscow, ' 

ΕΞ USSR, an affiliate of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 4 
πος ᾿ According | to, CG 5824-S*, “the author is the-son of | 

“| πον, Sformer USSR Ambassador to the, United States. - 

r 

τυ ENSHIKOV, and is in the USSR Académy 
be of Sckences, CG 5824-S* stated that. the 
»"» is one of the "yew young crowd" and may, ‘be ‘one of | 

"" 5 Ὸ- future leaders ΟΣ the USSR, a owe 

. OT The Bureau: ds requested’ ‘to.-furnish- to: the Chicago: 
“Office translations of the two articles in the Russian. Apaguage. 
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Memorandum 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/25/64 

FROM : 

vee 

Re 3 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is oné copy é¢ach 

of the following two articles furnished by CG 5824-5* on 
August 16, 1964, to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE: 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub B) 

Vol. X, No. 186 (2721), Friday, August 7, 
1964, Part II, issue of "The Daily Review," 
published by Novosti Press Agency, Pushkin K 
Square, Moscow, USSR, containing a trans- 
lation of an article which appeared in the rJ 
July 25, 1964, issue of "Pravda," entitlea, CoRDd 
"Documents Expose Chinese Leaders' Withdrawal 
from Agreed Line of the International Com- 
munist Movement," 

CG@ 5824-S* advised that this article is an excellent 
Summary of contradictory statements made by the CP of China 
over the years in relation to the points at issue in the cur- 
rent Sino-Soviet dispute. 

' Pages 198 through 216 of Vol. 8, No. 7, July, 
1964, issue of "Marxism Today," theoretical 

τὰ “9° and discussion journal of the CP of Great 
Φ» τ Britain, 16 King Street, London, W.C. 2, 

JY - Great Britain, contai ing an article entitled, 
ΔΝ ΟΝ "Which, Road?" by JOHNNGOLLAN , General Secre~ Ewd. 

ps ἢ ΓΑ͂Ν tary of the CP of Great Britain’ ---- 
«δ eee 

ΠΝ at " CG 5824-S* stated that this is the clearest, most 
ei “ δον luéid exposition of the position of the CP of the Soviet Union 

. a ve gq’ and. the world communist movement on the question of peaceful 
yl ap coexistence that the informant has yet seen. 

a αν 
ds wi These articles are being forwarded for the Burea 
ake ἐν ΤΥ ΤῊΝ REC-9, 10-§— j- Ya: S0 φε- 

oat (Bureau (Enc, 2) (RM) 
L-Chicago. ΝΞ 1964 
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1 ~ Liaison 
1 - Mir. Re Putnan 

(15) 100-428092 

Saha Z 
ἘᾺ Date: September 3; 1964 

Lo To: Director _ 
5 / Central Intelligence Agency ° 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL WATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY = CZ 

Reference is made to my letter dated September 10, 
4963, which enclosed a memorandum entitled "(First Name 
Unknown) Lostivaka, Head of a Commission of the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, ‘to Investigate 
the Period of the Stalin Era." 

A sources, wae has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late August, 1964, advised that the indi- 
vidual referred to above is identical with Bohuslav 
Lastovicka, recently elected President of the Presidium 

᾿ of the Czechoslovak National Assembly, 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a 
| biographical sketch of Bohuslav Lastovicka which appeared 
1 ON page 17 of the English-language edition of "New Times,* 
| Numbex 31, dated August 5, 1964, a weekly journal of world -ἰ 
| affairs published by Trud, the Central Council of Trade : 
Unions, Moscow, Russia. This sketch was made available by 

|. source which has furnished reliable information in. the 
“past. Bue to the sensitive nature of our sources, this 

letter is classified " Ἰγζροτοῖ. “»9-52: 2. δ 7. /— 

Enclosure er 98 

NOTE; Classified. "Degtsfosat" because uflas thon Lee; jdisclosure | 
of information in the ‘Letter could jeopardize the ‘source, Who is~ 

= furnishing information on ἃ ‘top-level basis concerning: the | 
r . international communist movement. Source is.CG 5824-5* who 

Callehon =, «Adentified the individual and furnished the biograppical bn 
Conrad sketch, See Chicago letter 8+28-64, captioneii"So%o, Is-cy" "ie 
DeLoach 
Evans 
Gale 
Rosen 
Sullivan 
Tave! 
Trotter OM . 
Tele, Roo ᾿ Baws toweredial : Holm a 1 Ν 

Gand =P AIL R TELETYPE UNIT one Tdeclassifsicay ton 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
DeLoach — 

Evans — 
" Gale 

TO :, Mr, Conrad ene pate: September 1, 1964 ἜἜΞΞ ἢ 
γ . Sullivan 

Tavel 

eo C 
TrOMted eeu 

. : . Tele. Room 
: Ἐ, Downing Holmes ———— 

O 

suBjecT: SOLO ; 
ERNAL SECURITY - C 

. Ν Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

Sigformant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

tg him by radio. 
x 

No transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station at 

—_ on 8/31/64 or 9/1/64. 

ACTION: 
‘ 

S \ δὰ For information. 
a 

1 - Mr, Conrad 
2 - Mr.. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
i - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr, Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 
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- τὰ ow . OFTIONA . LCM HO, 16 s010=108 
MAT 1962 (DION 
OSA CH, RIG, HO, 27 Cc) Cc) 

, 
Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont τονρς 
. COS Pel eee 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES 
. Εν 

ΤΟ "Mtr. Cohr pate: September 3, 1964 Reces 
ye Sullivan 

Tayel — 
Trotter 

pr σι. F. Do Ὶ " Tele. Room —__, 
Holmes wees 

SUBJECT: Gro 

. , 4 . 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C fs 
“oOo” 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

Gandy . 

On 9/3/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on the August schedules and frequencies at which time 

two messages, NR 752 GR 192 and NR 753 GR 108, were sent, 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

NR 752 GR 192 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall). (Number) 1. REFEREE (Central Committee) 

COACH (CPSU) INVITES TO NEST (USSR) IN ADDITION TO QUOTA 
(Number) 20 LEADING BOXER (CPUSA) BIRDS (CP member) TO ACQUAINT 
THEM WITH COACH (CPSU) ACTIVITIES AND EVERYDAY LIFE IN 

NEST (USSR). FAIR (Washington) CASHIER (Embassy) WAS INSTRUCTED 
TO GIVE LUGGAGES (Visa) TO (Number).14 BIRDS (CP member) 
ACCORDING TO YOUR REQUESTS. (Number) 2. SHORE (East Germany) 

LANE (CP) REFEREE (National Committee) INLETTER TO GRASS | 

(Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) INVITED BOXER (CPUSA) LEADER TO 

PARTICIPATE IN CELEBRATIONS SHORE (East Germany) STATE 

ANNIVERSARY ON OCTOBER (Number) 7. (Number) 3. OHMS 
(Komsomol) SENT INVITATIONS FOR FULL (Youth) FORUM TO 

ORGANIZATIONS DESIGNATED BY YOU. FAIR (Washington) CASHIER 

(Embassy) WAS INSTRUCTED TO GIVE LUGGAGES (Visa) TO IMP 

(Danny Rubin), HIS WIFE, BLOYS AND HAULY (repeat) IMP, HIS WIFE, 

1 > Mr.?Gonzad:, τ᾿ ‘ ] 
2 - Mr, Sullivan (Attehtion: Mr. J. A.'Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

| 1 - Mr. Downing 5 SEP 9 1964 
| 1 - Mr. Newpher 

1 ~ Mr. Paddock 

owe 

_ oer 

inglosure 

re Belmont | 87 “20 -YDSO7/ Ly, 1G Zs 
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‘Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re:. Solo 

Ε] 
μ᾿ 

ἜΤΟΥΣ, ‘HAULY. (Number) A, TO. SPRING (Jack Brooks) ΝΕΙ͂Ν 
PHONE NUMBERS TO ACKNOWLEDGE’ TUG (Radio) PL - (Number) | 

2.-9245, DROP = MU (Number). 29-9487 (repeat) PL- (Number), Ὁ 
2-9245, DROP - MU (Number) 2-9487. 

NR. 753..GR: 108 

DURING LAST (Number) 24 HOURS THERE WAS ΝΟ IMPROVEMENT 

IN GRASS: (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn). IT WAS: MARKED SECOND ‘DROP | 
IN HEART - VASCULAR. ACTIVITIES, ‘BLOOD. PRESSURE SLIPPED TO 

(Number) 80-0: DROPPED - BEAT IRREGULAR PULSE, SHORT 

BREATH. | CYANOSIS. INTRAVENOUS INJE CTIONS ARE CONTINUING.. 
AT. (Number) 2A. M. ‘BLOOD. PRESSURE. WAS: (Sumber). 110- 80. 
PULSATION. IS BETTER. INSUFFICIENCY: OF LEFT PART OF HEART. 

CONDITIONS ARE. VERY DIFFICULT... 

. é Underlined portions were garbled. but the text.is. believed to ; 

" be correct. 4 es ἮΝ , 

| BLOYS:is probably identical with ‘Gari Bloys,, head: of the - 

W.E.B. DuBois Clubs: of America, a new “youth: organization: “The eo 

idetitity of HAULY is unknown but may be.identical with James ‘Peter ᾿ 

HAWLEY, member: οὗ ‘Students for Peace-and Disarinament, ᾿ 

University of Wisconsin. The: identity of HAULY” is uninown tothe | 

New York Office but they are checking’ and will advise the. Bureau, 

SAC Donald E. Roney, New York Ottis, ‘was, telephonically 

adviséd of the above, 9/3/64; at 12: 30 P. M. « .- 

- ΒΕ 

ACTION: | ᾿ ge τὸ ' we ke 

For, information. 

xe 
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TO MR DOWNING eee uk ἥν 

᾿ ςερῷ. 1964 ὦ 
FROM ΑΚ SMYTH. Body - 

ΒΑΡΙΟ ΜΝ ΝΣ ! 

* 

i ae 
ve ΣΝ 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER 2.. _ STATION HEARD AT 1589 GNT AND 
__ SENT THE FOLLOWING. TWO MESSHGESS! ΕΝ 

. 

NR 758 GR 108 

06908-82858~35067~ 14125+91585--94901"75450-63590"5271 7-61516' 

: 67188~47781-06895-77669-81719 1~-02794-91478-04194~60363- 63594 

ο 95094-0)957-85155-92 49-12881--52997- 68686-91528- 4788 65 8568: 
αν δὴν it 

* Gime ner-senesrns-somi-wspi-ae-tinessorsr 

AE 2 MOST SEARO HE 

He eT 7 ᾿ — 
48904=39810- B25 1-26950-91956+=5 1 658° 40653%29064~75025~40965 

: 84911 1-26190-43048~.60528~52064-~27762-79779-74840-29528~90616 

+.) 38669"72981-95589~1081 1-2 1661+~00177- 16526-21864" 10369 19311: 

— 38147-5701 795806 1~2758 174149" 19889-29699 °2651 7 12828-65220 

ee 
Re 962 16- 7O640~16947= 16275-4141 3-r44108-60642-42925-60351~27055 
Sah τ ἢ 

H 
εἰς 

9727Ar 15275*42600~1 1882— T509Se12945~52 175956102 

ῃ ‘ ει Ἔ ὃ, ̓ 
ΗΝ it at ει i 

taper eeectnrenautenrncnenetanter ane Se eeataaracnanean nnn antenna 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-19-56) 

FBI 

Date: 9/2/64 

y . 

j 

1 1 

ε 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in-plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED | ὡς , ! 
ft (Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι 

ρβητπτππππσςοοςοςςςς.--  -.οςς--- fe - 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) , 

ATT: FBI LABORATORY | 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sussren(Zoua> 
TS=C 

γ fr; τ εξ 

τ On 9/2/64, NY 694-S* advised that he learned on said 

date that ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN is in critical condition in 
a Moscow hospital. Since GUS HALL and other important members 

of the CPUSA are currently at HALL's summer place in Maine, 

NY 694-S* has sént, in code, the following message to the — 

Soviets via the secondary channel ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, who will 

request Amtorg to send the said message to the Soviets: 

"T heard news of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN's serious 
condition. HALL and thé CPUSA Secretariat are out of town 

and reach at the moment. You must radio if the situation | 

of FLYNN is so serious that we should contact HALL immediately. 

Please radio same time (in accordance with September schedule). 
Will hear you Friday, Saturday, Sunday. 

"Brooks" 

J — ¥I3RB RE 8 £00242 0GF-_ 4) Y 4 

8 BUREAU (RM) ~ 

(1 - EBI Laboratory) . 6.SEP 9 1964 

1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B)(CAM QM) _ 

Ἔ - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) — mt | 
1 - NY 100~134637 CHL) 

ACB:mfd (#41) 
(11) 

m Wi —— aa 

Seg ZO | | 
6 ὃ Εἰ She ΤΙ gent in Charge - ΝΕ 
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Bulky. Exhibit - inventory of Propart, quired as Evidence 
FD«192 (Rev. 12-5-58) Ο #1/64 : 

Bate, 

ΓΞ] Check, when submitting semiannual inventory, if no previous. correspondence with Bureau. 

Bufile | Field Division 

. 100=-428091. NEW YORK 
Ss aracter of Case’ ὁ , 

(So 
IS-C. 

-Date Property Acquired ᾿ Source From Which Property Acquired 

2/13/61 NY 694-S* 

Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same 

: : 10 BE RETAINED 
| VAULT AS POSSIBLE EVIDENCE 

Description of Property or Exhibit and identity of Aqent Submitting Same 
‘SA ALEXANDER BURLINSON 

(1) One phonograph case - empty. 

(00 Ud VOY. 
NOT RECORDED “" 

16 SEP 11 [964 

Field File καὶ 100~-134637-1B11 

ἠρ. Δὲ ριβον τῷ 
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65 SFP ΥΛ opr “9 Hit in Charge 

PD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) 

ἢ 

() - μ 
νὰ 

Transmit the following in 

Via 

1 | τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FBI 

Date: 9/6/64 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL 

(Priority) 
— ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee ee eee ee 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

susect<o10 ὃ (A) 
Is -C 

Remyairtel, 9/5/64, reporting Soviet message concerning 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FPLYNN'S death and Soviet proposals re funeral 
arrangements, 

him the. Following: 

The CP, USA, will tinform the Soviets by cable’ that 
no one from the USA is being sent to Moscow at this time for 

in Moscow will be the official CP, USA representative and 
Speaker at the memorial service in Red Square, on 9/8/64, 

The cable also will request that FLYNN'S ashes be 
returned to NY sometime between September 15th and 17th by 
LEM HARRIS, who is now in the Soviet Union. HALL explained 
to NY 694- that the reason for this request is the following: 

Since all CP, USA National Board members will be 
Jin NYC to attend a National Board meeting scheduled to begin 
on 9/18/64, the Party plans to hold funeral services for 
ELYNN sometime between September 18 and 21, 1964, at either 
Town Hall or /Cosoper Union Hall, NYC. FLYNN'S ashes subsequently 
to be taken to the Waldheim Cemetary, in Chicago. 
fi #32 ᾿ 

ite Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 
1 - New York (134-91) (INY) fab0-Y2§E9/- GL5 O 
1 - New York 

ACB: pmm . 

(7) ω 17 SERA yon4 wm Ὁ & 
- — Wea ft π᾿ 

ὧν 

Approved: aCe Sent __ MO Per  . 
AY 

On 9/6/64, NY δϑιμᾶῳ advised that GUS HALL has told {dV 

ck 

FLYNN'S memorial service, but that HERBERT APTHEKER, who is wv) Ἱ 
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cueear" Oy eg 69 ff). J 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ~ [A/S ει ΝΕ -- 

Casper 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
ἵ 2 DATE: September ΩΣ 1964 24 

_ Tavel 
~~ Trotter ὦ, 

‘Tele. Room - 
Holmes 
Gandy 

ae 

‘Captioned case involves. the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has: been. receiving 
communications transmitted to him by radio, 

FROM dé. F, Downing 

—_ ᾿ - 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Cc 

On 9/4/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau’s 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 386 
GR 105, was sent, 

The plain text 15 set forth below, The cipher text 
is attached, 

NR 386 GR 105 

DURING LAST (number) 24 HOURS GRASS (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) 
CONDITIONS REMAINED . EXTREMELY. DIFFICULT, FROM (number) 6 P.M, 

- TILL (number) 0430 A.M, PULSE, BLOOD PRESSURE. WERE STABLE, 
FROM Cnumber) 0430 ACU, HEART INSUFFICIENCY WAS: ‘MARKED, CLEARLY, 
FROM (number) 0830 AM, HEART VASCULAR. INSUFFICIENCY BECAME 
CRITICAL, ΑἹ. (number) 2. PM, HER CONDITIONS WAS VERY. DANGEROUS, 
HEART VASCULAR. INSUFFICIENCY WAS STILL VERY CLEAR, WE ARE VER’ 
UNCERTAIN, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Enclosure 

Mr, Conon 
Mr, Conr “es 
Mix, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, -A,. Sizoo, Mr, W. G, Shaw) 
Mr, Downing: | 
Mx, Neéewpher "κα 
Mr . mae oy ; REC. 4). fo 7280 177: (181 

ὄ 
PUP: maa \ wu ow f 

(8) : eR SEP ΡΝ ̓ 
soo γ-" δ; gia. ° 40 

Qo 7 fa AN G5 SEP 14 1964 ΕΝ ΠΑΡ 
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Tas eae OF ANESTATION: 

τ ceschovol A 924-Ga O° opinions setay OD 
y¥ ,. * 

4 ‘ 
As 

1 Tt 

ASS σε 

ΣῊ 

τ το τ een ee 

τές ὦ 

Sai 

. ᾿ y Η : , . τα} Mig τὰ ate . 

END ἀν. GA mo tte ΠΝ καὶ κα tole f tat, et ᾿ τ ' 4 La a ee “ες 
. to. ‘ ek ἢ "ate πὰς " oo Ἂ 

" ᾿ ΜΗ . + co 1 he a ea "ἢ fi as , : 
' μ ρ΄, ane . tt ΗΝ τ΄ - 

Ν = εν fav ta oo J Ἵν ἢ - - . + δ - ‘st if ᾿ ΜἹ 

10-05 AM JS SOD RED GOS Le μ 
“ον ᾿ : SA OPS tts κα ΝΣ: : ᾿ ι 

ΠΥ ΗΝ oh cee ἦᾧ. ΜΝ ᾿ " , ᾿ . 1 ΝΠ ΕΝ vit re) - ἀν, ἐᾷ ae — — 

ΠῚ . - τι = a . . 

. t * ° Ν ᾿ . 

an | 995 85-223534«2 I 155: 9550} pad 

TOAMR DOWNING τ΄. “τ. SEP 4 1964 

FROM AW SHYTH | .᾿ a RADIO | 
ae. 

e 

a? 
ms 

᾿ 

* 

" e ᾿ ΝΝ ΝῊ ert er ως a ar 
| MESSAGE women, 4" Ν᾿ " αἴ ἣν ΕΝ Pa my Y a 

ΣΙ ᾿ es ve ̓ a , La ἘΠ τ tet ge Nye a Ft 

τ' ἢ . . . , os! ch : ha ἐὰν Ry , 
ΗΝ : . a . ᾿ ae F " ἘΣ κὰν τ μι 4 ’ μὴν ᾿ς ἮΝ ΕΝ woof, vos " 

ee ΝᾺ 33B64Z/00 Bek ΤΙΝ wn αλλ τος 
᾿ + . . . aa L ¥ . 1 a ᾿ a “4 Κι μι κα Ν τῶι δὶ " ᾿ 

a ee εν a ar A 
4 “ “os " * ma * τὰν Ἐν 4 “alt 4 _ ' . i NR ὅ86. GR LOS Oe be 

a oF " ‘ . .᾿ : ᾿ i ᾿ * . " vt : Σ᾽ wale ‘ ἘΝ “"᾿ ε' 

Ι " ᾿ 4 « , ᾿ aod J , ες ἢ te a ' 
ae 

τ ha J . ἣν 
᾿ ᾿ . 

Gt ‘a ‘a ° 
. ἜΣ 

μ μ' 04541-32798-56544~902 16+ 5105 6: 75565- 76515-9562.- ΔΊδθ0- 19,07 
ἣ 

οὐ ΟἹοςδ-οθοδϑ- 60 75.- 09 74~8549i == 1398-46039-39056-75 17640624 

22095-=$0549-3569 1~ 82253-7331 5-25 7877~90086-09864-04862"4 1660 0 

* Q5437-49.4 10-9739 4-943 75-75233-" 14461-52878" 76252-02269-35284 

Ὁ (05921-46735~42.168-2001 1-05267-+56897+ 75561-63365~ 60141-34952 

; 88195-55343-8295 1-58196-14998-~43048~85577-98056-46795- 11715 

: * 0B936-2B695= 69 e%eto0000982 749-41. 98: 5δ656-:48...- 81800-95 196. 

5/805 38-84425~6567S~ 12 189-62 412-2 7546-86529-9 1853-85658-59450. 

᾿ ᾿59998 -09915- 1445: 99998-91ὅδη-5δδδῥῥ-69987-56949- 5591. 83751 

£61-+05232-07536+ 081 17-65031~ 713820 οι, 
. x “@ 

? + " ; ἜΝ Ἰ may 
oh τ .-" 
ea Ν soe wey 

are 7 τ Ἢ Η “" + tn 
et wo. - ἐν τῇ 
τι ? haat 
“κ᾿ + ἥν . ἢ api kg 

- - κι , τ " 

τ “Ἂ moe - dee 1s , { Μη ᾿ ee 3 . Paint ee eo, 
, ig ᾿ oe" εν} «ὦ . ν᾿ ~ ag . f > 0 q i 7." . ‘ it 

. ω ᾿ Β 1 ad , 4 . ate ais = i 
ΩΝ “ ae . - ᾿ . oon END - eT TE Bagh tS δέον 

» f . a* a x 1 a ΓΝ 
. . 1 πος . ᾿ τ" , ' : = 7 τὰ * . » a 

m Τὰ κι" aid: vey, , wart ' 

“ ΝΥ ᾿ i} ey 4 i By 

+ ᾿ εἷς . 

. RE SPECIAL NR Be τ STATION, ait Ap. 1339. GNT AND SENT THE FOLLOWING 

a 
awe * 



κοι πτδὸ 

UNITED STA’ T ES GOVERNMENT 
Casper a. 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOP i — 
oO : A. H, Belmont DATE: 9-4.64 

«ς [ . 

FROM : W, Ὁ, βαϊδένοι, 

a) 
SUBJECT: \SOLO ; 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

We have recently received information that Eliza eth 
y Gurley Flynn, Communist. Party,. USA, official presently in Moscow, 

is severely ill and is in a crisis state with it being quit 
possible that her death is imminent,. " ω3 

SAC Marlin Johnson of the Chicago Office -contacted me 
to advise that in connection with the possibility of Flynn's 
death, our top-level informant, CG 5824-S*, has been told by 
Party leaders that he will have to go to Moscow if Flynn dies, 
The informant pointed out that he may also have to take his wife, 
Johnson stated that if the informant goes alone his expenses, will 
amount to approximately $1,900 and if it is necessary for him to 
take his wife the expenses will amount to approximately $3,300, 
Johnson asked for authority to pay the informant in these amounts 
if it is necessary that the trip be made, and he was given 
authority to do so, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

For your information. 

100-428091 . | ! / 

1 - μὲ, Belmont / tf 
tT 

1 - Mr.. Sullivan . Ys { 
1 = My, Baumgardner ᾿ \?. ν 1 ~ Mr, Shaw Λ Ν᾽ 

(6). _ | ᾿ po0-4 2.9091 WY F ZB ᾿ REC 3 
9 SEP 11 1964: 

: gg: 

Ry | 

65 SEP 15 1964 



ey 
ΠΥ Downing 

SUBJECT: or 

orflayai faker no. 10 ‘ so10=t04 

er (Χ) CO τῶ of — 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ Beleont Mohr 

Casper ~ i 

morandium ROUTE IN ENVELOPE & evens 

; Sia pate: September 8, 1964 eg ‘ 
” fre! 

Trotter 
Tele. “Reor ..ν 
Holmes 
Gandy -- 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C ἰ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau? $8 highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-§8* who has been receiving »ς 
communications transmitted to him by radio, 

On. 9/5/64, transmissions were heard by. the Buréa 
radio station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 880 ̓ 
GR 99 .and ‘NR 690 GR 59, were sent, 

The plain text is set forth below, The cipher: text 
is attached,. ᾿ 

NR 880 GR 99 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall) FROM REFEREE (central Committee), “WITH 
DEEP REGRET WE INFORM. YOU. THAT GRASS (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) 

DIED ON SEPTEMBER (number). 5 IN THE MORNING, COACH (CPSU) . 
REFEREE (Central Committee) WILL SEND OFFICIAL CABLE. ANNOUNCING 
HER DEATH AND EXPRESSING CONDOLENCES, WE PROPOSE. TO: PAY OUR 

LAST RESPECT TO LATE GRASS: (Elizabeth Gurley. Flynn) ON 

SEPTEMBER (number) 7 IN HOTEL (Moscow) AND THEN TO ARRANGE 

CREMATION, SEND US YOUR OPINION ON THESE PROPOSALS -AND ALSO 

HOW TO DELIVER URN WITH ASHES: TO COVE ‘(United States). 

Enclosure 

Mr, Belmont 
Mr, Conrad ; 
Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, A, Sizoo, Mr, W, .G, Shaw) 

- Mr, Downing 
Mr, Newpher : wt abe 
Mr, Paddock ΗΜ ΕΓ 4111 

ihe, δ ee . + Ret 8 joo 2609) ΄. “6.5 

85 SEP 18 1964 

ὌΝ | HB ump - over SFP 2 id 
—ee ed 

aS 



Memorandum. to Mr, Conrad 
Re: Solo 

Internal Security - C 

NR 690 GR. 59 

OUR INTENTION. IS TO ALLOW PEOPLES OF HOTEL. (Moscow) TO PAY 
LAST RESPECT TO LATE GRASS (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) ON 
SEPTEMBER (number) 7 IN PILLARED HALL UNION HOUSE, CREMATE 
BODY IN EVENING AND TO HOLD MOURNING NEETING ON RED SQUARE 
ON SEPTEMBER (number) 8 AT 11 A.M, 

The New York Office was telephonically advised of . 
the above at about 12:30 P, Μ,, 9/5/64, 

Supervisor Robert C, Putnam of Division V was also 
advised 9/5/64, . 

ACTION: - 

4d 

4 a 

a . ὡς 

For information, 
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RADIO
 ᾿ ̓

 : : ‘ 

τὸ MR DOWNING = Po r
e a ate 

FROM A Ww SMYTH r
a 

RE SPECIAL 2e - SECOND ἢ ᾿η588 AS: ronLa
ts | 

HR 880. - 
ae 

ΕΣ 

- 

’ 
jeg he 

os 

GR 99 
" 

τ
 

τυ 
δι 

4 

1 1606-29650"28584
929682"97 segura

 it }=90884258186-6
5180709978: es 

rae 

| Hae aro iss 5i-0teasTO 
MRIS ISS

 ἜΧΕΝ 

ωυπιἐθοοτομοτ
ας αρε τορι αι -Ἄϑεσο ἀνα δῃ RENAE 

ἑ τὸ δον 

3 οε486.11855- 15694°59 71079 1
415- 13009987284

" 129814887270
2 126 5: ἘΝ 

' μαι τον es 
sea

s Pa hye 

paagnse529-0s7A6
~ OLA2rSTTSEATON

T ES 7 1G196-62295°8482
5. Mtb 

END δύ “α STATION REPEATED 
siti uses ‘OW. SECO

ND. SCHEDULE. .- . ΗΝ 
᾿ mat 

oh 
as 

7 1. ἢ 



im 
OPTIONAL FORA NG. 10 ᾿ τοιόσδ 
ὙΜΑΥ 1851 ΚΟΊΤΙΟΗ £ 
OFA GEN, REG. NG, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Mohr 
fr ane x " aspet Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELGE E— | 

TO :- WC, suliivay . ATE Κα Ond64 = D 
1 
1 = Mr, Sullivan Trotter τις 
1 - Mr, Baumgardner 
1 
1 
-~ J, D.Donohue 

ΠΝ 5 Mrs Shaw 

re : FL J. Baumgardner, 

ἢ ah, 

SUBJECT: : 

NTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

Reference is made to your memorandum to Mir. Belmont in 
, Captioned matter this date concerning the fact that CG 5824-S* 
may have to go to Moscow in connection with the critical illness 

} of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and indicating that SAC Marlin Johnson 
of the Chicago Office had been: authorized to expend the nécessary 
funds in connection with the proposed trip. ᾿ 

Johnson called δὲ -4:55 p,m, this date and stated that 
the informant advised that he must go to Moscow to pave the way 
for the anticipated trip to Hoscow. of the Communist Party, USA's, 
leader Gus Hall, who it is anticipated will subsequently go. 
Informant is scheduled to leave Chicago Saturday, 9-5+-64, and. to 
arrive. in New York City at 2:53 p,m, the same date where he is 
to. be met by NY 694-5*, The two informants intend, to have a 
meeting to brief eachother so as to protect the Bureau's interest, 
and to facilitate this CG 5824-S* requested that SA Richard 
Hansen of the Chicago Office also go to New York to be present for 
the briefing so that immediate problems could be ironed out; 

Following the briefing, CG 5824-S* is scheduled to 
{, depart from New York City at 7 p.m, on. Saturday, 9-5-64, on, KLM 
ἰ Airlines. by way of Amsterdam and Prague and from there to Moscow. 

The informant pointed out that the Party is putting 
pressure on him to make this trip and also pointed out that it is 
essential for him to do so from the standpoint of the Bureau's 
interest to obtain pertinent information concerning Hall's 
activities when Hall finally goes, 

SAC Johnson was authorized to send SA Hansen to New 
York to be present at the briefing between. CG 5824-S* and NY 694—S*, 

It will be noted that CG 5824-S*'s wife may accompany 
him to New York but definitely does not plan to go to Moscow a j ͵ ΄ 
indicated she might eartier. «Ue — SS 
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A. | 1 - Mr. Sullivan Notes 
FROM : Mr. De. EB. iM Nw L - Mr. Baungardner Tele. Room ᾿ 

= 1 - Mr. Donohue * Gandy’, 
O 1 - Mr. Shaw i " ως 

SUBJECT (Crm 

IS ~ COMMUNIST ats 

SAC Johnson, Chicago, called 11:05 am today with 
reference to the planned trip of CG 5824-S* to Moscow in 
connection with the illness of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn. “Oo 
view of Flynn's death, the informant does not plan on making 

this trip. 

SAC Johnson advised that after news of Flynn's death 
was received, CG 5824~S% had been in touch with NY 694-S*« and 
both were of the opinion that there was no reason for the 
trip to Moscow at this time. It is noted that plans are for 
Flynn's body to be cremated in Moscow tomorrow (9-6) and the 
ashes to be returned to the U. S. on 9-8. The informant 
would not be able to get to Moscow for the cremation and, 
therefore, does not believe he should go at this time. 

_ . ΒΑΟ Johnson said he was in agreement; therefore, 
the informant's trip was being canceled. 
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‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)- pare: 9/4/64 

Pa, ἢ oe pom ἢ SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) (41) 
‘eS ᾿ 

SUBJECT ( Gu 

IS-C 

ReNYlet, 8/4/64. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following trans- 
actions regarding SOLO funds during the month of August, 1964; 

Credits ° 

Onhand- 8/1/64 τς 5340,595.00 - ᾿ 
Received 8/5/64 300,000.00 ὃῸὁ΄) $640,595.00 

. Debits - | 

8/5/64. To LENA SCHERER ᾿ 
for "The: Worker" $16,000.00 . 

For CPUSA Print. Shop δ 4,000.00 

| ‘For CPUSA National ΝΕ ; 
ΕΝ Office ‘payroll 6,000.00 26,000.00 

8/12/64 To ARNOLD JOHNSON 
for CPUSA National . . - | . 72. Office. $ 1,500.00 

ες tw FO κα 

(/- Bureau (RM) 
1 ~ Chicago: (134-46 Sub 8) crm) RE . 1 - NY 134091 (Inv) (41)-_ ν᾿ - FQ sab 415% : 
1 ~ NY 100+128861 . ACPUSA Funds, Reserve Fund) (42) 
1... NY 100-136 637 ' GRY 

ACB: mfd 
(6) 

᾿ _ wy 
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NY 100-134637A 

For expenses o£ 
trip to Moscow of = 

_ GUY OWENS and FERN 
OWENS 

For’ transmittal to 
CP: attorney ABE - 
ISSERMAN. for. purchase 

$ 1,000.00 

of ‘businesses in Florida. 

᾿ for CPUSA 

8/21/64 To ARNOLD "JOHNSON 
for. ‘CPUSA National 

Office “expenses, 

‘Balance 

17,500.00 $ 10,000.00 

4,000.00 
$ 40,000.00 - 

$600, 595'.00: 
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Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plain text or code) 

“(P riority) |. 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 6 th | 0 q | SUBJECT: 8010 Ms 
Is=C aN ες 

On 9/5/64, NY 694~S* received a coded- 1 
deciphered message from the Soviets for transmission 
to GUS HALL. The plain text of the message is as, Υν 
follows: ᾿ ὶ 

Ἂ ἣν. 
"To GUS HALL from CTSU: \ 

With deep regret we inform you that 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN died on September 5 in morning. 
fhe Central Committee of the CPSU will send official 

| cable announcing her death and expressing,.condolences. 
. We propose to pay our last respects to late ELIZABETH 
GURLEY FLYNN on September 7 in Moscow, and then to 
arrange cremation. Send us your opinion on these 
proposals and how to deliver urn with ashes to 
USA. " 

᾿ Our intention is to allow people of Moscow 
}! ἐπ 135 ΚΑ 

Bureau 

~ Chicago (134-46-Sub B) 
1- New York (134-91) (INV) (NY 694~S*) 
l- New York 

ACB: kb 
(9) 

REC ay (9.797) μ Θ᾽ 
EX ῦ 1 SEP 7 tog, 

πω ΒΝ ee. Ἱ ὡν Pa 

WAL | ἐφ 
“¢ “ 

ΩΝ 

SEp { ari Agent in Charge ν᾿ 
Bye ο ἔ Sent ___ Μ Βε6ῖ 
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NY Loo-134637 - " | 

ἮΝ to pay. last pesSpects to laté ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
on September 7 in Pillared Hall, Union House, cremate . 
body in everiing, and to hold motrning meeting on Red 

Square on September 8 at 11 a.m," 
: NY 694-S# advised that he expects to send 

᾿ the above. information to GUS HALL,who is currently 

at his summer home in Maine, at 5 -psm..on 9/5/64. 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Viq ΔΙΒΤΕΙ͂, REGISTERED 
ero oe - : (Priority) 

“ΤΊ . 
l TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

SUBJECT Gas) 
IS-C 

7 "ee NA Ae 
On 9/3/64, NY 694-S* received a coded-cipheréd” wessane σ { -» 

from the Soviets, the plain text of whichis as follows: (it (0 
should be noted that this message was recéived on Thursday. _ od 
It should further be noted that in accordance With. the Septembdx/) ἢ 
schedule for transmission of radio messages, Mondays and "th 
Wednesdays are the designated days for radio transmission.) 

“ 

"To GUS HALL 8 ney, 

“phe Central Committee of the CPSU invites to the 
U.S.S.R., in addition to quota, 20 leading CPUSA members to 
acquaint them with CPUS activities and everyday life in U,S.S..R. 
Washington, D.C. Embassy was instructed to give visas to 14 
CP members according to your requests. ae) 

-~HIKB 
bXa/ BUREAU (RM) ; 

L - CHICAGO.(134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) 
1 - N¥-134-91 (Inv) (41) - 
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NY 100-134637 

"2, Central Committee of East German CP,in létter to 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN; invited one CPUSA leadex to participate 
in celebrations. in- East Germany for anniversary on October 7th. 

"3, -Koms6mol sent invitation for youth forum to 
organization designated by you. Washington, D D.C. Embassy was 
instructed: to give visas. to Danny Rubin, his wife, 1 Bloice 

- and Hawley. 

πῇς To. Brooks - New ptione number to ackiowledge radio 
message 15. Plaza. 2=9245,, drop ~ ΜῈ 2-9487," 

"5. During iast 24 ‘hours, there. was no. improveient in: 
ELIZABETH ‘GURLEY FLYNN's condition, It was. marked second drop 
in. heart-vascular activities. Blood pressure slipped to. 80-0, 
Dropped * - beat, irrégular. pulse,. short breath, Cyanosis. Intra- 
venous injections are continuing. At 2 διὰ. -bldod pressure was 
118-80. -Pulsation is. bettér, Insufficiency of léft part of 
heart. . Conditions are very difficult.” 

In explanation of #3 above, see. NY airtel 8/24/64, 
page 3, reflecting that the Soviets had béen requested τὸ invite 
certain organizations’ and individuals to the World Fordm of 
Solidarity ‘o£ Youth; and Students in Moscow between: September 
16 and 23, 1964.,. 

With. regard: to the part of thé message of #4 above © 
reading "Drop - MU :2-9487," NY 694-S% is not familiar with 
the telephone number MU 2-9487 and does not know what the 
sigificance. of this fiumber is. -A check ‘by’ the NYO teflects 
that this number is for a telephone booth located on the SW 
corner ΟΣ 45th Street. and Fifth Avenue, NYC... - 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic _ ATREEL REGISTERED | 
“52... - - (Priority) Ι 

--- ee ere ey ee me ee re, ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ie ee ee Loewe eee _ 

re TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- ~428091) GZ 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 7) 
ΜΝ a 4 Y 1.4, 
sussect: (80 | Ad : 

" ᾿ 18.Ὁ ΞΖ) i ΠΣ : 

- ὑ T-39 nit 

On 9/3/64, NY 694-S* advised that he received from ἴῷ 
ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, the “second channel” with respect to the — Saye 
reception of-messages from the Soviets; a cigarette box contain- ἵ 
ing a message which had been given to NEEDLEMAN by KONSTANTIN Ρ. 
SEMENOV,, Amtorg official, for transmission-to.the CPUSA.. The | 
message is as follows: ῥ 

‘vrs, FLYNN was hospitalized in connection with. t 
exaceraetion of diabetes soon after her arrival in the USSR 
August 27. She was let out of the hospital because her health 
had been improved, Then on August 29 she was again hospitalized 
in connection with frequent liquid flux associated with systematic 
slime and blood, as well as vomiting. On August 31 a council 
of physicans consisting of Academicians A..F, BILIBIN, V. C. 
VASTLENCO and Pro, E, A, VASUKOVA reached a ‘conclusion that 
Mrs.-FLYNN suffers from acute- inflammation of stomach and 
intestine with the appearance of intoxication and heart Wascular 
insufficiency-on the background of acute fattening and 
atherosclerosis, diabetes, On the morning of September 2 her 
health has mich deteriorated., She has lost consciousness. Her 
condition is: very grave," 

I §)3RB ες ΒΕ 43 3,2.» BUREAU. (RM) 
᾿ς ΟΗΊΟΑΘΟ. (134-46 Sub B).(AM any oo. Og — - YAS SO ¢/~ ys? 

L - NY.134-91 (Inv) (41) ) δ" ac ld 
1, - NY 100-134637 (41)-. 9 SEP 14 1964 
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_ NY 694-S* advised that he is transmitting information 
regarding ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN's condition to -GUS.-HALL through 
the latter's wife. -He expects to be in, telephonic communication 
with HALL on: the evening of 9/3/64, at which, time he will 
personally furnish HALL with 411 information hé has received 
concerning FLYNN's. condition, 

It. stiould be noted that as 5 reported by separate 
aixtel with. xespect to messages recéived from the Soviets ᾽ 
via radio on 9/3/64, hisa subsequent message reflects that 
FLYNN"s condition is. detériorating, 

- 
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Transmit the following -in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

| 
για __ AIRTEL REGISTERED 

- so - {Priority) Ι 
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᾿ ΝΣ NO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). : | 

FROM: ὀ SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) ΠΡ: ἢ 
ΝΞ - i 7 J ᾿ 

SUBJECT : | co τ τ : οὐκ ὁ : R 
IS-C ΓΑ ne of / { 

O Ch, 7 Spy 

On 8/24/64, NY 694-S* advised that he had delivered, on | 
that date, microfilm messages to ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN fd ans, 
mittal to the Soviets by way of the "Second Chanhel.,' HE Ue PR, uf 

The plain text of these nessages, which were in partial 
code, are as follows: 

1, "fo Central Committee and to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 

URGENT! EXPEDITE! [a 

"Tt is of great importance that Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn attend and represent CPUSA at the Togliatti funeral which 
Will be held in Rome, I, too, had planned to make every effort 
to have attended it together with Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and was 
On my way to Washington to appeal for visa so to be able to 
attend the funeral. HOWEVER, while en route the death of our 
beloved Ben Davis forced me to change these plans. 1 shall 
therefore have to remain for the funeral. of Ben Davis which will 
be held ° Wednesday. ed Ζ 

- 43-8 »» Od: > 
~ BUREAU (RM) ΚΟ» 

“4 ~ CHICAGO-(134-46 Sub B) (AM m0 ye 

L- NY 134-91 (Ἰην) 41) See! ΧΕ 42S 04 og — ΗΟ 
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Approved; Sent ϑ Μ᾿ Ρθὲ 



NY 100-134637΄ 

- "On hearing the news of Togliatti's death we immediate- 
ly wixed you by cable via Art Shields asking that you attend 
Togliatti's funeral and designating Esther Shields to accompany 
you. to help you. physically. in any manner possible and at the same 
time covéring the story for The Worker. The wire was returned 
to us a few hours ago saying Art Shields was not at home. We 
tried to lose no. time in getting the above message to you. There- 
fore this request, . 

"Gus Hall” 

@. "Please convey also the following message to Elizabeth 
Gurley Flynn so that to better explain the turn of events which 
force me to remain in United States and the original request that 
Elizabeth Gutley. Flynn attend the funeral,” | 

. "To Central Committee and to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 

We know that unfortunately your medical examination 
showed that you have. diabetes and that you were hospitalized in 
the last two weeks, Let me explain to you the important inter- 
national ‘and fratexnal. significance of yor attending as our. 
delegate, for CPUSA Togliatti s funeral in Rome, To us it will 
be of great importance. 

"Tt was unfortunate at the time that we could hot send 
anyone to Thorez funeral, Only an impertant CP member of your 
standing or mine should attend because of protocol, Meanwhile 

ΟΖ, too, will try: to. attend the funeral provided I obtain visa for 
that purpose, Confidentially, I am losing-no time in appearing 
in Washington so to obtain visa on compassionate ‘grounds although 

. the international. and fraternal importatice is the main factor, 

"JT am also designating that. Esther Shields accompany ‘you 
to Rome sd-that she be of whatever physical help necessary to you 
and at the same time to cover this event for The Worker. Pledse 

understand the importance of this fraternal move and that we were 
fully aware Of your diagnosis and that the doctors can ‘rule either 

you can travel or not, I repeat, there is no one other than you 



NY 100-134637 

‘Yor me in a high office, with the situation being as it is in 
United States, to attend this funeral. 

"Gus Hall"! 
᾿ 

ὡς "ro Reshetov, Komsomol 

"We hope that you will invite all organizations on the: 
list which.we préviously sent to you for the Forum Organizing 
Committee which will be held in Moscow and it is especially 
important that the following four organizations receive such 
invitations: 

"DuBois Clubs of America 
-L007 McAllister St. 
San Francisco, California 

"Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
8; Raymond Street, N.W. . 
Atlanta 14, Georgia 

“Students for a Democratic Society 
.119 Fifth Avenue, Room 302 - 
New York, N.Y. 1003 

"Students for Peace and Disarmament 
‘University of Wisconsin. 
Madison, Wisconsin ΙΝ 

"In the case of these four organizations it is doubtful 
that they could attend without being guests of the Forum Organizing 
Committee." 

5, "To Resheto Komsomol 

“you did not invite nor were any invitations received 
for DuBois-Clubs of America, 1007 McAllister Street, San Francisco, 
California. Please invite Carl Ellinger Bloice of same ofganization ᾿ 
immediately and have visa for him in Washington, Meanwhile we - 
believe that both Bloice and James Peter Hawley of Students for 



a? 

NY 100~-134637 

‘Peace and Disarmament,, University of Wisconsin, can leave upon. 
your invitation from Forum. Organizing Committee in Moscow. in 
September, τὸ make. ‘sure ‘that there are no. obstacles we will 
advance to. them one-way airplane: tickets to- Moscow,, Please 
have visa for Hawley also. “Meanwhile Mortimer Daniel Rubin and. 
his wife Dorothy may leave -within néxt, ten days -.for Moscow at 
which time Resheto can discuss in person the. important problems 
of youth,’ 

6. "Pleasé Note’ 

“Tt would be Best if I’had an extra special 
container to insert my film in for secondary channel. 

᾿ ΝΣ τ ἢ "Jack Brooks” 

7. "Sister Matilda next .. ΙΝ 

inele Elliot September 25, 7:05. P.M. next." 
1 a ra 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
‘ff . - : (Priority) ἢ 

-.-----.- .......................................... οὖς... μ.........--- - 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Beas 
. Clipe FROM: «SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ΡΣ, 

κ Ζ) “2 
suBsect ἡ OLO 

On 9/4/64, NY 694-S* received from the Soviets a 
coded-ciphered radio message for transmittal to GUS HALL, the 
plain text of which is as follows: Le 

"During last 24 hours ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN's 
condition remained extremely difficult... From-6:00-P.M, till 
0430 A.M. pulse, blood pressure were stable. From 0430 A.M; 
heart insufficiency was marked clearly. From 0830-A.M. heart 
vascular insufficiency became critical. At 2:00 P.M, her ‘con- 
dition was very dangerous, Heart-vascular insufficiency was 
Still very clear, We are very uncertain," | 

_YUaR& 

=) 3/~ BUREAU (100~428091) (RM) 
- CHICAGO~(134-46 Sub-~B) (AM RM) 
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Date: 8/26/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

για. ATROEL REGISTERED 
- . Ρηο) { 

πον" .-- ee i ..--ὄ eee ee, ie Sem ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee a ee ee ee L — ae ee ee ee κα...» _— 

΄ eC So TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) AWE 

SUBJECT : uo» _ | 
Is-C id 8 

ReNYairtels dated 8/24/64 and 8/13/64. 

On 8/26/64, NY 694-S* advised that he had, on that 
date, obtained from ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, by way of the second 
channel, the "Winston Cigarette-Container" referred to in 
referenced airtel of 8/13/64. Neither NEEDLEMAN nor NY 694-S* 
knew if there was any microfilm message in the container, - 
However, upon examination it was determined that the container 
did contain one microfilm message in partial code, the plain 
text of which is as follows: 

"ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN: asks to inform GUS HALL 
that she could-not go to Rome because of the state 
of her health. Physicians believe that the medical 
treatment of Diabetes goes satisfactory and they 
probably would soon be ablé to release her from. - 
the hospital,” 

[5913 RB “» , 
C- BUREAU (RM) 

CHICAGO..(134-46 Sub 8) ou RM) 
1. - ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv 
1 = NY 100-134637 ane * REC /00 - -7a-8 ξ 04 / “2 6 2. 
JDO:mEd (#41) 

ΜΝ pans 
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: : 
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NY 100-134637 

This message was in answer to the request made by 
microfilm message through second channel on 8/24/64, as set 
forth in reférenced NY airtel 8/24/64. This request was 
for forwarding to ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN who is undergoing 
treatment for Diabetes in a Moscow hospital, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 7 “ Oi — 

- . oe ~ . ττ Th = Cpr = - 

MemorandumagyTs IN ENVELOPE y= 
Gole - 

TO: Mr. WC, sudee PATE: September 9, 1964 Salvo SED 

a . 1. τ Mr, Belmont Tele Roa 
| Som : Mr. Ἐς J. Baumgardne 1 = Mr, Sullivan Gondy ——_— 

— aire i =. Mr. Baumgardner. 
1 ~~ Mr, ἢ, Putna 

suBjectT: ( “Sor,0 
: INTERNAL ‘SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST fa : 

My. memorandum of 8=10-64 set forth in detail receipts of “02 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Commtinist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), and the disbursements. of these funds during July, 1964, The 
following schedule shows. the present status of these funds together Ν Η - 

with receipts and disbursements during August, 1964, 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from Soviet ‘Union 9/58 to. 8/31/64. cccsscessess 9 2,279,991 ~ 
Total received from. Red China 2/60 to 8/31/64. eee eee eeeeeeean . 50,000 
Grand total received. 9/58 to 8/31/64... Coes eeeeeeeeneeesneseae 
Total disbursements to 8/31/64. oisnccrceneccsvsscaccccccecees 1,637,396 

Balance of Fund 8/31/64, Oo owe e ess oeseteceeesese oer eh $ 69 3 OOF 
ΡΣ αι 

* $600,595 maintained by NY 694~S* in New York City. 
$92,000 maintained by CG 5824—S* in Chicago; 

DETAILS: ~ 
ott 
- 

uty 
a 
- 

“3 

4 £4 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 7/31/64Arccescecseves $1,979,991 
Total received: from Red China 2/60 to 7/31/64, one ee eeeet eeee . 30,000 
Grand total received: 9/58 το TIBI 4 rccerccncecccaseessce eoee 1? 9 3 96 
Total disbursements to 7/31 Co cesiecces Coasesbeootereane eee eeonr 094 a 

Balance of. Fund 7/31/64. VERE ereeeereroee Terese ee ὄπ 60 oe 452 7095 
Receipts during August 2 2964... « .«οονοοοεοούνοισοδιφοοοφ νοῦ φφοὺ ὁ 00,000** _3 

Total $ VOT3S, 595 

** Received by NY 694-S* in New York City on 
8/5/64 from Vladimir A, Chuchukin, Counselor, 
Soviet Mission. to the: United Pagions. 

| Liege 

DISBURSEMENTS. DURING. AUGUST, 1964: i AL» 

8/5/64 - To.Lena Scheréy, CPUSA’RéeServe Fund official. 97 nec$c, 1126 000 
52) - for "fhe Worker," and CPUSA National Office °° ° 

Or: Po tt g δὲρ 6 1964. . 32 

re | we! 

noesP t , 
5 Νι 

᾿ } 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

ay 

᾿Φεϑευπδειεντα. ‘DURING. AUGUST, 1964,. (CONTINUED) : 

8/12/64: - To. Arnold. Johnson; CPUSA functionary, 
| for: expenses. CPUSA National Office; $1, 500 
: ~trip to Moscow: for cP: members Fern ,and 7 

Guy: Owens; ὃ. 1,000 
1 transmittal to cP attorney to buy. 
ἜΝ Ν in, Florida for CPUSA. 7,500. $ 10,000: 

8/21/64 = To Arnold: Johnson. for expenses, . 4,000 
_ CPUSA National Office. mS 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS - AUGUST, 1964 . oo. ᾿ς $ 40,000 

BALANCE. OF FUND 8/31/64 ᾿ ᾿ 4 692,595. 

ACTION: 

- None,. This memorandum ' is' Submitted for your ‘information. 
An up-to-date accounting. of "Solo. fuids will -be: ‘prought. to. your ; 
attention each month» Details of ‘the accounting of these funds - 
are not to be disseminated. 
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᾿ OBA GEN. REG. ΝΟ. 27 

i UNITED STATES GO NMENT 

Βα ΟΣ 

Memorandum | " 
--" Wor FBI (60- 428091) ΕΝ oe Septenber 8, 1964 

| yl SAC, CHICAGO, ase. 46 Sub 8). | | 

SUBJECT: | oo 
| Is - C. 

᾿ Re ‘Bureau letter dated 9/4/60 ‘and Chicago. letter 
| dated 8/5/64, 

"Referenced Bureau letter of May. 4, 1960, instructed | 
Chicago to set forth a monthly. accounting of, receipts and 

disbursements of Solo and reserve funds in the possession ‘of 
CG 5824- oF. Set forth below is such an accounting. ) 

Balance of Funds in Possession of 
CG 5824-8* as of July 31, 1964 7 

Solo Funds | 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid America National Bank, _ 

ἐν Chicago, T11bOlGserevensveeenaseceenessacses® 92, 000 10 , 

ΠΡ, USA Reserve Funds ᾿ 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit | 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 

| Chicago, ἐν ΝΣ 14.391. 32 

| “Total ἐν $106, 291. 32 

Additions 

Solo and/or 
Gey USA Reserve Funds 

-None.. oe ΕΝ i ἃ 776- YOO - Woy 

Je Fak 
- Bureau (ΕΜ) ες " 1958 

2 - New York (RM) » ΝΞ " τῷ SEP. 1a 

1. ~ 100-134637 
i 

I - 100-128861- “©, “USA - Reserve finds) 
a Ξ -. Chicago ΝΣ τς νι " ἝΝ ΥΩ 

RWH: 11, ΝΠ ΝΥ ΕΞ-- Pry | 

We ΑΡΟ ἘῈ Qe 
65 SEP 18 6t ᾿ 
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. 5 .ὖ τ νος τειν ον ὑπο ἐς 

CG 184-46 Sub Β΄ 

‘Disbursements 

Solo Funds 

None. 

ἘΠῚ USA Reserve Funds. 

+ 8/5/64 oy 

8/4/64 

GUS. HALL se eeeseecereeseeneeeeeeeee 

| B/5/64 

- To. CARL ‘WINTER, ‘Detroit, 

as ‘subsidy for * publication 
of CP supported magazine 

ΝΥ LOU DISKIN, ‘operator, Modern 
Book. Store, as cost of materials | 
and books purchased and sent to. 

To HELEN WINTER, Detroit,‘ for 
advance of: salary and advance 
of travel and related expenses. bi. 
‘connected’ to official tasks © = bic 

. for. ΟΡ, ΒΑ. eeiseesasseceecereeeeee a 

8/13/64 student,” 
University of Wisconsin, Madison,. 
as financial ‘subsidy in’ connec~ 

- tion with enrollment for new’ 

8/17/64 

records to ΟΝ 

᾿ Total Funds. in ΕΝ 
-CG. 5824-8* as of August. 31, ‘i964. 

“To MORRIS ‘CHILDS as ‘reimbursement: 
of purchase price for three suit- 
cases utilized to, return Party 

Possession οἵ. 

4° Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash. in safe deposit εἰς 
‘box, Mid America. National Bank, 

Chicago, I LUNOIS se eeseerereeensereeseneccenaS: 

| “Total ΗΝ 

τ ΡΟΣ’ Today." ΙΝ 

100,00. τ 

400,00. - 

48,00 

2,745.00. 

92,000.00, 

᾿ school: YEOPseeravenereseccrenennees τον 200,00. 



CG 34:46 sup α΄ τ 
τον οὐ τὶ cP USA Reserve Funds: 

ΝΣ Maintained in cash in gafe ‘deposit εὖ 
:- box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 

. Chicago, ΤῊ ποῖβο teereeeeeseceneeeseeeee eee eS 11,546; 32. 

Total _ 8108, 546. 32 | 

Sages : 
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οἴ GEN, MEG, NO, 27 Q ΤΟΊΒΟΣ eee 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont - 

Mohr 
Casper 

Μ ee ROUTE IN ENVELOPE #=—= 
TO: Mr. conrad LW pate: September 14, i oe 

of vc. F. Downing 

wo a 
SUBJECT 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been 
communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 9/14/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureays 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequénci 
but no messages were transmitted. | a 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 -- Mr. Conrad ΄ 
2i~- Mr. -Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. ἃ. Sizoo, Mr. -W. G. Shaw) 
i - Mr. Downing 
1 = Mr. Newpher 

Ἐ ’ JC:mmg 

4 

G5 SEP 18 1964 ) ; 
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GSA GEN. REG. NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GO -RNMENT 

Memorandum’ 

“-Rebulet dated 8/6/64. 

Referenced ‘Bureau letter enclosed an article 

᾿ς entitled "Reds Reveal Pressure for Dogma Revision," which 
appeared in the August 3, 1964, issue of the "Washington 

- Post." The Bureau requested that CG 5824-8* be called 
upon to comment on the significance of the enclosed news= - 
paper article. . 

In. line with this request, the. above noted article | 
was: ‘furnished to: CG 5824-5S* for review and comment-.and on 
the basis” of this, CG 5824-S5* made the following comments: 

Τὰ his opinion there. is. ‘nothing startling or: 
‘surprising inthis article by this leading Yugoslav communist. 

. He stated that he recalled a-few years ago that I, MINTZ, 
the noted Soviet historian and academian, had remarked during 
personal discussions in the Soviet Union that there would be | 
a review of Party history. and: the actual role therein that — 
STALIN had played, 

G 5824-S* noted that he personally. had not been οὖ 
: informed of the conference as noted nor had he learned from 

any other source that. it had-been held, but he felt that it. 
‘was very possible that such a conference of Russian’ historians 7 
had been conducted generally along the lines noted, He then’ © 

. noted that historical events frequently need fixing or change. 
and such a procedure is not new and is understood by those τ 

' who know and deal with the art of history. This may even be 
true, for example, in regard to the interpretation of. 
historical events dealing with our own country where documents, 
letters.and other items.frequently come to light. years later, 
perhaps. upon the death of the principals who had been involved 
in these events. 

Nye F 7 Yl bbe 
a ον (RM). -Yasogl- fob 
1 -. cago cuca IR] eae | | so 

: BNE: bll , a τ Α SEP 161964 Ho 57 

a 



᾿ δε Αϑάτεῦ Sub B oy εἶ | 

‘In ̓ξορατά. το the. ‘teference in the article. to” 

“gRorsky;, CG 5824-S* felt: that. it was .entirely possible - 

ἰδ Ὁ. 10 may have been one of the subjects of discussion τ 

‘though he. felt. "you can rest assured" that: this discussion 

‘and no discussion-in the. immediate. future will result in τ΄ 

‘any rehabilitation of ‘TROTSKY, . The contrary ‘in fact will. 

_ be the case because the Russians today. in. their arguments — ae 

and rebuttal to the. Comminist Party of China on-ideological ° | =~ 
“matters refer to the. Chinese as, being: Trotekyist, that AS, el 

left. sectarians. of the. worst sorte: at 
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38 fev, 16-29-63} oe e _ Φ 

τ ΟΠ IN ΠΤ 
Date: 9/10/64 

Se i i ee, Transmit the following in 
: (Type in plain text or cade) 

REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

sussecr Os 
Ἰ8- 

On 9/10/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLIN a 
as follows: . 

On 9/9/64, ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA National Lepisisuls ve (~ 
Director, toid NY 694-S%- that a CPUSA National Board-meeting is 
scheduled to be held in-NYC - location as yet undetermined, between 
9/18 and 9/21/64, and that the said meeting may be extended 
to 9/22/64, so that all National Board members may be available 
to attend a memorial meeting to be held at the Commamity Church, 
NYC, on 9/22/64, in honor of the late ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN. oe 

JOHNSON then referred to the Soviets having invited Laer | 
representatives from the Communist Parties of 26 countries to ἢ 
go tO Moscow on December 15, 1964, to form an editorial oe το ἢ 
to begin work in preparation for an international conference of 
Commmist Parties in 1965, (See NY airtel 8/7/64.) of 

Concerning this matter, JOHNSON said at the National 
Board meeting on 9/18/64, mentioned above, GUS HALL would 
introduce this subject as part of the agenda at. the meeting, 
and that it would be determined at the said meeting who would 

ybe the CPUSA representatives to the Moscow conference. 

(89 BORA (μὴ aie aus 7 
~ CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) (AM RX) {FO - YS ΟΖ, 
᾿  - 134-46) Bee 

cag” | 
“- = 

ΔΝ 

ἃ (341) ἢ 

ΡΊ 6 orene Agent in Charge 



οἰ ἀπ atamede 
7 JOMNSON said that. ‘cus ‘gata, is § particularly’ a anzious a 

“to attend the Moscow meeting, but: ‘that HALL. would wait ‘yntil. 
 -after the U.S. elections in November to-obtain’a ‘passport. | ma. ὁ 

. feels, that if the ‘political. situation | ‘should . become “tense! ἢ a 
‘President . JOHNSON might find it expedient to. “pull ‘the: rug out. 

τιμὴ from under GUS HALL and. make it “ἘαροθδΊ810. for HALL to > Be. ‘te a ee Moscow, "ΝΣ 

nations’ Board meeting. would. include. also ἃ discussion of the ae 
coming U.S, ‘elections. SON said he would introduce the “ΝΣ 

᾿ discussion, and that: wembére ὍΣ. the. Board would report ἃ on the - ̓  

“- 

πο activicies in their Feapéctive districts. 

JOHNSON also stated that JAMES. ALLEN is. ‘preparing: to. 

ARNOLD JOHNSON said that , the ‘agenda 8 at the scheduled oe 

τς (go abroad in the immediate future. ALLEN.Will go to the Soviet = 
πους Union, and: possibly to. other satellite: comntries, as a. représen- τὸ 

tative of International | Publishers, and ὦ be: the official” ae 
CPA representative at the celebration: ‘in: Berlin, between 

ον September 24 and. September. 28, 1964, of the. Centennial, of the 
_ >. . ‘founding of the First. International: (See. NY airtel: 8/11/64, 

πω - (weflecting’ this ‘celebration is being Sponsored ὍΣ, the World 
ΝΣ Marxist Reviews) 

_ ARNGLD “JOHNSON: also stated. ‘that after. ‘the ‘above- . 
᾿ mentioned National Board meeting in NYC, GUS: HALL would. goto 

οι Chicago as the first stop in a.tour of the. widwest: for Party. 
purposes. HENRY WINSTON, according to JOHNSON, would "tour the ote 

τὴς ὃς SAL" after. the aforesaid National Board } mest ing. ia. WYC. ee 
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"ΝΣ ΓΤ wom yoy Στὴ ROUT boy bey HILOPE 

᾿ 5/16/64 

nivtel . ες 2 = Reddy Airtel | i - Ryan 

L = Denz 

| fo: SACS, Now York (1000194637) 6 | - 
Ce Chicago (134-46 sub B) ; 

8 From: Director, FBY, (100-428091) 

INTERNAL, SECURITY “= C: , 

indicating that the Johnson Administration: will win. an. overwhelming: 

ἃ important: meetings in Chicago “with sone Amportant 
. aS ΓΒ, Ων: 

Chicago following the National Board meeting currently scheduled £6 
9/18 = 21/64 with a possible extxa day;. 9/22/64, for an... Elizabeth Gurley Flynn Memorial Meeting, ᾿ς : | ὃ [Ἢ td ἃ . 

_ ., Concerning Hall's proposed: visit to Chicago and bearing: in 
mind the delicate nature of the source-of, this information, both 
New York and Chicago aré instructed to stay on top.of this matter, — 
utilizing every logical invebtigative aid, Ancluding physica surveil~ 
lances, if necessary, aimed at fully identifying Hell's alleged con 
tacts in the Democratic Party. in Chicago. © - 

ΝΙΝ In addition, Now York should make an all-out effort to 
promptly identify the recipient involved in. the statement by Hall. that 

~ “a feelex" was sent out to the Johnson Administration for advice as to 
applying for a passport resulting in Hall being advised to ‘a until 

an 

atter ‘the elections. τὸν 110 REC Sy oo -ἐχξοφ. Yf b 
τὴ _. AS both New Yorls.and Chicago are awara, the/Ynporfance of 

investigating this matter cannot be overemphasized and the Bureau 
| ‘Tle ORPSCES Sustained efforts will be made. The Bureau must be kept 
μὸν Usrently advised and pertinent ‘data should be submitted under appro« 

. coprtate caption. [—~e, cua ore Cal! nye ee, 

Deboah a rag ‘yp. SEP 17 1964 <A Df Cale -REDe pe Citta, fo _ | } 
ΠΌΣΩΝ MM pe ““Ξ § (SEE NOTE PAGE TWO ὯΝ 
Tove) een 

᾿ : . 

(ἐσ 
ξ΄ “Trotter 

Tole. Room .».-. ‘A 

| BEBE SEP ul 46] TELETYPE unit L_] 



Airtel to New York & Chicago 
Re: SOLO 
100-423091. 

NOTE: 
᾿ _ The, original plan of the CPUSA to further its long-time 

‘aim to ‘obtain ἃ cloak of respectability was to rui Gus Hall, tts 
General Secretary, and Claude Lightfoot, Party functionary in Illinois, 
for President and Vice President, respectively, in the coming November 
elections, ‘This pian was canceled with the nomination of Senator 
Barry Goldwater at the recéntly held Republican Convention, with Hall 
ordering an all-out Party effort to defeat: the Republican nominee, _ 
Concerning Hakl's passport, it.is known that he :desirés to visit Moscow 
to attend the scheduled December, 1964, meeting. of 26 representatives 
of the CPs ‘throughout ‘the world. it is imperative that we stdy on 
top of this matter, - 
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ROUTE IN BD 09 Ὁ 
+ 

Date; 9/15/64 | 
| 

| Transmit the following in | 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

Wig AIRTEL 
(Priority) | 

———— en :-.--.-.ο-.-..-ς-.-.- 

dr TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

f FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

(So) SK” 
Is τὸ 

On 9/14/64, CG 5824-S* advised he had received a 
letter addressed to LYDIA WHITE, Room 918, 35 East Washington 
Street, Chicago, Illinois, postmarked 5:30 p.m., 9/10/64. 
This communication contained a brief note dated 9/10/64 
addressed to "Dear Lydia and David," The note in essence 
read as follows: 

Not having heard from you for a long time 
and remembering that you had mentioned a pos- 

sible move to a new area, I am just inquiring 
now as to how you are, Hoping for a brief 
reply so I can write a long letter. 

Yours , 

Dick 

In regard to the above, CG 5824-5* mentioned that 
DICK undoubtedly is JOHN WILLIAMSON, a former member of the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) who is now active in the CP of 
Great Britain, and that the address utilized in the above 
communication had been one that he provided to WILLIAMSON 
during a personal contact several years ago in Moscow. 
CG 5824-S* advised that he intends to respond immediately 
to the above message from WILLIAMSON and indicate that the 
address WILLIAMSON possesses is a valid and operating one. 

Oe ay Og fea ζαφοῦ,- "70 7 | ΡΟΣ Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicago _ 

3 | @ SEP 22 1964 2:5 OF 

| RWH: b11 | 

VA. 
ny I | 

Pp 2 ἀϑήθβῇ Agent in Charge 

Sent ΘθΟὺ06ΌΞ2ΔῺ2ΩἜ Per 



” . : : : 9 ' , Dp 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

Source noted that “WILLIAMSON apparently has some — 
information he desires to communicate to the “CPUSA, 

The response CG 5824-8* intends to submit in 

connection with WILLIAMSON'S | communication is generally as 

| follows: 

‘Dear Dick: 

Received yours” of the 10th. and wish to- 
inform you that we haven't moved, So if you 
have anything to write in the next few weeks, 
you can. Should we decide to move at any time 
we will, of course, certainly let you know, 
As you know, despite all the good news, we — 

have also had a lot of sad news. recently. 
Some members of the family have been and still 
‘are ill and some have recently passed away, 
as you may . have heard. 

of course, as you are aware, there is 
always a possibility that David will probably» 
have to travel to such places as France, 

Belgium, Italy and Great Britain too, for 
the purpose of buying stock for the business, 
But of course as you. know, he. always Ὁ waits 
until the season is just about over. So it 
will: be another two months before he does any 
traveling, Please write in the meantime so we 
can have all the news and can give regards to. 
all menbers of the family all over, 

The above is for the information of the Bureau, — 

2 Be 
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GSA GEM, HG, MO. 1; ᾿ Tolso Se ae 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT slp : a 

Callok - MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOP Gar 

* Ἐπ] a fe Ξ m Ξ ΕἾ baal 

a aa i eve 

; Gale Σ 
TO ‘Mrs We Co paltsvan di DATE: September 18, 1964 ΖΞ 

1 - Mr, Trott 

Belmont Tele. Room 
| PFROM :Mr. Fa ἃς eae ~ Mrs DeLoach Holzes — 

(oo 
1 
1 ὦ Mr. Sullivan Gonty 

(Ξ Ἀ i -} Mr, Baumgardner 
SUBJECT: SOL 1 ~ Liaison 

INTERNAL SECURITY — COMMUNIST 1... Mr. Shaw 
1... Mr. Denz 

Reference is made to my memorandum dated 9/16/64 - 
pertaining to recent comments made by Gus Hall, to our top- 
Level informant NY 694-S*, 

As you will recall, Hall stated that while a 
desires to visit Moscow in the. near future he was advised; 
as a result of a "feeler" to the Johnson Administration, - 
"Don't.do it until after the elections."’ Concerning these 
elections Hall opined that the Johnson Administration will 
Win an overwhelming victory with the result that the "left" 
Will be in the strongest position ever, He further commented 
that he has scheduled important meetings "with some important 
people in the Democratic Party in Chicago." Concerning this 
information, the Director has noted, "I think we should advise 
Jenkins stressing the highly sensitive nature of it.* τ 

ΔΟΤΊΟΝ: 

| That the attached letter, classified “ppp asset! 
to protect our sources, be personally delivered to the 
Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the 
President, by Mr, DeLoachs At the time of delivery the - : 
highly sensitive nature of our sources should be stressed. [uth 
to Mr; Jenkins. ~ τὸ | 

100-~428091 

Enclosure ¢ | 

bt " 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorand ROUTE IN ENVELOP? 

9/18/64 for an exten 

DATE: September 16, 1964 ἢ» TO Mr. W. Ος Sull 

1 FROM : Mr, Ἐς J. ae 1 
- y ΙΝ 

> sneer ΩΦ. ιν ἢ 1 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 
t 

1 

rtd 

- Mr. 

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. DeLoach 

Mr, 
Mr, 
Mr. 5 

Sullivan 
Baumgardney 

Calichen 

Conrad 
eLoach 

CRS ae 
Gale 

$ull 

— 

Trotter 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

meeting scheduled to begin in New York City on 
ded trip to the Soviet Union. 1 

purpose of the Chicago informant's travel to the Soviet Union would 
be to lay the groundwork for the 12/15/64 meeting in Moscow of 
representatives of world Communist Parties and also to discuss with 
the Soviets funds that the CPUSA will require during 1965; 

Hall said the 

Hall commented he, himself, intends to go to Moscow but he 

on, ct 

strongest position ever. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Party in-Chicago," . 
= Sl 

has given very serious thought with respect to when he*should depart. 
He said he has sent. out a "feeler" to the Johnson administration for 
advice as to whether he should apply for a.passport now or later. 
He stated he was advised "Don't do it until after the elections." κα 

yes .κ ᾿ Μ 

τ Hall said if things continue as they are, it was his opinion 
the Jofnson, administration will win an overwhelming victory in the 
November el@ctions with the result that the "left" will be in the 

In this connection.he stated he has sched~ 
uled important meetings "with some important people in the ol 

Hall's inference that he has a source ('feeler") in the 

this so-called source; 
of the identities of the Zim 
Chicago with whom Hall has scheduled meetings. 

fiiem this information has been developed, 
fidentially advise President Johnson. 

y‘dissemination of Hall'g%s 
is,the only individual other than Hall who/ has 

in ‘thé, Adriinistration as Ἢ 

ater 3/OO- PQS OGL Ὁ 

) 2 Conran - OVER g SEP ae τῇ 

If Ha aS vB, source 

oii 

au 

pe 

᾿ς ὦ 
ik 
At thise 

tements t: 

e) 

me 

Johnson administration is an extremely important and delicate piece: 
of information and we are attempting to determine the identity: of 

We are also making arrangements to be’ advised 
tant’ people in the Democratic Party in 

nk ve 

‘the‘Director may 
©, we ὀὐχν᾽ 694.-5 

this informa- 
e}adm 

4,24 ~ 
s, it 
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September 18, 1964 

ROUTE IN ENVLORE BY LIATEON 
<a “e, Shaw 
1 = ir. θα 

Honoxable. Walter Τῇ, Jenkins 
Special. Assistant to the President 
The White House = =~ 
Washington,. D. Cs 

-. Dear i. Jonking: _ τς ὥ» 
_ Material. colitained in ‘the enelosed memoxandun 

captioned "Communist Party 5, USA," was" supplied ‘by ‘highly 
confidential, soirces. ‘Which. have furnished ‘rélinble’ Anfor= 
mation ‘in the past. 

The ‘enclosed ménorandim, sets ‘forth: data. relating | 
to. #eeént:.conments ihade. by. Gis, ΒΑΣΙ, General. Secretary; 
Comnimist: Party ,, USA, pertaining: to’ the Novembor, 1964, 

- | national ‘elections ond lis desire ‘to -travel to. Moscow. 

Béciuse of the sensitive native of out sourddsyy, 5 
this. cOnhitinication and iis enclosure. axe classified UT 

~ 
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‘NOTE: 

“Classificd_tep etuet" because. inaithorized dis~ 
closure of this: information: could ‘reveal the ident 
the. sources (NY 694-S*, CG 5824-~S*, ‘NY 559-9* ‘an 
who: are: ‘of continuing yaluéand such ‘revelation. -cou 
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~OUTE IN ENVELOPE 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

L = ir,. Sullivan 
September 18, 1964 
1 - ifr. DeLoach 

1 ~ Hr, Baumgardner 
1 ~ Liaison, 
L ~ Ἔν, Shaw 7 ι 

. " _ At.a-xecently held meeting of alnost..2@-Communist © 
é Party, USA, leaders, Gus Hall, the Party's General, Secretary 

stressed the need for the Communist Party to mobilize: the 
people against the dangers represented by the néw leadership 
of the Ropublican Party; Hall believes the currest political 
complexion in the. country is such that the Communist. Party 
can Once again get into the main strean of political, and 
American life, © 

ate atin aT era a, Beit ss he Bee, > | _ Concerning the November, 1964, elections, Halil 
recently conmnented that in his opinion the Johnson Adminis- 
tration. will win an overwhelming victory with the. result 
that the "left" will be in its strongest position. In 

- connection with this Hall. indicated that. he has scheduled 
neetings “with some important people in the Democratic 
Party in: Chicago." Hall has also scheduled'a meeting of 
ieaders of the Commmist Party, USA, fox the latter part. 
of September, 1964,. where discussion regarding: the elections. 
and unity of the “left will. be hold. 

CR ed Be aa a Gait Ak Mae OY 
_ &m.addition to. these plans of the party Gus Hall 

desires to ‘attend a December 15, 1964, meeting in Moscow Lt tg ΕῚ 

: consisting ‘of representatives of world Communist Parties, 
but has indicated his hesitancy in applying for a passport. 

ἢ Hall -recently. claimed ‘that as. a result-of a ‘feeler" to } the: Johnson Administration concerning a passport applica~ 
ἐ _ tion, he was advised to πολὺ “until after the elections." 
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FBI 

Date: 9/21/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or_code) 

(is AIRTEL | REGISTERED | 
a (Priority} 

| fo ae 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)- 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) - 
"1 “ 

SUBJECT: (ono ; 
IS-c 

On 9/21/64, NY 694-5* received a coded-ciphered radio 
message from the Soviets, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"1. APTHEKER asked to inform GUS HALL that he was in 
East Germany already and now returns to U.S.A. This 
is why it is impossible for him to represent CPUSA 
at celebration in East Germany. 

"2, We are working on new radio program for next year. 
Please advise on days and time suitable for you. 

"3. On September 9 - we sent SK." 

The last message (#3) is in response to a message sent 
by -the informant on 9/14/64,. which was set forth in NY SOLO airtel 
of 9/15/64... "SK" above was a radio transmission which means 
"no message." - 

1 & 
ΧΩ - Bureau (RM) 

ἘΠ Ὲ aaa) OO ce ΤΑΣ 1 - NY 100-134637 (41): 

GEJ:msb SEP 23 1964 
(9) ᾿ 

Ce 

ppr Se easier no
e ΕΝ

 Ι 

65 sep oe a
y Agent in Charge ὶ 

ΜΡ 
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OPTIONAL FORM NOs 19° * ke robes es 

SE Ἀος οπιονι ΠῚ ~~ ΝΕ α΄ 
UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ - 

; εξ ONT Memorandum ROUTE ΠῚ 4.5" SLOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42809T) pate: September 15, 1964 

Tags SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

‘SUBJECT? Core 
is - Ὁ 

“On Septeibér τά. 1964, CG 5824-S* advised that he 
ΝΞ was, Sending within the next few. days single copies of the 

following books which are currently on sale in the book 
. Stands in the. United. Statés to chis Communist. Party of the 

Soviet Union (CPSU) mail drop: in Moscow, Professor I, SIRINOV, 
Post Office Box 841. Moscow,. USSR, These items were selected 
by ‘CG 5824-S* as itens possibly. of interest. to the CPSU and 

. were not specifically requésted by the CPSU. This material 
is béing sent by. CG 5824-S* in order to be: certain that his 
drop address in Moscow will be activated well in advance of 
any possible forthcoming ‘Solo MisSion,. - 

The -iténs being sent, individuaTly’ ‘at this time to 
the CPSu- drop. box aré as ‘follows: 

. Paperback -book erititled "Guide Line for Cold War 
' Victory; published by: the ‘American Security 
Council Press, Chicago, IlTinois, 

_ Hardback ‘book entitled "Great. Negroes; Past and. 
- Present," illustrated by: RUSSELL L, ADAMS and’ 
published ‘by the Afro-American Publishing Company, 
Chicago, Iilinois, ' 

- Hardback book. entitled ‘the Crisis. in. Black and: . | 
White," ‘by: CHARLES Ἐν SILBERMAN: arid published by 
Random. House. πὶ 

Hardback pook entitled “Thé Winning Case for 
Barry Goldwater ," by RALPH DE ‘TELADONO, 

The above. is being. furnished to. the Bureau for , 

η5 "- Υ 7) PbO Mfc © oP 
a. Bureau (ΒΜ) 
1 - Chicago Ex 110 ο SEP-23:1964 

‘epsemeoe 6ΦΘ9ῸῈ.Ὲ 
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Date: ὁ 9/14/64 7 
ane 

bop 
ay Transmit the following in 

νι. AIRTEL REGISTERED 
, {Priority} 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBL (100-428091) 
ἤ “Ὁ 
ΜΔ ρον: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT : Guo) . 
IS-C , : 

; ἢ 

On 9/1/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 
that he conferred with GUS HALL on that date, and HALL told himyw 4 4 
the following: τως oo. μ erg 

CG 5824-S* should be advised that he should prepare 
to go to Moscow immediately after the CPUSA National Board YAS 
meeting scheduled to begin in New York on 9/18/64. According { ἮΝ 
to HALL, he would be in personal contact with CG 5824-S* οἴποο-“ἘΠῊ; 
he planned to go to Chicago as soon as possible after the 
aforementioned National Board meeting. HALL stated also that sj 
he desired that CG 5824-S* come to New York.to attend the ν, fi ‘ —_ 

og" 

National Board meeting, - 

HALL stated that he was going to confer with CG 5824-S* 
ὃς to plan “strategy and tactics” with respect to the latter's ΦΎΝΝ 

(5 “| trip to Moscow, He said thatthe Chicago informant's trip to aA d 
y = Moscow would accomplish two purposes: 

δ Ν -} « BRD 
Ass - BUREAU (RM) 
Ἂ 1... CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β)(ΔΜ RM) 
\ | 1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (inv) (41) 

1 - NY 100-134637  (41)-- - 

Rec "100-438 09/- 4175 | 
ACB:mfd (#41) : 
(7) ΝΣ 108 _ p SEP Ξ 1964 } 

Ge ttt ὦ N ἄς, 

-} 



NY 100-134637 

— 1. To ‘Lay ‘the Ὁ groundwork for the coming preparatory 
meting in Moscow scheduled for 12/15/64, with respect te the 
international conference of Commmiat Parties in 1965. : 

Ze To discuss. with the Soviets the. amount: o£ funds - 
that the CPUSA will require from the Soviets during | the year 

᾿ 1965. 

| HALL stated that he lioped that cc 5824-S* would be 
in Moscow for an extended. period and said that it“was his 
desire that ce 5824-s#" ‘wife accompany him on this trip | to 

| ‘Moscow, 

| ᾿ With regard’ to the CPUSA, delegation. to ‘the. aforesaid 
preparatory meeting in Moscow scheduled for 12/15/64, HALL = 
stated that he anticipated that the delegation would consist of 
approximately five people among whom would be HYMAN LUMER and 

oo JAMES ALLEN. He stated that at the present time Newerybody" is ᾿ 
: maneuvering to. attend this meeting. — 

| : HALL stated that he intends to. go to Moscow himself 
and that he is giving very serious thought with respect τὸ 
when he should go there, It is his opinion that he sheuld go 
to Moscow after: the U.S. elections. | | 

_ - Th order not to give the world the impression that he ὁ 
is going te Moscow "to take orders". from the Soviets, lie will 

first travel’ in Latin America and South America and Possibly 
ether countries in the Western Hemisphere. ΝΣ 

᾿ | HALL ‘stated: that "the original BILL ALBERTSON letter" | 
was taken to.Moscow a few ‘days ago by DANIEL-RUBIN and that the | 

‘Soviets will-give it "the full. treatment"-and will give a secret, 
official report with respect thereto, According to HALL, the 
‘more the committee investigating the ALBERTSON letter studies τ᾿ 
the situation, the more convimed they are of ALBERTSON's guilt. 
For example, HALL said, the, government is desirous of abandoning 
the case against. ALBERTSON, but ALBERTSON ie in favor of the — 

government! 8. prosecuting the case. against him, This, to the 
- favestigating comuittee, is ‘significant ¢ evidence of ALBERTSON" 

- guilt. 



NY 100-134637 

HALL further advised that JIM ALLEN. would leave 
the U.S. on September 13, 1964, for an extended trip abroad 
in connection with the interests of the International Publishers. 
Company. HALL advised that ALLEN will arrive in Loddon on 
September 14th, and in Moscow-on September 17th. On the 28th 
of September he will go to Warsaw, He will be in East Germany 
on September 30th. He will be in Prague on October 4th, in ὁ 
Budapest on October 7th, in Bucharest on October 10th, in Sofia 
on October 14th, in Belgrade on October 17th,. in Rome on Ottober 
21st, in Paris on October 25th and in Londen. on October 28th, 
ALLEN is scheduled to arrive if New York on October 3ist, 
Contrary to original plans, ALLEN will not attend the 100th 
Anniversary of the Fist International in East Berlin, Instead 
HERBERT APTHEKER will be the. CPUSA xepresentativée to the afore+ 
said Gelébration and HALL Said that the Soviets Should be notified 

to this effect, - 

HALL further stated that he thas sent out tg, feeler" 
ἢ Ἂς to the JOHNSON administration for advice as to whether he ‘should 

Qs 

fy 

& 

apply for a passport now or later, He stated that he was 
e U advised, "don't do it until after the elections.” 

HALL said that if things continue: as they are, in his 
opinion, the. JOHNSON administration will win an. ‘overwhelming, 

Ἢ victory. in the November elections with the result that the 
Wy "left" will be in the strongest position that it ever has been 

in, In that connection he stated he-has scheduled some very. 
important meetings in Chicago "with some important people in 
the Democratic Barty. in Chicago." " 

HALL stated that he is interested at the moment in 
the reaction to his article appearing in the current issue 
of the "World Marxist Review" with respect ‘to the 100th Anniversary 
of the First International. “ἨΔ stated that in ‘his article it 
refers to the Soviét-Chinese dispute, HALL indicated’ to 
NY 694-S* that he is interested in becoming- "more important: 
in the international Communist. moveniént," NY 694-S* stated : 
that he mentioned to HALL that the latter has been considered 
the 5th. or 6th most important theoretician in. the international 
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Comminist movement, ‘HALL statéd that as a result of the death 
ΟΣ TOGLIATTI, who was considered the 3rd’ or 4th most. important 
theorétician in the international Communist movement, ‘HALL 
would like to replace TOGLIATII in the: international Commmist 
hierarchy. HALL also indicated that ‘his proposed trip through 
Latin and South. America would give him the prestige necessary 
for him to become an authority on the Western world with relation 
to international Communism. 

HALL further told the informant that Dr, HARRY EPSTEIN 
had been. present during the autopsy on ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
in Moscow and delivered to him a report with respect.to the 
autopsy findings. HALL stated that the report was ἃ "Secret 
report" indicating two- things were. the cause of her déath: 
Sclerosis -of the Liver owing to. alcoholism and fatty degeneration 

- O£ the, heart. 

- HALL said that hé was glad that. Dr. EPSTEIN had participated 
in the autopsy ‘because that "qquelched" all rusiors that the 
Russiatis ‘ate incompetent as physicians - ‘and further verified 
the fact: that the Russians were not the cauge of FLYNN's death.. 

HALL further stated that LEM HARRIS, " currently in Moscow, 
, was scheduled: to bring FLYNN's ashes to New York. on: 9/16/64. 
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a ὦ ROUTE IN ERWELOPE 
FBI 

Date: 9/15/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

| <a AURIRL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

——— oe eee ese ee ee ee es ee ie ee σα ee 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: “SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

On 9/14/64, NY 694-53 advised that he ha Vik oven 
on that date, microfilm messages to ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN for 
transmittal to the Soviets by way of the "Second. Channel," 

The plain text of these messages, which were in partial if 
code, age as follows: A ay ἡ. 

1. "Spoke to JAMES JACKSON regarding your inquiry ° ''/ 
concerning talk with him.on July 27th. You asked him for 4 ἢ 
answers on questions raised then, He does not recall any such -“22 ib 
talks with you, on questions raised, |S 

bee τ 

"Te is possible that he may hee forgotten, I spoke 
with him several times and yet no answers, If important to you , ie 
and to us, please repeat questions you are interested ΝΣ HK 

ἢ I will answer you immediately without fail. 

i ᾿ 

_j-W3RB "one Hale" Werth 
3.4 BUREAU (RM) POA 

- CHICAGO- (134-46 Sub B) (AM-RM) 
1 - WY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - 
1 τ NY 100-134637 (41).- - REC ML ¥2. σφ. 7.24 

JDO: mfd , 41 pememst 

(10) ©" EBL ANNEX oy 9 106d 
"SEP 221964 q ° “et ae Taps 

Approved: pent . ὃἕἵ᾿' Μ να. 
6 5 SEP 29 15

1] Agent in Charge 
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2. "Central Committee CPSU τας uncer Toes τον - 

"Please notify. HERBERE APTHEKER at ‘once that: the decision 
| of. myself and Secretariat. is. that he représent | CPUSA.as the * 
_ delegate to the 100th Anniversary Of the: FIRST INTERNAT EONAL | 
which will be held in East Germany, ‘Séptember. 24th to 28th. 
“That he speak there and make report on our Party behalf. - "Please ᾿ 
also. notify: the Journal, ‘World Marxist: ‘Review. that he: will: be =~ 

᾿ the CPUSA delegate. ‘This. will serve.as our ΟΡ credential for Loe 
eo him to this event, We. must. know at once. of: ‘his. acceptance. Ce ee 

ΠΣ MALL appreciate | if ‘you can let me, know: aby: radio. -" 7 : 

ous, wat" “ΝΣ 

“central Coanitvee, cRSU 

: "go. fare 1 have. received ἃ no: ‘andwer: on my: request ‘that 
τς PAUL NOVAK. be™ invited 88 guest. by. Jewish Ἢ ‘Tastitutions. ‘to. USSR,.. : 

_ vo, Thie de a most’ serious request please’ ‘Let. me know as ‘soon 88 
ΝΕ possible by radio, | a 

᾿ -" ous: wail". 

ἧς μββαυδδς. that - you 1 catefuily remove from ELIZABETH 7 woe! : 
ΓΝ Livia personal. ‘property all: political documents, « Fo 

- papers, etc., ‘referring: to. CPSU and CPUSA, and hold same antil  ςὃ. 
" arrangement ς can ‘be wads ἃ το transfer them. to us: through: channels. ΝΕ 

| Has wali" 

φι' hd Le. cP nenber: DANTEL RUBIN: may: ‘have 1 ‘peer . 
ΟΝ το invited by Komsomol to come to..uSSR please. bear in mind. that he εἶ ᾿ 

|| he can se to help introducing | the new: ye ̓ 

VT) is ne longer with the- youth. He is the’ organizat: Fi o
nal: ‘secretary: ο : τ 

ΠῸΣ our National’ Gommittee and therefore you may
. ‘speak with him 

pms ome]: ik every. May BM om such matters, Of course he. will: ‘help ἝΙ a 
= “in Wie Inform him το 



NY 100-134637 

"that he must be most cautious when returning to USA and to 
bear in mind the ‘talks ‘on such matters he had had with me, 

τ» 

“Morris Childs 
-International Affairs Committee" 

6. "This will inform you that we have definite 
knowledge that «ΜΙ ROSEN was in China. 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

7. "Central Comittee, CPSU 

He will be-only involved and interested in International Publisher 
-Inc. problems and matters, It is urgent for you to bear in - 
mind that all royalties that are due and ὩΣ11 δὲ due in future 
should riot be sent with him or to International Publishers 

directly τῶν I mist repeat this as most important and in con= 
fidence, These matters must go through the private. confidential 

δ channels only, Soon MORRIS CHILDS will give you more exact. ~ ~ 
details -on this on my behalf, 

 JAMies ALLEN will arrive in Moscow on September 17th. \ 
s 

᾿ : "Gus HALL" 

8. "All radio reports re ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN's 
condition camé: through 0.K, Many, many thanks for such important 
cooperation, 

"MORRIS .CHILDS" 

9. "Received your phone number to acknowledge radio --- 
but what time should I dial the 3 rings on, phone? Please let 
me know this, ξ 

"JACK BROOKS" 
' 

10, "Uncle Elliott next 9{25----Ἴ: 05 P.M, 
Haunt Mathilda next." 



oO. O 

NY 100-134637 

11, "Note? 

| "Received your SK on September 7th ..... Did_ not 
*  _ héar you om Wednesday, Septembéx 9th, did you radio dt day?" 

= 

12. “Please Note! 

| "Your undeveloped film to me is still overexposed, 
Try to be more careful, 

‘Thank you, 

JACK BROOKS" 
f 
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Date: 9/23/64 

Transmit the following in. 
{Type in plain text or code) 

_ AIRTEL _ REGISTERED . ΒΝ 
ἅ»---------------- -- (Priority) : | 

pO -----τ---------- ο-----------------------ς.--- -π-πτ-τ-- 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426091) “se 

| FROM: «SAG, NEW YORK (100- 134637) y, 

SUBJECT: Gas) or WN” 
18-C \ 

On 9/23/64, there was received via radio four 
ciphered - partially coded messages from the Soviets for 
transmission to Gus HALL. ‘The plain text of these messages is 
as follows: “- 

1. "HERB ΑΡΓΗΒΚΕᾺ asked to appoint someone else to 
represent CPUSA. at 100 International Anniversary celebration 
in East Germany, since according to him he will not, be able to 
arrive in East Germany in time." 

2. "In connection with scientific session devoted 
to 100 International Anniversary, which will start in Moscow 
on September 29th, is it possible for you to entrust JAMES 
ALLEN, if you have no other. plans, to make speech at séssion." 

3. "JAMES ALLEN insists on immediate pay to hin 
royalties for books published in USSR, saying that this was - 
agreed with you. He contends that he needs money -to. pay’ 
publishing house debts and. his travel cost to Europe. Advise 
us of our answer to JAMES ALLEN without delay." " ᾿ 

ΑΝ ἢ 
1 ree 46.Sub B)(AM my" °C 37 ὁ -- PO: ul, / 7). - - - ἢ ji — 

1 - NY 134-91. (Inv) (1) - /' Yah 0 WH 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)-~ - 

~ * 4 sép 25 1964 ACB:mEd (i41) % ere 
(9) - & + Sey, _ — 

_ - νὥακωμακανια Βαρπκαντης αν. ἀπ᾿ 

Approved: δὶ. ὁ Μ  Pér 

BS SEP 98 tae 
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4. "NOVIK (PAUL NOVICK) will be invited by 
Literaturnaya Gazeta. Official invitation will be sent to 
him to France where it is known he will be in a few days, " 

Regarding PAUL NOVICK, see New York airtel dated 
9/15/64, page 2 thereof, réflecting that GUS HALL advised the 
Soviets that no teply had been received to his. request that PAUL. 
NOVICK..be invited 88. ἃ guest to the USSR.. 
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Date: “9739764 τ τ 

5 

NT ee ee ee ‘ransmit the following in 

nt AIRTEL REGISTERED @ Plait fet or code) 
1q 

(Priotity) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC,.NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: ( δ) 
~C 

On 9/21/64,. NY 694-S* advised that he received, on that 
date, from ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, by way of the "second channel," the 
"Winston Cigarette Container® containing microfilm messages from 
the Soviets. The messages were in partial code and the plain texts 
of these are as follows: 

"1. To GUS HALL . ΗΙ 
“aD 

"At present HERBERT APTHEKER is in Budapest. 
Our representative in Budapest was instructed to notify 
APTHEKER about the decision of the leadership of the ζ: USA. 
As soon as we receive the answer from Budapest, we'll antes 
you. 

"2. Institute of World Economy and sntemation NO GAK Nip 
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences by. consent of our Central 
Committee will hold a conference on the subject: ‘International 
Working Class as a Leading Force in thé Development of, Modern 
World.' The conference will begin its work ‘on September 29. 

"Please notify us who will be your representative at 
. this conference.’ 

f 

ὴ Ox WR, CRM) 
- Chicago (134=-46-Sub B)(AM RM) 

y Ll - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) 
1. - NY 100-134637 (41) 

JDOz:msb (10) % 

Sent Μ᾿ Ρεασ Approved: 

62> SEP 98 δ, Agent in Charg 
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4 

The message concerning APTHEKER was in reply to 
message sent to Soviets by way of "sedéond channel" 9/14/64 (NY airtel, 
"SOLO, IS-C,* 9/15/64), It should bé noted that subsequently the 
Soviets contacted APTHEKER and’sent message by way of radio 9/21/64 
(NY airtel, "SOLO, TS=C," 9/21/64) advising GUS HALL of APTHEKER's 
inability to go to East Germany. . 

=2 ~ 
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UNITED.STATES GOVERNMENT aL 
Cee 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — DeLoach 
Eyons - 

- M . Conrad, 4 25--ὄ DATE: September 21, Wale AE 
Sullivan ZW, 

Tavel 
Trotter 

Caan Sx0 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confide 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

TO 

Tele. Room ..ὕ......... 
Holmes ———____— 
Gendy 

. F. Downing 

On 9/21/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at which time one message, NR 246 GR 80, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

NR 246 GR 80 
1. ACORN (Herb Aptheker) ASKED TO INFORM BIRCH (Gus Hall) THAT HE 

WAS IN SHORE (East Germany) ALREADY AND NOW RETURNS TO COVE 
(U.S.A.). THIS IS WHY IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR HIM TO REPRESENT 
BOXER (CPUSA) LANE (CP) AT CELEBRATION IN SHORE (East. Germany). 
2. WE ARE WORKING ON NEW TUG (radio) PROGRAM FOR NEXT YEAR. 
PLEASE ADVISE ON DAYS AND TIME SUITABLE FOR YOU, 3. SEPTEMBER 

9 WE SENT SK (no message) 

New York advised this date. re. 

ACTION: 

| For information. Le 

ee 
| Enclosure 
Ι arnt “\ 

1 - Mr. ὃ.- me ae Ὁ “- ase TG 
1 - Mr. Conrad “ oO 7 
2 - Mr. Shaw (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) ας 

*  J<Mr. Downing © 
i-- Mr. Néwpher : © SEP 25 
1 - Mr. Paddock Wee , 

: _ = mel 
| PWP:mmg 
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NR 246 GR 80 

74502 
79713 
03854 

96332 
02594 

35500 
89456 
56085 

‘58505 
96669 
17808 
87389 
69557 
57821 
76328 
37237 

95597 
17661 
96706 
37468 
12865 
10733 
42709 
71034 

12811 
41191 
67193 
01314 
32184 
00758 
97367 
93611 

44184 
72912 
92622 
74224 
37915 
87344 
99622 
83139 

ENCLOSURE 
[oo 

9/21/64 

59991. 
81396 |: 
62877 
64624 
99617 
53689 
36060 
67590 

41683 
43767 
‘50609 
13027 
85596 
30199 
26307 
84901 

62996 
79742 
13295 
14657 
11223 
29640 
98063 
16606 

LLEOG p— 4] 7 7 



SUBJECT: 

oe ~ Mr. Conrad 

~ Ye om κα Lo ee ae - eather πων ee eR eee abet et sep eens onl 

a - 

᾿ 4 
1 * - ral 

᾿ ο΄ SO1D=104 

GSA GEM, REG, NO. 22 , 

μ 4 Sullt 
ν᾽ ' 

Tove! . 

) a . 
Trottet ee 

ὃ δ Cc. F. Downing (3! ὰ ' Tele. Room —o 

TVR 

7 NR 118. ΘΚ 209 

ΓΤ ΝΣ 

f 

Tolson 2 
Belnont —— 

Mchr — . 
Casper . - 
Collahen ——————, 

Conted 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE It ENVELOPE DeLogch | 
Evan = 

Mr. cons ff »ἢ» 7 DATE: .September 235, 1964 “ Ee 

- 

CO 
SOLO | 

_ INTERNAL SECURITY - C δ 

informant ΝΥ .694~S* who has been receiving yomteur ications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

| On 9/23/64, transmissions were heard by the Buréa 5 Fadi 
station at Midland at- which time one message, NR 173 GR 209 a 2 

att Thé plain text is set forth below. “The cipher ext 8 iss 

" 

1, ACORN (Herb-Aptheker) ASKED TO APPOINT SOMEONE. ae TO a 
REPRESENT BOXER (CPUSA) LANE (Communist Party) AT 100 VINE " " 
(international) ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION IN SHORE (Bast Germany), 
SINCE: ACCORDING TO HIM HE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ARRIVE IN; -_ 
SHORE (East Germany) IN TIME.. 2. IN CONNECTION WITH SCIENTIFI 
SESSION DEVOTED ΤῸ 100 VINE (International) ANNIVERSARY, WHIC 
WILL START IN HOTEL (Moscow) ON SEPTEMBER 29, 18 IT POSSIBLE 
FOR YOU. TO ENTRUST BARK (Jim Allen), IF YOU HAVE NO OTHER 
PLANS, Τὸ ΜΑΚῈ SPEECH AT SESSION. 3. BARK (Jim Allen) INSISTS 
ONIMMEDIATE PAY TO HIM ROYALTIES FOR BOOKS PUBLISHED IN 
NEST (USSR), SAYING THAT THIS WAS AGREED WITH YOU. HE CONTENDS | 
THAT HE.NEEDS MONEY TO PAY PUBLISHING HOUSE DEBTS AND HIS 
TRAVEL COST TO EUROPE. ADVISE US ON OURSANSWER, TO BARK / 
(Jim Allen) WITHOUT DELAY. 4. NOVIK (repeat) NOVIK WILL BE / 
INVITED BY LITERATURNAYA GAZETA, OFFICIAL INVITATION WILL 
BE SENT ΤῸ ἯΙΜ TO FRANCE (repeat) FRANCE, WHERE IT Is KNOW} 
HE WILL BE IN A FEW DAYS. . . Rnd 

Enclosure’ SOTSLS- REC.- 66 * © rv, 

SR. ποίου | Jo Yat 9t- Y [EO 
oe 7 ce ΑΒΕΝΝ 

2.- Mr. Sullivan (Attention:. Mr. .J. A. Sizoo, Me. W. G. tinea 1964 
1 - Mr. Downing 

τῶι - Newpher ἮΝ — or 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 



Memorandum to Mr, Conrad 
Re: Solo 

Internal Security. - C 

NOVIK is probably identical with Paul Novik, general manager of 
The Morning: Freiheit, a communist daily newspaper’ published in New. York 
City and printed in Yiddish. LITERATURNAYA GAZETA is Russian for 
Literary Gazette, ἃ magazine published in.the Soviet Union. 

New York was advised. of the above on:this date. 

ACTION: | 

For information. 

" 
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OL Pore δὲ Maptrtamen 
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> TO MR DOWNING 9-25-64 ὁ SEP? 3 184 

FROM A W SMYTH ΕΓ ab) 

SPECIAL NR2. STATION TRANSMITTED FOLLOWING MESSAGE THIS DATE 

ON FIRST SCHEDULE -- ! 

NR 173 GR 209 | 

TATLA~66966-35 115-2472 799 7856-259 78-395 55-35 150-9773 7-98984 

86528-24595 95 7410" 12 135" 95925 922 1 25~ 125 1 4-562 70-0155254 706 

94899-70525 $5656 7°8 198495 602 7-= 70151-7091 15257092 1 19" 48254 

15 780-64 76 7-2079 1-4 1422-88641 --28599~ 44652 18957-96101-22541 

04048-93935 1-5 1827-59 1967991 7-415 48-05 137-55 180~2 1821-64478 

98407~15778+0 15 12-21419-$8588--81 108-35992-75415-41173~60225 

09079~1 1498-23333-0 7452-66 1 78--49826~46735- 1 1940- 44225-84170 

93802-675 42-162 1 1-68939~472 75--1031 8- 16648~5 4814-0759 4-29387 

42208-07182 - 15982 -§95835~-412 15-559 77" 36047228542 15726-75979. . 

283.81~ 46780 15955-7982 1-06056=~ 1016 1-14465-95767~ 14644-44745 
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2 TT 

τς Θ Ὁ ᾿ 
09900163639-09952-55826-56205-- 75 196-32 194-49489-632.43-02882 

282 T5= 13704-4546 l= 19785-51534-~356040- 13620-59705~73384-22976 

52103-97788+5626 7-096356-39872--39037-08896~385 72-61 1535-55150 

12294~771 43-701 19-63 171-905 43--$2268-4 1285-9883 1-06895-31589 

76969~60399~89 823~27796-55622~-10648-25372-82691~85837-04025 

Ι 55552 τὴξ ἀ90559 745-999 12=-35006 1-92 777-8666.4~ 18267-61779"24595 

| 449 14-8209 4-10320-62075-68687-~ 74986 -38030-89 462-03559~85914 

| 9312803 734-6 75360~96435-265 74-046 10-56489-59298- 71078-97620 

I 7T3566~ 15370= (5862-65 471~ ~00466--93898-55754~86835- 71236-09502 

38920 14678-0896 8-972 10-63879--68681~44185-88854-55202 “52658 

61060~9385 1-26695=-5 1772-3 4824-065 15-55785- 685245 7552 

END 

GR 200 SHD BE 52538 352538 
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10-13 Αἱ 551. 
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TO 

wwe. F. Downing 

SUBJECT 

S,33e 

pate . oF 

ow 

OMIONAL FORM NO, 10 
MAY 19637 [DION 

GSA GEM, KEG, NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

M sor ui" ROUTE IN EN VELOPE 
ur. Conra pate: September 24, 1964 

Holmes μήν: 

bie μὰν 
On 9/24/64, the New York Office furnished the κ« 

text of a message the informant desired to send and requested 
it be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished New York 
Office this date. 

SO10=106 

Conrad ___.__—, 
DeLoach = 

evens 

hoees 
5 ἤναι, 

Wan 
THOMET nee 
Tele. Room ταν 

SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

The plain text is set forth below. 
is attached. 

The cipher text 

IN ANSWER TO YOUR REQUEST FOR 1965 TUG (radio) PROGRAM, 
REQUEST YOU PROGRAM CONTACTS BETWEEN 9 AM AND 2 PM, NEW YORK 
TIME. CHANGE NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1964 TIMES TO CONFORM WITH 
ABOVE. 

Belmont 
Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
Conrad 
Downing 
Newpher 
Paddock 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

aid HMRPREENE 

REC og = So — 2807-4 47 
Ne ψακπμοκαμαιμα, 

9 SEP 29 1964 
cee 

i | Log, 
οὐ 

[οὶ 

Bc 
5 0cT1 1964 



τε-------.αἸ----- τ - — eel Le en 

τι F 

δ . βορέθηρῳς 24, 1964 ; ο δ . 
ἡ“. 97859 26563 00725 73560 46825 31574 29093 105441 62028 337145 

et Ne σ. 

20125 11847 67107 43650 29131 34499 12098 71697 03970 57419 

33548 67769 94167 42467 27661 97493 77147 73426 09555 52268 

. 16281 57110 11849 43390 40634 49049~18148-69774 06619 δδ17ῦ 

90676 13234 57603 30809 68241 91241 14797 78861 99089 75574 
- 

27333 23684 23262 07072 57375 ' ; 

υ 

FORM 610 
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z 
τῷ 

3 
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ὃ 
Ξ 
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3 
< 
wv 

é 
” 

3 
” 
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= 
co 
= 
ΠῚ 
[:] 
we 

. a 

& 
ΕἸ 
- 
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f "αἱ MAT 1967 ΓΟΙΠΙΘΗ 

OFTIOHAL FOEM NO, 10 HO1O—104 i 

OSA GEN, RIG. MG. 27 
) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont τ 

Memora 4a ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ΞΞΞΞ 

Tots eeere een: 

Meh? pei, 
Casper 

Evens ——————_= 

TO: “Mr. Conrad/ pare: September 28, 1964 ἤαπΤ- Ξ 
ἘΝ οι Sullivan ——— 

| 
Trotter ; 

son Leo Ἐς Downing κ΄ het —— 

᾿ ' ὕ 
Gandy , 

oO 
SUBJECT: " 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

Suldfvery ease 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly Ea confidential 
informant NY 694-8* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 9/28/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages were . 
transmitted. 

‘ACTION: 

For information. 

Conrad 1 - Mr. 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. Ww. G.. Shaw) 
L- Mr, Downing 
1~- Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

same ( Rees fod-Y42S of — ψ & ξ 
7 

ὥ δ | p ΟἹ 11964 | 

ry 

65 0015 1064 



_ : τιν . - — 

| τ ᾿ ᾿ } - ᾿ - " - - 

| , | of | ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ Ξ rION AUTHORITY Deprver ΕΗ: 
C DECLASSIPICATION GUIDE 

τε FO 15: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3~-81) ; - 9/21/64 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-8662) 

a cpus ~ INTERIATTONAL RELATIONS “2 
iSB-c | 

_ ss ReBwlet dated 8/21/64. 

Enclosed noveuith!/sextuplicate is "yp get” 
Jettoread mekorandum concerning captioned stor. | a! 

δ. ΓΝ Cru) tne. ΞΕ τ τι οτος ἢ 
᾿ λαοῦ 8691) ον δ το : ἦν ane (Ene. 29¢RMD | 7 A 

~ (1-138-45-Sub B). - ΝΞ Ἢ 
Lo NY 100-134637 CTV) (HL) : ; Sy 
1 - HY 1900-86624 (42) : ΝΞ NX 

" ghormab. ᾿ 
(7) 

τ LI 1 γ 27... 

| 
RoR RECORDED 

— ; . 

ἘΠῚ SEP 29 196. 

ΠΕΣ ἀμ 



EeSSlFLGATIOL 
AUTOMATIC 

- ae -~ 

h 3 

t 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS 

rs aus - = FEDERAL BUREAU OF ἸΝΥΕΒΤΙΘΑΤΊΟΝ ὁ. 

TICE tC 

“ti Reply, Please Refer ig Se ν te πὶ 
F He No. ΝΣ -ipy York, New York - : το τ 

τον τὸ κι Begpeteetbext-21, Tepe ΜΝ - 

Τὸ το νος FB  οκομπάσε Ῥρρέγῳ Ὁ... . τ 
᾿ ᾿ ‘Intarnational Relations ΠΝ 

τ’ : - - " - 
᾿ 

* 

a δ Reference is Ride £6 οἵ Kenorsadum dated Auguat 21," - 

ΠΝ "lo mall hae beet recedved-at Poot Office Box 209,02 
-_- -$hurch Stiget Station, New York, Naw York, dusing the pariod— Ὁ 

- AMQUSE Fly LIBS, through Boptenber 21, 1964, os 

a This: nove ant containg. natthat 4 ; . . 
τς {waeormandattame wor ganglustong - τὸ we i 
-" OF Fb, =r ΝΙΝ rmonarty . oe sy . 4 

᾿ "ΟΣ Phe PRY ast bs Loa og to pout ae . ᾿ ' 
τς ageroys tt dea dts oorberts. brea lt. . τ . . " ο : 

τι mE to be. distributed outside ~ πὸ ς τς ᾿ «Ὁ oe τον 

pt agency, - ΜΝ οἷς ΝΙΝ 

- rf 



τὼ (Hevi 10-29-63) 

εθφε IN ENVELOGS 
«θά “ome “Ἢ 

{Type in plain text or code) 
Transmit the following in 

(Priority) 

— eee ee Le ......... 

το. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ΩΞ 

Golo) 5- ζῇ) 
᾿ is - C 

J ΜΝ Re my telephone calls to New York 9/23 and 24,064, 
νὰ τα 

.»} 7 Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three bey 
yj and for the New York Office one copy of an informant 's bint ie 
‘3 captioned "DOCUMENTS PREPARED IN CONNECTI | ῃ : 

MEDICAL TREATMENT IN THE SOVIET UNION FOR HAI 
The information in the enclosed informant as '& 
furnished on 9/23/64 by CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W,. HANSEN [ ) 
and WALTER A, BOYLE, Ay, (ae 

Prior to the receipt of the above documents referred ἘΣ 

yy ς. 
ΜΠ) 

to herein by CG 5824-S*, they are known to have been in the 
possession of LOU DISKIN of the Communist is jf 
who transmitted them to the source through Hi 

Previously in this same regard, Lr a source 
wh liable information in @ past, advised 
8 on 9/22/64 that DISKIN had been in Madison, 
Wisconsin, on 9/20/64, met with the MOORES, and they had at 
that time prepar tten documents which they turned [ρὲ 
over to DISKIN, was unaware of the contents of the 
documents prepared by the OOREs; however, it would now appear 
that those decumenté/are identical with those referred to in 
the enclosed nfor 5 statement, 

ἈΝ \ VEG a 
3": New York τ ραν ως. ayn) £28 - Ge 2 §04/ y { 3.9 

2 - Chicago 
1 - A)134-46 Sub B 6 OCT 1 τε | 

RYErbL2 Δ ee 

Ζ 

Approved, . ΜΕ δαὶ. ὁ ὲὸδὸὲῥή. ΜΝ Per Aan 
- i Agent in Ch G5 ar δ risie | gent in Charge 



CG 134.48 Sub B 

By referenced telephone calls, the full verbatim 
text of the documents referred to herein were provided to the 
New York Office for transmittal to NY 694-S*, There is now — 
enclosed for the New York Office Xerox copies of the original 
items. 



DOCUMENTS PREPARED IN. CONNECTION 
WITH POSSIBLE. MEDI 
THE SOVIET UNION FOR 

During the of 1964, of Madison, Yeoh 
Wisconsin, hig wife, thelr gon, and several other 
individuals were driving to San Francisco, California, for be 
the, purpose of participating in a meeting which had ‘been Te 
arranged for. the purpose of organizing a Marxist-Leninist 
youth organization, While én. route to San Francisco and in, 
the vicinity of. Denver, Colorado, the automobild in. which 

| ee pre prov eling was involyed ina serious accident 
and was critically injured. ᾿ 

Ad of September, 1964[____Jhad. now partially . δ΄ 7 
recovered from his injuries, but still had a number of serious τ᾿ 

. problens, ΑΒ ἃ result, it had. been suggested by sone Leading 
Communist Party (CP) representati ὦ perhaps it would be © 

_ Mesirvable to make efforts to send to the Soviet Union. 
. for medical treatment, particularily. since he was not financially 

Beak to pay for the, required medical treatnent in the United 
States. . 
ἔα 

wis, ] with the assistance 
od_and turned over to a representa~ 

In furtherance of 
of his wife, has now prep; 
tive of the C 
nation regarding: 

as well as 5 
Thes ents were as follows: . Cc. sales Ade TIT, OU ae: 

. λυζς, ᾿ πο: viteee shee 

Document Nunber- - Sm ΝΣ ες 

ἽΡ d - 
ud erve ; 

“fo whom it. may concern: ΝΗ Ων ΒΝ, 
. “This will be one Fy: the supporting statenents for a ΕΣ 
trip. to tha Soviet Union by | Further information — - 
Will be obtainable from the. firn of Doctors $m ° + 
Denver, If such information is necessary it will be necessary. 
to have an HD, write for it since ny wife and I understand  - 
that no One who is not an. H.D, can see any medical information. 

IF. 
"Hy wife, nysélf, and my gon were involved in a rather 

serious automobile accident on the outskirts: of Denver,. 
Colorado on the: thirteenth of June of this years Luckily 
ny son received no serious injury in the accident, so he 

“ENCLOSURE 



could be cared for by the two other people who were involved 
in. the accident, ‘My wife spent about a week and 2 half in 
the hospital and sufferet! a skull fracture. J was sitting 
on the passenzer side of the front seat and suffered the most 
extensive injuries, being thrown out of the car and tossed 
about two car lengths away. εν 

"Y was hospitalized 28 -πῷ Denver hospital for roughly 
five weeks, of which about two and -a half were spent un- 
conscious, Roughly, I was-suffering mostly fron a skyli 
fracture which placed ny skull into a situation which was 
s0 nessed up that ny-skull, was supposed to look like a jigsaw 
puzzle. Luckily I xecovered conscloudness and now suffer 
mostly from a stiffness in ny right arn, a pain in my left τ΄ 
-£90¢, and a partial loss of much of ny training in mathematics, | - 
IE think that 4 partial reason for any trip to the U.5,3.R. 
would be to take advantage of the excellent yocational re~ 
habilitation available there. 

- “TEnformation ‘doncerningL___hedical record can be : 
gotton fron the U : isconsin Hospital. Department 

' of Neuro~furgery, 

a —) worst problexs ‘are psychological now. ' He needs 
nonths to recover. himself and will supposedly return to - 

. normal,” - ; τὸς 

Docunent, Nunber 2 

“I was born into a éonservative farm family in 1944, 
hy views were changed about five years ago when I net ny’ 
future husband who introduced.ne to socialism. 

"Y was married in the fall of 1961, graduated fron 
high school by extention courses and went to-live in Hadison 
where my husband was, a student. I had ny son in Kay of 1952 
and entered college that f211,. : a 

"Z have a tentative major in anthropology and am very 
interested in social sciences, I am enrolled in college 
full time this semester because I could finally afford to 
hire a babysitter. es 

"Liv political activity started last summer when we moved 
in closer to the university and joined the socialist club. 

Phere we met people who invited us to join the Concunist ; 
Party. We have been active in it for about eight months now. 

~ Bw 



finally had to stand on ny own fect) but things fre still = =~ 
"Due tol] injury ny activity has, increased ΙΙἅ Υὠὠ ἑ Pe 

not back to poxvmal in our lives because BtL1I has a lot 
of recovering to do and I still have ndjustnents to ‘settle - 
ia ny own mind, wo | 

ocuncnt_ Kunber. 3 

"Ly nanc is cd zr have béon -told by several DTS 
people, who ghz sneless For: reasons of security, | 
that wo (Cin myself) nay £0 to tho 
USSR for mediexl reasony to aid in my recovery from an auto 
accident cn route te the Du Boig Club meetings in California. 
I en that sovoral reports: are necessary to go on such 
a tr 

ὯΔΕ ΠΝ 
Workers, Adter moving to the Chicago area in erie “my: father — 
resained active in the UE. until 1993 when ho coved to wo 

Wise, Since I spent the mijority: of ny. ycars | 
᾿ 4n Wisconsin I went to. the University in 1961. After ny 

- nothex's death in 1062 my father moved to California and 
xenarried, Πὸ is now a senior in mathenatics., Due to ny 
father's political activity and his. constant taking a left 

ἢ posation, in part, I co ored riveelf a socialist at an 
early age... ἃ becane a of the Wisc, . 
Socialist Club in 1963, This position placed me in contact 
vith-several people who. 400k 2 Communist Party position and — 

_. By wife and I were invited to. join in April. of 1964. 

"iy school χοροσά had been ¥olatively- good in ‘mathematics 
and other subjects such as history, otc. Jan présently 
somewhere in-between the status of senior and graduate student, 
having cuffered an incomplote in ny thesis. brought about by ᾿ 
‘ny political work last senester. Presently this is being re+ 
noved and when it becomes renoved I will have graduated, 
I plan on ‘taking this sencster off to review much mathematics 

-£ have lost duc to the accident, -By wife da writing this 
otdtencit because ΟΥἨ a pronounced stiffness in ny right arn. 
This will improve gradually and be 0.K. in three or four 
‘while undertaking a progran of phynicad thorapy.” 

~3- 
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ἢ Ὁ 4 FB I 

x Date: 9/24/64 

(Type in plain text or code} 

γι. AIRTEL ὁ ̓  JS 
(Priority) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

_ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

(so.o ) 
Is - Cc 

+" CG 5824-S* on 9/24/64 advised that he received on 
sf this date a brief note dated 9/21/64 from JOHN WILLIAMSON, 
el a functiongry of the Communist Party (CP) of Great Britain, 

SLUIAMSON had sent to a drop maintained under the name 
¥dieNiihite, Suite 918, 25 East Washington Street, Chicago ἃς 5 es ee 

The only pertinent portion of this note accord 
to σὰ 5824-s* was the following: 

' "When Henry was in Europe he met Isobel and 
| The latter is ‘crying' about not advice or direction on his 

end of the business, I do not know the validity of his moans 
but now will leave it in your hands,” ' 

| CG 5824-S* advised that he is quite certain t 
the HENRY referred to in this note is HENRY WINSTON, however, 
he is unable to come up with any identification for ISOBEL 
(which may possibly be ISABELLE) or her husband, He feels 
quite certain that ISQBEL and her husband are probably former 
members of the CP, USA and former Americans probably now 
residing in Europe and most likely Great Britain, 

The Chicago Office has been attempting to assist 
CG 5824-S* in the identification of these individuals but has 
been unsuccessful. In view of the foregoing, CG 5824-5* 
suggested that an inquiry be made of NY 694-S* in New York to 
determine whether he might have any idea as to the possible 

τῶ REC 4 A \ u (oo - bf 2. a. FOT/ - 4 
" - New York (400-134637) (RM) 7 

1 - Chicago “Ag OCT 1. 1964 

ἂ» 

if 81} τς 

wow PIE oe 
65 OCT 6G She fd 

kGent in Charg& 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

identity of ISOBEL, If NY 694-S* is able to offer any 
suggestions in this regard, the same should be furnished 

immediately to Chicago, | 

CG 5824-S* further advised that if he is unable to 

come up with any identification for ISOBEL and husband, he 

intends to pass the information on to WINSTON and at that 

time attempt to seek further identification of the individuals 

and problem involved, . 
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on ROUTE INI ANVELGRE | δ. 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 7 ! 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ὁ. B-% Y \ se 
a 

ἢ PROM + SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) wu oh 

(Ye SUBJECT: “CS0rL0 be | ἡ of d 
Is-c 

μ 

On 9/21/64, NY 694-S* received a communication HF 
BILL KASHTAN, of the Canadian CP, via a New York drop, advising 
that LESLIE MORRIS , General Secretary of the Canadian CP, may have 

tT 1. te be released from active work for some time because of illness. 
a According to KASHTAN, LESLIE MORRIS may require a prolonged rest,, 

which is likely to create a problem for the Canadian CP. 

As an enclosure in his note, KASHTAN sent a letter 
for transmission to GUS HALL, from BEA JOHNSON in Cuba, the text 
of which is as follows: -τ-ῤ---''' 

Ἐ Δο 

"Feel. good today -- the first break. G's article 
on the lith hour, great, was published in ‘Cuba Socialista, ! 
with some nagging but it could not have happened a year ago. 
It is especially important since here the evaluation of the 
current political scene is. limited to speculation about the 
two parties, there is little thought or understanding of the 
peoples movements and their relation to the Democratic Party 
8 I have been writing in 'Hoy' continuously on thé subject 
and some changes are being felt.... (9-3-64). 

"Things here are moving onward, sometime I wonder 
how. But history has its own laws and it moves forward. 
July 26th was most impressive, a tremendous show of strength 
and unity around the big fellow, who in his way is rather 
remarkable. He is something out of the Bible when he rises 
to speak to the people of Oriente. As to the delegations, it 
Ware not seem as if parties as such were invited. There were 
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"leading people from the parties of India, Argentine, 
Uruguay, Chile, Mexico and Lebanon, aside from the socialist . 
countries, but the delegations were all visitors and I don't 
know if anything on a party level was done. I had a 
credential, but nothing came of it. They simply took no 
notice of dt, and 1 got tired of asking, so I went, as 
always, with the ‘journalists. I was rather sore about it 
and was told that it had come too early ahd so it was 
mislaid. 0. K. The conception of regular contact and 
cooperation with other Parties in not yet on the order of 
the day , and so we must remind and remind, but wait. 
That is the way to work here. After my visit with the 
big fellow, have been chasing, without avail, for months, 
to finalize things and am getting no where fast. 

"I am concentrating on writing articles in the 
press here highlighting the Party position and the activities, 
so that they get a more solid idea of our party, to counter- 
act the continuous undermining of the progressive labor boys_ | 
who have an in. The students selected by p.l, 35 next to 
criminal. A varied collection of beatniks, Trotskyites and 
Lrresponsible, with ack natlondlirs rown in, caused 

. ail the time. ~ Bu é press here eat up 
their leftist statements and gave them powerful publicity 
which, is continuing to this day, in spite of the facet that 
their actions when they got back weré provocative. I could 
do little to counter-act this since they were guests. I 
wrote an article on the new generation of responsible youth 
and their founding convention in San Francisco, giving their 
positions on all national and international question, with 
emphasizes on stressing the differences with the. boyvs_and, 
irls who had just cost the government $4,000 each. A waste 

Of money, if 1 ever-caw-a Gases Many” People thanked me for 
the article, because they saw the beatniks in action. I had 
conversations with people about the whole matter and I have 
the feeling that they are a little cured and see that that 
kind of publicity does little good. 

"I understand that your students here are learning 
a little about how Trotskyites work -- a good lesson, but 
on the whole a better bunch of kids than ours, they tell 
M@eeee (8-19-~64)" 
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